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Abstract

Many North American cities are realizing that urban heritage has an integral role in the

contemPorary urban environment. Such realization has resulted in a transformation of the very nature of

urban planning intervention. Heritage conservation has become a legitimate urban planning strategy for

determining the shaPe of present day cities. This the sis will examine thc irnportant role of urban heritage

and the rise of heritage conservalion as a necessary urban stro.tegy in tlæ contemporary ciry.

The gro$'th of heritage consen'ation and its impact on the urban environment can be accepted as an

indicator of a changing cultural sensibility among planners and urban designers, developers and builders,

politicians and citizens' Arising from a critical view of modern culfural sensibilities and dealing with the

challenges of the modern urban environment, this changing sensibility has generally been referred to as

postmodern - "post" referrìng to a transcendence of the modern view of urban life.

While postmodern cultural sensibilities have invigorated and emphasized urban heritage, linking

postmodern design principles with contemporary urban social, economic, and political factors has

significantly assisted in the conservation of urban heritage. Urban heritage serves as a critical support for

tourism' commercial revitalization, urban entreuprenialism, urban competitiveness in the global market,

and increases in public tÐi revenues.

However, in the 1990s, decreasing disposable income and decreasing tourist activity in urban

heritage interest have threatened urban heritage's legitimacy as a vital urban environmental element. This

thesis concludes that by linking heritage conservation as a community development activity, involving and

supporting community-building, it would ensure that urban heritage plays an integral role in the urban

environment and remain a vital urban strategy.

The lack of involvement or interest in urban heritage by local populations indicates that present

heritage conservation activity is overlooking an important benefit; urban heritage as a source of community

pride and souL Heritage conservation mtß| extend the role of urban heritage to a.ct es a n eans to rebuild

Iocal culture ønd appreciation and mediate and shape local communily culrure as well.
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Introduction

1.0 The Context

Many North American cities are realizing that urban heritage has an integral role in

the contemporary urban environment. Such realization has resulted in a transformation of

the very nature of urban planning intervention. Heritage conservation has become a

Iegitimate urban planning strategy for determining the shape of present day cities. This

thesis will examine the important role of urban heritage and the rise of heritage conservation

as enecessary urban strategy inthe contemporary city.

In the past two decades, many cities have strived to conserve, enhance, and

rehabilitate their heritage resources enthusiastically hoping to capitalize on its many

economic, social, cultural, and physical benefits. In fact, the urgency for conserving urban

heritage is only a recent phenomenon.

The issue ofheritage conservation arose over physical, social, and cultural concerns

that faced the modem city. From a growing dissatisfaction with the urban environment and

the cultural impoverishment which plagued modern urban space, communities where left

with an undesirable urban social and physical environment. Cities in North America

suffered from an apparent loss of meaningful places which exhibit natural, historical, and

cultural qualities. Heritage conservation is concerned with maintaining and preserving such

places.



In dealing with "place", urban designer Roger Trancik suggests both modern

architecture and planniag failed to realize the importance of regionalism and environmental

identity in producing meaningful urban places. Instead, they have drained any social and

cultural purpose from the urban environment. He suggests the need for an alternative to the

disintegration of an urban environment in which social interaction that gives primary

meaning to an individual's and a community's life is lost. A new respect for existing

urban and natural spaces that accommodate a community's sense of place and history must

emerge in order to begin facing the challenges of modern urban development.

Trancik considers the lack of an identifiable place for people and communities

signals a lack of a vibrant and vital urban culture. Urban culture exists and is mediated by

the form and "image" of places which define the cultural landscape. Cultural landscapes,

both symbolically and materially, mirror contemporary culture - its cognitive maps,

aesthetic forms, and ideologies. Cultural landscapes simultaneously reflect a cultural

product or outcome and a shaping force or medium in cultural life. The growth of heritage

conservation and its impact on the urban environment can be accepted as an indicator of a

changing cultural sensibility among planners and urban designers, developers and builders,

politicians and citizens. Arising from a critical view of modern cultural sensibility and

dealing with the challenges of the modern urban environment, this changing sensibility has

generally been referred to as postmodern - "post" referring to a transcendence of the

modern view of urban life.

1.1 Definitions

Before conducting the enquiry outlined in the thesis, a number of terms need to be

defined. First, the term "heritage conservation" can be defìned by examining the terms

"heritage" and "conservation" individually. The term "heritage" is "commonly used to

identify an object or activity for which people have particular affection as something that

belongs to them in some way" (Fram and Weiler, 1981: 5). The legal defTnition of the
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term refers to property that devolves by right of inheritance. In conjunction with its legal

use, the term nheritage" stems from the issue of 'cultural property' which includes works

of art, crafted objects, manuscripts and printed material, and immovable property such as

monuments, historic sites, archaeological sites, natural sites, natural districts, and historic

districts. It is with the immovable property that this thesis is concerned with.

The term "conservation" embraces a variety of issues concerning the environment.

Conservation is the preserving, restoring, enhancing, and maintaining of cultural

inheritance (or, in other words, heritage) and to ensure that new development is compatible

with the forms and patterns of existing development. In fact, conservation encompasses

new development into existing urban fabrics. Previously, natural and historical resources

were separated from the urban fabric by a public body purchasing the site or building as an

attempt to protect it from new private development. This policy was later determined

destructive not only to the resource but to urban processes itself. Rather, conservation

suggests the necessity of the wise use of the environment in which we live.

It does not mean freezing new development. change and decay are
inevitable. \:y g"u."lopment in our li-vin-g environmentls often o"."'rrury
to ensure public health and safety or the cãntinued economic viability anä
social well-being. of a -particuiar com_munity .... well-designed"new
developme.nt can also add to the beauty-of ortr surroundings besidËs netping
us to function better in our day-to-day-lives (Fram and wãiler, lggl: 4)'.

Since this thesis examines heritage conservation in the context of planning, the term

"planning" should be defined. "Planning" describes "the activities and processes of

making decisions about the future physical, social, economic, and cultural conditions of

our environment .-." (Fram and Weiler, l98l: 4). Planning's main concerns deal with the

spatial organization of cities and the decision-m^king process determining that organization.

Planning has always confronted two streams of thought. One is based on the

democratization of the planning process where citizens are major actors within decision-

making. The second views planners as experts in making decisions, and therefore,

predominate the decision-making process.



Otherrelevanttermsused in this thesis are the terms "modern" and "postmodern,,.

These terms are diffìcult to defìne separately, and are usually defined in opposition or

comparison to each other. The term, postmodern, is, itself, difficult to specify what it is

supposed to refer to. "Postmodernism" has been used "in all directions across different

debates, different disciplinary and discursive boundaries, as different factions seek to make

it their own, using it to designate a plethora of incommensurable objects, tendencies,

emergencies" (Hebdige, 1988: 1981).

However, the term, postmodern raises the issue of periodization. This suggest

postmodern refers to a peculiar era of change. In fact, the prefix "post" refers to a

transgression, rupture, or progression from what is "modern". Each historical period has a

different idea of what it means historically by 'modern,'making it difficult to define exactly

what has been transformed. However, the modern and the postmodern are based on

specifìc conditions. As historical periods, they have a historical limit. Here in this thesis,

they are defined as two distinct historic periods. Defined in the context of planning, they

are defined as two distinct views of the "proper" spatial organization of cities. [n the

context of the city, they are defined as two historical periods in the transformation of the

urban environment. This thesis will examine both periods as an attempt to create a

qualitatively different environment from each other; one - modern - as an attempt to

obliterate urban heritage; the other -postmodern - as an attempt to celebrate it.

L.2 Heritage Conservation and Urban planning

Over the past two decades, heritage conservation has increasingly become a major

aspect of urban planning practice across North America. Its increasing legitimacy in

provincial and municipal affairs is evident by the rise in heritage conservation legislation,

organizations committed to the protection of urban historic, natural and cultural resources,

and heritage-minded citizen groups. However, the increased demand by urban

communities to incorporate heritage conservation strategies in municipal planning has
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created a peculiar problem in modern planning thought and practice. Modern planning

practice, in fact, has - since its beginnings - been quite indifferent to heritage conservation.

On the other hand, in recent years, planning has embraced heritage conservation as

a means of shaping the urban environment. Presently, heritage conservation is viewed by

planning as a viable alternative to modern development. In fact, the conservation of urban

heritage is seen as vital to the economic, social, cultural, and physical viability of the

contemporary city. The proliferation of rehabilitated heritage buildings and sites represents

a transformation in the image of our physical environment; how we view it, plan it, and

envision it.

1.3 The Contemporary City

According to David Harvey, Jonathan Raban's Sof City is "a historical marker,

because it was written at a moment where a certain shifting can be detected in the way in

which problems of urban life were being talked about" (Harvey, 1989: 3) and "It was also

written at the cusp in intellectual and cultural history when something called

'postmodernism' emerged from its chrysalis of the anti-modern to establish itself as a

cultural aesthetic in its own right" (Harvey, 1fE9: 3). He suggests that "Soft city, written

at that moment, is a prescient text that should itself be read not as an anti-modernist

argument but as a vital affirmation that the postmodemist moment has arrived" (Harvey,

1989: 6).

Rather than a rationalized and automated system of mass production and mass

consumption of material goods, Raban describes the contemporary city as a labyrinth of

social networks and intense diversification of images. Others, such as Robert Venturi,

called upon a revision of dominant perceptions of the city in lieu of such perceived changes

in the urban environment.

In addition, such critics, as Jane Jacobs, Richard Sennett, and Leon Krier traced,

what they believed the elements of urban physical and social forms successful in nurturing



a vital and active urban culture for neighbourhoods. In their attempt to reveal the ills of

modern planning, they also planted the seeds for a new direction and focus for urban

communities. They not only prescribed a new approach to city planning but a new vision

of the city that eventually grasped the attention of planners. The "image" of the city - its

signs, symbols, spectacles, iconography, networks of communications - was to become an

important concem for planners. The potential of historical imagery in cities were now to

gain increasing attention in the development of a "richer" urban environment.

Whether, the contemporary city reflects a moment differing from the forces that

created the modern city may be arguable. But Harvey, Raban, and Venturi suggest that

profound transformations in the urban environment have taken place and the term,

postmodernism, ís typícally used to describe these trarxformatíons.

In fact, postmodernism is characterized with an arising concern for tradition and

local cultures, eclectic aesthetics, a recognition of the importance of ornament and symbols,

and an incremental approach to urban problem-solving. Postmodernism can be defined as

an attempt to overcome the problems inherent in Modernist design principles, where

Modemists failed to communicate the purpose of their large-scale designs and master plans

to citizens who would use and live in these spaces. Postmodernists realized that a

comprehensible design language was required. According to the architect, Charles Jencks,

they turned towards local and traditional symbolism to express community identity and

context. At that point, heritage conservation was viewed as an integral urban strategy.

1.3.1 A Link Between Heritage conservation an^d postmodern culture

While modernity may be characterized by an inherent conflict between tradition and

rupture, change and transformation, this tension takes a new and crucial meaning with

postmodernism. In fact, postmodernism is obsessed with the notion of history and cultural

identity. Hal Foster suggests that "postmodernism is best conceived as a conflict of new

and old modes - cultural and economic..." (Foster, 1983: xi). This conflict of old and new
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cultural and economic modes are dramatized within contemporary cities. Postmodernist

sensibilities manipulate and use historical, environmental, and local imagery in a peculiar

way that may suggest a divergence from heritage conservation's intended purpose of

enriching community life.

In May of 1987, the architect George M. Notter of Notter Finegold and Alexander

Inc., sponsored a public seminar, attended by architects, planners, and developers titled:

"Was Postmodernísm the heír to the preservafion movement? What will come next?,'r

Heie, Notter made the first tentative connection between postmodernism and heritage

preservation:

They both share a certain spirit. Both speak to the past, but both must work
io.!!: present. In new work architècts may suggest the past; in old
buildings, architects must find it and bring it Uaôt to tife again. Why have
these two moveme.nts- burst upon us atlhe same tíme, u:nd how do they
affect eachother? (Scbmertz, 1987, 9: my italics).

In addition, architectural critic for The Boston Globe and moderator of the seminar, Robert

Campbel I further defi ned the postmodern/preservati on debate:

Both were essentially rebellions against Modernism. Both rose in the mid-
'60s as a reaction to urban renewal. Preservation was a rebellion against
too much change too quickly and a loss of a sense of place. Postmodeinism
was a rebellion against abstraction (Schmertz, ßü:-9).

Both Notter and Campbell were convinced historic preservation's link with, not only

fashíonable postmodern design principles but contemporary social, economic, and political

factors would invigorate the movement.

However, the hypothesis that postmodernism is integrally linked to preservation

was fully challenged. Nellie Longsworth, president of Preservation Action in Washington

1 The seminar's primary concern centered around the issue of historic preservation. Historic preservation is
defined as the process in saving and protecting significant historical and architectural buildingi. This is but
one component of heritage conservation as defined in this thesis. In fact, the term prãservation and
conservation is usually used interchangeable. In the United States, the term preservafion ii generally used,
while in Canada, the term conservation predominates.

The link benveen historic preservation and postmodernism, as the seminar's participants examine,
may also suggest an overall link between other heritage conservation components-and postmodernism.
These links are further examined throughout the thesis.



D.C., called the link between postmodem design and preservation as a 'terrible threat' and

that "saving only facades, with new construction behind" Ieft old structures with ,'no

historic relevance" (Schmertz, lgg7, 9).

Developer Ron Drucker saw no problems with this type of development. He stated:

$v buildingsj.re a product. fþ"v are like Scorch rape is a producr, or
paran Y.T"p. The packaging of thai product is the first thing thatþeople éee.
I am selling spac-e and renting spacã and it has to be in a"packäge ttrat is
attractive enough to be financiãlly successful. I can't afford"to build
monuments because I am not an institution. If my buildings are not
successful, mylifestyle will be altered, and I am not inlerested iidoing that
(Schmertz, 1997,9).

The debate was eventually broadened by urban planner Rlward l-ogu" who added:

Urban architecture is a part of the public realm and must be protected by
sturdy guidelings for preservation and development. You'cannot trust
archítects and developers to protect the public iiterest (Schmertz, 1987 , 9:
my ítalics).

Logue argues that the perenni¿l problem with the preservation movement is that there is not

enough planning in the public ihterest, "there is little public will affecting the process"

(Schmertz, 1997,9). Urban development has been left to the mercy of market forces and

developer interests in such forms as urban revitalization, gentrifìcation, and ghettoization

which has severely polarized socioeconomic groups in spatial terms. The Modernist

utopian dream that fueled modern planning practice is replaced by Postmodernism's

politicallyconservativeretreatof goalswithasocialpurpose or a'social project'. Instead,

society is "no longer interested in goals beyond its immediate concerns" (Schmertz, 1997,

9). Logue calls for greater public control of the development process in which greater

"public will" is acted upon to effectively formulate and enforce design guidelines which

rather enhance and invigorate the preservation movement rather than have it "wooed by

Postmodernism". L,ogue suggests that many issues remain unresolved in conserving urban

heritage.
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t.4 Methodology

The methodology employed in this critical examination is based on the review of

various literature on heriøge conservation, postmodern culture and urban transformation in

North America. There are four phases in which the research will be conducted.

First, the thesis will examine the prevailing cultural sensibilities of the modern

period, beginning from the late eighteenth-century to the mid twentieth-century and its

impact on modern urban planning thought and practice. A general examination of the

modemist movement and how it affected the quality of the urban environment will also be

pedormed. The focus will center on prevalent community models and modern urban

planning strategies and follow the majortheme of its indifference towards urban heritage.

Second, the thesis will examine the present state of North American cities. Here,

literatureon the postmodern city will be considered. This research will outline the issues

and concerns which plague the postmodern city and challenges which the planning

profession faces. This phase will examine the explicit role of urban heritage in the

postmodern city and how it is used and manipulated to support its social, economic, and

cultural agenda.

Third, the present state of heritage conservation practice in Canada will be detailed.

This phase will help outline how heritage conservation activity is undertaken, the methods

employed and their intended pu{pose by reviewing various planning literature related to

heritage conservation. Examples of heritage conservation practice in Winnipeg,

Vancouver, and Victoria will clarify the issues. Goals, objectives, and processes will be

examined.

The fourth phase will conclude with an examination of the role of urban heritage

and the economic, social, and cultural impact of its conservation, possible trends, and

dilemmas that still exist.
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis

The fîrst chapter of the thesis outlines the direction and goals of the inquiry into

examining the role of urban heritage and the rise of heritage conservation as a vital planning

strategy in today's urban environment. This chapter introduces the context of the study and

its purpose. A section of the chapter is dedicated to the method used in the study and how

it is carried out.

The second chapter will explore the basis of planning thought and practice from the

nineteenth through to the early and mid-twentieth century. This chapter will detail the

structure and image of the modern city and modernism's imprint on the urban environment.

It will also examine the conflict between urban heritage and modern cultural sensibilities

(modernism) and modem social and economic processes (modernization).

The third chapter examines the changing nature of the city - its economic, cultural,

and physical transformations, the relationship between urban heritage and postmodern

cultural sensibilities, and emerging social and economic processes. This chapter will

highlight the major issues and themes that heritage conservation has introduced into

planning practice over the years of its growing prevalence. Literature on postmodernism

will be of particular concern in examining contemporary urban change and how it has

affected urban behaviour and communities.

Chapter four will detail the planning processes and legislation concerning heritage

conservation practice. Winnipeg, Vancouver, and Victoria will serve as examples of

heritage conservation in Canadian cities. This chapter will highlight the purpose and

intentions of heritage conservation schemes and indicate some dilemmas and issues.

The last chapter will analyze the role of urban heritage and the economic, social,

cultural, and physical impacts of heritage conservation practice . Various studies will be

used to determine the effects heritage conservation has had on the urban fabric. As well,

possible future trends and expectations will be examined.

***
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Modern Urban Strategies

2.0 Introduction

Since the early nineteenth-century, city planning has been shaped by modern

cultural sensibilities and has reacted to the process of modernization. Since the Industrial

Revolution, modern city planning is seen as an attempt in creating a qualitatively different

environment than that which existed previously - responding to fluctuations and

revolutionizing processes of modernization. When traditional values and institutions were

examined, modern thinkers found them to be irrational - contrary to human nature and

inhibitive to human growth and development. The mission was to overcome these

irrational systems, and direct society toward change. In the early nineteenth-century, the

signs of significant urban transformation in both Europe and North America were

appearing and by the twentieth-century - as a theoretical and physical construct - the image

of the modern city matured.

However, throughout its history, modern city planning has faced various responses

to this mission of directing change and urban growth. The growth of archaeology,

anthropology, and an awareness of history resulted in a growing concern over

revolutionary changes that were occurring in the cities of that time. Many were disturbed

by growing social upheaval, collapse and undermining of traditional institutions such as the

Church, and sought to retain the existing order. They deplored the Industrial Revolution,
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which they saw as a disruptive force. Others romanticized about the past, seeing the

Medieval Ages as a time of peace and harmony among social classes.

To conserve historical buildings, many organizations were formed in the late-

nineteenth century which had significant impact on their treatment. Such organizations

included; the Société des Amis des Monuments Parisiens in 1884 which concerned itself

with the protection of national historic monuments; The Commission du Vieux paris in

1897 which monitored the actions and development proposals in Paris so that they were not

threatening important cultural artifacts; the Touring CIub de France in 1900 which co-

ordinated France's tourist industry and recognizedthe importance of heritage to it; and the

National Trust in England formed in 1895 which pursued a policy of purchasing important

historic property as a means of protecting national monuments and historic buildings.

However, such efforts were inconsequential in comparison to the furious pace of

modern development. Entire urban sections were demolished and rebuilt into new

architectural and design forms. Such new developments flourished to transform the city.

2.1 Early Foundations of Modern planning

The revolutions in concepts of urban space and social processes that occurred

within the Renaissance period laid the conceptual foundations of what has been defined as

"The Enlightenment project". Enlightenment thought developed from an extraordinary

intellectual effort that aimed at developing objective science, universal morality and law,

and autonomous art. Enlightenment thinkers aimed at accumulating knowledge through

science in an attempt to pursue human emancipation and the enrichment of daily life

(Harvey, 1989).

Enlightenment thinkers appealed for reason and rationality to guide human nature

and progress. Inspired by modern science, the belief was widespread that the idea of being

'modern' resulted from a maelstrom of change directed towards the infinite advance of

social and moral betterment. Developing the city along rational forms of social and
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physical organization promised liberation from the irrationalities of myth, religion,

superstition, and arbitrary use of power.

The project took the domination of nature as a necessary condition of human

emancipation. As David Harvey notes;

Since. spac^e is a 'fact' of nature, this meant that the conquest and rational
9l*tiog of 

-space 
became an integral part of the moderniiing project. The

difference this time was that spaèe and time had to be orgãnizéd not to
reflect the glory of God, but to celebrate and facilitate the libe;ation of 'Man'
as a free and active individual, endowed with consciousness and will. It

- was in this image that a new landscape was to emerge (Harvey, l9g9:
249).

Reducing the city to a "natural phenomenon", according to Manfredo Tafuri, reduces the

city into an object . At this poinr,

the city is no longer seen as a structure that, by means of its own
accumulation mechanisms, determines and transforml the processes of the
exploilation of the soil and agricultural production. Inasmuch as the
reduction is a "natural'' process, ahistorical because universal, the city is
freed of any considerations of a structural nature (Tafuri, 1976: 7\.

Objectifying the city, allows the explanation and observation of the city in scientific terms.

In fact, the concept of function evolved from city planners applying biological images like

circulation, nucleus, and cell to the city as urban phenomenon was investigated through

methods applied in the natural sciences.

This process was exasperated by the emergence of the Industrial Revolution which

brought about a radical transformation in the process of urbanization. Francoise Choay

observes that "the Old World experiences an upheaval in her ancient towns which

revolutionizes not only the spatíal organization, but also the mentality of the city dweller

and the ínitiøive ofthe plnrmer" (Choay, 1969: 8). The massive influx of rural immigrants

to the city, alien to the significance and functioning of the city's institutions and in

particular its spatial organization, profoundly disturbed the urban community. As Choay

describes;

... those actually experiencing the urban phenomenon came to consider it as
something alien.- They no longer felt inside the process and determined by
it; they remained outside, observing the transformation with the eye of thê
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spectator. The inhabitant suddenly sqw the city as transformed by that
"incidence of strangeness," whiih Claude Lévi-Strauss consideis the
prerequisite of ethnological observation. Furthermore, this attitude that the
cfty is something s.ubject-to examination has been made possible by a
simultaneous evolution in the structure of knowledge. Sinceihe end ofihe
eighteenth cgntqry, Western man has begun to iiew the entirety of his
material and spiri_tu-al-productions with icertain objectivity. Hístorical
perspective provid_ed the necessary dimension for theänalysis of them and
helped elaborate the new concepis of labor, economics, änd art. At the
beginning of the nineteenth centurJ, conditions were therefore ripe for the
advent of a new study of man thróugh the social sciences (choäy, 1969:
e).

During the nineteenth-century, urban communities \¡/ere going through very

profound changes with the development of industrialized, urban centers. The traditional

notions of life many newly arrived immigrants to the city brought with them were not

conducive to the emerging industrial city. Rather than governed by natural ties of kinship

and long-established friendship, age-old habits and customs, formal controls were put in

place to create order among the large concentrations of different people with different

backgrounds. The city became the center of growing individualism, disintegration,

instability, disloyalty, and a lack of a sense of belonging. In search for reasons for the

sudden loss of "community", what emerged were increased studies into the nature of

community life and criticisms of the urban style of living.

Early attempts at examining the city, such as the works of social reformers like

Edwin Chadwick, Great Britain's Royal Investigations Commissions and Select

Committees; the social research of Frédéric Le Play; Engels' polemical synthesis in Die

Inge der arbeítendenKlasse; and the descriptions of social novelists like Mrs. Gaskell,

Dickens, 7-ola, and Eugène Süe, viewed the developing indust¡ial city with contempt. With

various sanitation problems, overcrowding, and disease, these writers "view the urban

agglomeration as a diseased condition, or worse, a monstrous deformity. Hence the

creation of new metaphors evoking the city as a chancre, a cancer, a leprous body" (Choay,

1969: 1@). The city "is not yet observed with the statistician's cold eye, as it will be

toward the end of the century; but it is viewed for the first time with a clínícal eye" (Choay,

1969: 9).
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The role of science and observation in city planning originates in Baroque planning.

Here, the monuments, broad avenues lined with uniform buildings, vistas, and geometry to

satisfy the eye destroyed the former sense of intimacy, and transformed the city into a

spectacle. The elements of monumentâlity and broad circulation systems of Baroque

planning stripped of aesthetic embellishment remained important aspects to modern

planning. This type of planning was realized during the Second Empire France and the

planning of Paris by Baron Georges Haussmann (1809-1891). Its explicit purpose was "to

regularize the disordered city, to disclose its new order by means of a pure, schematic

layout which will disentangle it from its dross, the sediment of past and present failures"

(Choay, 1969: l5).

At this moment of eruptive change, another form of modernist consciousness

developed during the romantic period and dominated the Victorian era. This modernist

romantic spirit looked to an idealized Middle Ages for direction. However, at the same

time, particularly in the field of architecture, the practical result of eclectical, architectural

compositions, using traditional forms of designs in ever new ways to produce "novelty",

exhibited a sense of indifferentism' to tradition. This weakened the effect of the

movement as the whole notion of stylistic integrity or stylistic tradition appeared as an

illusion (Collins, 1965: ll7). In its attempt to define the limits of modern planning

theoretically, by devolving the importance of heritage in the urban environment, in

practicality it was weak, only to exist outside the paths of modern d.evelopment and in areas

untouched by modern forces. In fact, at times, these two streams complemented each

other, defining the shape and image of the modern city.

2.2.O Late nineteenth-century planning ideas

In Francoise Choay's The Modern City,it states that "all forms of city planning

from ancient to modern, \ryere, in fact, formulated for the first time during the second half
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of the nineteenth century" (Choay, 1969: 7). This period witnessed a dramatic interest in

experimentation with and reflection on the urban social and physical realm.

In the 1850s, escape from the cities was viewed as the primary solution to

overwhelming urban problems. Pseudurbias were developed to solve problems of hygiene

and traffic. Industrialists, such as Cadbury, attempted to produce productive living

conditions for his workers, by developing a town in the countryside. However, the

planning of these towns were fairly elementary and represented the beginning of a process

of reduction within the complexity of social and physical urban forms. This type of

planning became a precursor for a type of spatial organization which dominated modem

planning thought beginning with Robert Owen through to Le Corbusier and reflected

planning practice during the 1950s and 60s.

In fact, this period produced two basic models of spatial organization - "One of

these models, looking to the future and inspired by a vision of social progress, we shall call

progressist. The other, nostalgic in outlook, is inspired by the vision of a cultural

communityandmay thereforebe called culflralist', (Choay, lf)69: 3l). .

2.2.1 The Progressist Model

The progressist model of planning is generally viewed as the most important model

in planning history because it was the first to emerge and it became what is today

considered to be modern urban space. Originally formulated by such thinkers and social

reforms as Robert Owen (I771-1858), Charles Fourier (1772-1837), and Etienne Caber

(1788-1856), this model of urban social and physical development came to represent the

"modern project".

The "modern project" was based on restructuring society. This meant easing the

transition from one stage of human development to the next stage of social, cultural, and

economic development. During that period, it was believed that society had not developed

properly with the introduction of modern industrial processes. The nineteenth century
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began a period of inherent structural changes to society and the city. Old, traditional urban

pattems were viewed as incompatible with a newly developing industrial society. The

emergence of utopian thought in this period, attempted to develop new forms of cities and

social constructions that appeared much more suitable in dealing with the alienating and

environmental effects of industrial development. What was needed was intense

regularization of social patterns. These have had great influence on our current concepts of

city and society. The concept of the "modern project" remained with planning until the

middle of the twentieth century at great cost to old, traditional urban spatial patterns,

buildings, districts, and communities.

To regularize and harmonize society to new industrial work processes, what was

required was a regularization of space to create a new physical, urban order. This physical

order was concerned with functionality and economic efficiency, values developed from

industrial standards. This became the origin of zoning, still used today. Land was

regulated into independent functional units, placed according to efficiency and economic

law. Buildings, such as in Owen's towns, in Fourier's and Bellamy's models, all had

single-uses. Uses were separated in strict ordered and simple, geometrical units.

In the Progressist model, there is also concern in developing standardized housing,

perceived as a symbol of equality. From Owen's towns, Fourier's phalanstere, and

Bellamy's description of future housing in twenty-first century Boston, it is evident that the

beginnings of the apartment block were developing, which was later carried on by Le

Corbusier. This also helped increase land for greenage, parks and gardens, believed to be

inherent to providing good living conditions to factory workers. As Choay observes,

The progressist concept of space breaks with the old contiguous order of
things, .... {rom the outset, the progressist spatial pattern ís not based on
c-ontinuity of solids but on a cõntinuity of voids^in which constructed
elements have burst apant. Air, light, and greenery have become symbols of
glo-gres_sland dispersal is considered esseltial to-physical hygienê (Choay,
1969: 32).
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The overwhelming concern over physical hygiene and economic efficiency had critical

consequences to the image of modern urban space. As Choay notes;

The im-portance of empty spaces and greenery, together with the division
into independent functional units of two thouian¿ Íike Owen's square and
the -phalnnstère, leads to a loss of urban character in the piogressist
fgglomerations. The traditional city disintegrates. The new ¡an-has no
boundaries; it is made up of endlessly juxtaposable standarä units and
rePresents a fìrst step in the gradual suppressión of the difference between
town and country (Choay, 1969: 98). - -

Furthermore, the Progressist stream of thought was also the roots of urban

renewal. What was needed, they believed, was a destruction of existing concepts of the

city from which a new socialist order was to be created. In this new order, "the right angle

acquires an almost mystical value, and the straight line symbolizes the break with the past

and the advent of reason" (Choay, 1969: 98). The notion of geometry to these thinkers

represented values of truth as well as beauty.

Toward the end of the nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century, the

progressist model would undergo a new phase of theoretical elaboration represented by

such figures as Tony Garnier and Le Corbusier.

2.2.2 The Culnralists

The culturalist model that "took shape after the progressist one and unlike the latter

emerged not from a revolutionary vision but from criticism of an existing urban situation

which was now more thoroughly entrenched" (Choay, 1969: 102) was a more sensitive

model for urban development. The Culturalists, primarily represented by figures such as

A.W.N. Pugin (1812-1852), John Ruskin (1818-1900), William Morris (1834-1g96), and

Camillo Sitte(1843-1903), were retrospective in that they clung to the coherent and

exemplary image of the preindustrial city in opposition to the disorder of the industrial city.

Due to the development of historical studies, particularly from historians such as Michelet,

Burckhardt, and Fustel de Coulanges who compared the disunity of the industrial city with

the tightly knit cultural communities of the MiddleAges, the Italian Renaissance and ancient
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Rome, arose a new form of nostalgia which had gradually awakened. This period saw

arise the concepts of an organic society based on natural ties of kinship, habits and customs

and a mechanical society based on what Ferdinand Tönnies - who first formulated the

concepts into a sociological theory in 1887 - called the "rational will" meaning relations

determined by formal controls. These concepts evolved to contrast the functioning of the

past with that of the present.

For Ruskin and Morris, recovery of the medieval urban order represented a way of

recovering, through a kind of catharsis, the spiritual values on which rested preindustrial

communities. However, as E.V. Walter indicates, the belief that human conditions had

deteriorated since the Medieval period,

... was not exc.lu-sively a reactionary sentiment, for it anticipated the
revolutionary Friedrich Engels as well as the conservative Thomaé Carlyle.
R_oth Engels and carlyle, writing independently in r8/¡3 44, stressed the
placelesness as well as the helpless insecurity óf the industrial workers.
Southey,,Engelq, and Carlyle all drew on medièval images to understand the
industrial revolution. Evoking the past ... was a fãmiliar way in the
nineteenth c-gntqrJi to examine õr to live with the defects of tne'piãsent
(Walter, 1988: 25).

The prevailing images of medieval society dramatized the situation of the industrial

poor. Pugin's book Contrasrs displayed a pair of illustrations showing the difference in

principle between two kinds of poor space: the workhouse of his own time and a medieval

almhouse. The modern poor house looks like a prison similar in design to Bentham's

panopticon while the imagined medieval counterpart is a setting of picturesque buildings

embracing the poor. By gazing at pictures of the past, many thinkers explored the defects

of the present. This type of Medieval imagery appealed to critics of industrial society.

William Invin Thompson had observed that,

The medieval .írnnge has.alw.ays appealed to intellectuals recoiling from the
savagery of industrialization. After the first wave of the lndustrial
Revolution from 1770 to 1851, England itself seemed to be in a mood for
consolidation; and in "The Medieval court" designed by pugin for the
Crystal Palace of the Great Exhibition of 1851, it too[ a nostalgiclook at the
European.civilization it helped to destroy. With Pugin, William Morris,
Matthew Arnold, and cardinal Newman, medievalism became one of the
first counter-cultures to industrialism (cited in walter, 19{38: 31).
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Medieval images and the consequences of the Industrial Revolution greatly aroused

a great longing for sanctuary. The Medieval church was viewed as a refuge and sanctuary

from the city outside. This search for sanctuary in sacred places also extended towards a

similar search for refuge in secular society. In Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies, the dream of

safety in the interior of a building, away from the terrible pressures of the city that

industrial developmenthad brought, was pronounced. As Richard Sennett observes, the

concept of 'home' defined "the secular version of spiritual refuge; the geography of safety

shifted from a sanctuary in the urban center to the domestic interiorn (Sennett, l99O: 2I).

The home was seen as the locus of moral reform. People, particularly children, would stay

off the public street, an environment that was seen as "harsh, crime ridden, cold, and above

all, confused in its very complexity. The private realm sought order and clarity ...',

(Sennett, 1990: 27). Sennett further observes that this concept of "home" had "two

perverse consequences ofthe search for refuge in secular society: an increase in isolation

and in inequality" (Sennett, l99O: 29).

The modern concept of home as sanctuary would have further impact on concepts

and ideas of the modern city. Even Le Corbusier believed that the architecture of the house

could impose a return to moral order, acting as a place which would meet the requirements

of modern living while purifying the spirit of its residents. His view of the continued

demoralization of industrialized man was based in the design of the home. He believed

there was a need for entire reconstruction "in order to provide a minimum of comfort, for if
this is delayed too long, there may be a disturbance of the balance of society" (Le

Corbusier, 1931: 101). He refers to the machine as providing a new order which has

changed the face of the world so dramatically that society was cracking under the confusion

and disorder of the city. The exterior urban environment as a dimension of diverse social

activity and chaos was attacked.

The impact of such a concept helped devalue the outside urban environment. While

rooted for the need to conserve the past, it became far too concerned with architectural
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activity and lost its basis with social life. In practice, the culturalist stream became directed

towards preserving isolated edifices, instead of a historic building becoming a part of the

urban Process. Buildings were viewed in isolation rather than as a connective tissue of the

city' This problem in the culturalist stream was further exasperated by the notion of

integrity, as Sennett observes,

These cqri.ou¡ powets of isolation revealed in a visually open, free
architecture explain in part how the built environment has becómå at odds
with the social.life of lhg gity.... but culture adds to power the problem of
legitimation. "Integrity" is a moral category. The fôrm of the'object has
acquired, as it were, rights against being tanipered with. Architectuieforms
a special case in relation to the ideal-of inìegrity .... To assert that the
buildings which result have the sin-gle-minded änpiint and pristine integrity
which eams them the Iieht not to be touched subìequentty is in one õuy,
therefore, ludicrous. But modern architects do assèrt thãt right (Senneit,
1990:110-111).

In Ruskin's Seven Lamps of Architecture, published in 1849, the author

summarized his position on restoring historic buildings. His emotional attachment to

historic buildings made him a resolute opponent of any alteration made to them. He states,

[Restoration] means the most total destruction which a building can suffer:
a destruction accompanie-d with false description of the thing deltroyed. Do
not let us deceive ourselves in this important matter; it iá ímposiible, as
impossibleas to raise the dead, to restorè anything that has evei been great
or beautiful in architecture. That which I háve above insisted upon aã the
life of the whole, that_spirit wlich is given only by the hand and'eye of the
workman, can never be recalled. Another spirit iray be given by another
time and it is then a new building .... Take proper caie of lour mónuments
and.you will not need to restore them .... 

-V/ãtch 
an old building with an

anxious care-;-gu.afd.it as_best you may, and àt arry cost, from every
influence of dilapidation. Count its stones as you woulã jewels of a crown;
set watches about it as if at the g,ates of a besieged city; bind it together with
iron where it loosens; stay it wiih timber wherãit decÍines; clo noícare about
t_h^1qott_g*hlliness of the aid: better a crutch than a lost limb (cited in Erder,
1986: 172).

In addition, Ruskin was also against the practice of enhancing historic buildings by creating

green areas around them. For him, this was akin to exhibiting them in museums. While,

he passionately defended the beauty of the old within its original setting, as well as

harmonizing the old with the new to ensure continuity, this harmonization generally

referred to aesthetic continuity.
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Sennett argues, the notion of integrity firrnly established,

the modem belief that works of architecture in a city should be protected,
that their form should be inviolable - tþe v,ely word, invíalablz sirggesting
that these human creations have a magic whiõh subsequently rendõis them
untouchable by men and women (Sennett, 1990: l 16).

These notions would be espoused by such modernists as [,e Corbusier and Mies van der

Rohe who insisted on complete control over their designs. In fact, Le Corbusier's whole

notions of urban order were based on a coercive authoritative system controlling and

maintainingthe integrity and authenticity of a building or design. This notion defined the

relationship between modern architecture and modern city design and the social

environment,

This change of consciousness is what the romantics first sought to plumb
by understanding.the conditions in which a man-made thing acquireä, as it
were, rights against human beings. The work of art ñ trËated with
reverence. This-rwerence bespeaks the withdrawal of objects from the
world of human_beings, an authènticity in which objects arð invested with
their own mana (Sennett, 1990: I 16). 

-

The notions of integrity and authenticity in heritage buildings and sites and its

consequences on the social fabric is carried into the postmodern debate on the treatment of

urban space.

2.2.3 Camíllo Sitte: The Art of Cíty Building

It is Camillo Sitte who gives the culturalist model a more complex and precise

structure that leads to its practical application. Sitte possessed the technical skill that both

Ruskin and Morris lacked. However, his formulation of city building is devoid of the

political and social involvement that motivated their work.

Sitte's guiding principles were aesthetics alone, where buildings were to relate to

each other to preserve the urban fabric. This idea became influential in the designing of

cities in only a certain way. Architectural and urban design became concemed with relating
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buildings visually to other buildings, rather than relating them to the urban fabric and the

social processes presently there.

In the Germanic countries, Sitte's ideas were immediately and enthusiastically

adopted appealing to a latent nationalism and undermining the prevalent Haussmann-type

planning. In Great Britain, Sitte exerted a strong influence on figures such as patrick

Geddes and Sir Raymon Unwin. In France, however, Sitte was almost completely ignored

and after World War I, this lack of influence was aggravated by L" Corbusier, when he

stigmatized Sitte as an apologist "for the donkey's way" and a "passé au petit pied."

2.3.0 The Twentieth-century

Twentieth-century thought further elaborated the model of the modern city.

However, this thought generally stemmed from the influence of the Progressists. Two

\Morld Wars and rapid revolutionizing of the industrial production system necessitated the

need for rapid reconstruction of the urban environment. The reconstruction of cities, after

World War II, tended to mirror the visions of such Modernists like Le Corbusier who

further elaborated the Progressist model to its ultimate potential. In the rush to modernize

the urban environment, notions of heritage, history, preservation, and conservation were

overlooked in planning thought and practice and the development of the city.

2.3.1 The Garden City Movement

In Ebenezer Howard's seminal work, originally titledTo-morrow: A Peøceful

Pøth to Reøl Reform ftrst published in 1898 and reissued in 1902 under the title

Garden Cities of To-Monow, endowed the modern language of the community

concept. Howard's garden city concept tried to combine both Progressist and Culturalist

concepts of a new social order and strict organization of land uses with a nostalgic view of

country living, concern for aesthetics and preserving, the community's character in design.

This concept proposed the gradual suppression of both city and country as viable physical
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and social environments. While the original concept was to create self-sustaining,

individual units. Howard did no anticipate the automobile. Instead, his garden city

concept was used to create better designed suburbs, which were used as dormitory

satellites for large cities. This concept, with its roots in the Progressist and Culturalists

model became the most influential concept in shaping the present urban form, particularly

in Canada in the early twentieth-century by Thomas Adams.

2.3.2 Tony Garnier andthe Industríal City

Between 1901 and 1904,Tony Garnierdeveloped the"citéindustrielle ". This was

the first fully developed design for an entire modern city and outlined prototypal forms

corresponding to new conceptions of space that were developing. What Garnier attempted

in the "cítéíttdustrielle u was to develop detailed architectural designs for a manufacturing

city. He also created a new land-use pattern for the modern city, separating work,

residence and recreation. Because of the specifications outlined by Garnier, "elementary as

they may seem, the citéíndustriellemust be considered as an illustration of progressist

spatial distribution rather than a universal model" (choay, 1f)69: 101).

The architectural features of the industrial city concept was houses with terraces and

atriums, apartment buildings mounted on pilotis, and public halls with reinforced concrete

mushrooms. These features were all an introduction to a new esthetic in city design. The

architecture was stripped of all historic details, to respond to the concept of a utilitarian,

industrial city.

Garnier's importance to the modern architecture and planning movement is his

imagery of the city and its architecture which provided the imagery for a social architecture

of the 20th century.
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2.3.3 Iß Corbusíer

The Swiss-French architect Charles klouard Jeanneret, who was popularly called

Le Corbusier, further developed a philosophy about the shape of the modern city. This

philosophy was shown in his drawings of a contemporary city for three million people - the

size that Paris had grown to at the time. Læ Corbusier's Ville Contemporaine demonstrated

his vision of what a modern city could look like if it were created solely out of buildings

"appropriate" to the modern age. These buildings I.e Corbusier found analogous to the

design of ocean liners, airplanes and automobiles which - he suggests - had already

achieved a new expression, free of remembered elements from the past.

The concept of Le Corbusier's Ville Contemporaine depends very heavily upon

earlier design concepts for the modern city: the long, straight streets and diagonal avenues

and that city buildings should be of uniform height and architecture developed in the

monumental tradition; plus Garnier's concept of an industrial city. At the same time, I-e

Corbusier is the first to give definitive artistic expression to the growing importance of the

automobile and the tall building in urban design. This expression clearly displays,

observes Jonathan Barnett, Le Corbusier's understanding of the developing shape of the

modemcity;

He understood that the logic of the elevator building suggests a freestanding
structure, not a subunit in a street of similar facades; that the automobile was
likely. to become the dominant mode of urban transportation, lending itself
to uniform street-grid patterns, but with streets spãces farther apart than
traditional urban blocks; and that the need foi unimpeded auiomobile
movement would create the limited-access highways that appear in his
renderings long before anyone actually built one(Barnett, l%6: ll4).

Similar ideas were applied by Le Corbusier in his vision of central Paris in the

Voisin Plan, exhibited in 1925. As Barnett describes;

In this proposal, eighteen sixty-floor skyscrapers and three clusters of
Iuxury apartments borrowed from the earlier design of the contemporary
city replace the business center of Paris, and a limited-access highway ii
driven straight through the heart of the city. Notre Dame and th-e Loúvre
survive, but the traditional fabric of central París is obliterated (Barnett,
1986: l14;myítalics).
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During the 1920s, when Le Corbusier developed his plans for central paris, many

were dissatisfied with the shape of cities. Rapid unregulated growth and industrialization

created terrible living conditions for the poor where slums occupied large urban areas

which characterized the nineteenth-century and still existed in the twentieth. In addition,

laws regulating new development, sanitation, and water-supply were often unenforced. Le

corbusier's visions of reconstructing the city gathered increasing appeal.

It was in the last chapter of Le Corbusier'sVers une Architecture that he

pleaded for a new direction in architecture and design to avoid social anomie. "'We,,, he

wrote, "are living in a period of reconstruction and of adaptation to new social and

economic condition" (Le Corbusier, 1931: 90). This architecture, Læ Corbusier

advocated, manifested itself in his use of machine aesthetics and machine imagery. Le

Corbusier's machine worship "evoked a spiritual rather than a material order" (von Moos,

1979: 52).

It is known that Le Corbusier knew Tony Garnier's work (he does refer to him in

Towørds a New Architecture)andthathealsoreadtheideasofCharlesFourier. Both

influenced the architect toward a progressive utopian socialist stream. This led Le

Corbusier to demand a more humanistic organization within the industrial process. What

continued to be the problem within the industrial system, he believed, was a confusion of

ends, creating social disruption, as society had not yet ordered itself in harrrony with the

machine.

Le Corbusier believed that strict organization implied leadership by experts and

values as an impersonal necessity. The city would be governed by economic law and strict

organization, order and geometry were the key elements that would keep men in order.

This meant that "a way of life, the spirit of man, the social wishes and daily life can ...

almost ... be reduced to composition, geometry" (Jencks, rg77: 199).
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The works and ideas of t e Corbusier greatly influenced the modern urban and

architectural language. With his visions of the modern city, he is considered a leading

pioneer of the modern movement.

2.3.4 The ModernCíty Image

At the end of the Second World War, European countries were faced with an

immediate need for reconstruction on an unprecedented scale due to the devastation and

destruction that war had brought. At this moment, architects and planners alike viewed

massive reconstruction as an opportunity to create a new kind of modern city, with far

more open space at ground level, with highways through city centers, and with tall

buildings for both offìces and housing. As Barnett observes;

Faith in this modern image of the city was strong despite the existence of
few built examples. Thé overcrowding and traffic congestion of prewar
cities needed improvement, the existenðe of modern techinology made tall
buildings possible, while reconstructing older buildings with thähandcrafts
of a previous era seemed both too expensive and too Iime-consuming. But
the modern city concept was also ideologically attractive, a response"to the
powerful images created by Le Corbusier, Mies and othei modernist
arcbitects, to the writings of the advocates of modern architecture (Barnett,
1986: 126).

In North America, the belief that cities should be modernized also emerged. During

the l950s, Barnett notes,

o"-*. lig!ryays. were being planned to link urban centers, publicly
subsidized housing was greatly expanded, the concept of commercial urban
renewal had become established as the means liy which government
promoted development in the business center of ciiies, and ãoning laws
were restudied to encourage a more modern building type (Barnett;19g6:
130).

New highways were driven through the center of the city, as in Boston and Seattle.

In places, like Kansas city and Cincinnati, highways were planned to encircle the

downtown business center. ln The Offtcíat Pløn of the Metropolitøn Toronto

Planning area (1959) massive expressway construction was proposed;
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The total length of expressways is to be increased from 42.4 to 103.1 miles
in Metropolitan Toronto, and from 81.6 to 203.2 miles in the entire
PlanningArea. (1959: s7)

With complete disregard for the existing urban environment, massive expressways were

planned to cut through the downtown and existing neighbourhoods while the Gardiner

expressway is proposed for extension. The building of these expressways changed the

nature and shape of Toronto's urban landscape.

According to David Harvey, the expressway was an integral component in

industrial development. The revolutionizing of production processes during this period -

which Harvey appropriately calls "Fordism" - required a new urban landscape. Here, the

labour process was to be thoroughly rationalized for assembly-line production, and for

Ford it was to be most importantly in his automobile production plants. Now with the

ability for increased speeds, the enjoyment of it was only possible through the restructuring

and the removal of the hindrances on the streets, such as masses of pedestrians. Also, old

winding streets were to be replaced by much more linear and wider expressways to ensure

an efficient system ofaccelerated vehicular traffic.

The state became the vehicle by which public expenditures were used to create

"much needed infrastructures for both production and consumption" (Harvey, 1989: LZg).

\ù/ith the charisma of a Robert Moses and the ideology of a Le Corbusier, huge public

works were implemented for the restructuring of the urban landscape by way of the

highway.

Urban-renewal policies were instituted in many North American cities during the

1950s as extensive clearance was related to urban highway links, the elimination of slums,

and redesigning business centers to create larger amounts of open space at ground level,

with densities made up by towers.

The image of the subsidized housing project as a series of towers in a sea of

undefined open space was established before the Second World War. However, by this
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time, this image continued to be repeated at ever-increasing densities creating an

environment increasingly inhumane.

2.3.5 New York City Zoning Law

After comprehensive revision, the New York City zoning law of 1961 was to

become a prototype for many large-city zoning codes. The primary design concept which

initiated the revision was the popular tower surrounded by open space, a concept that

dominated urban renewal schemes. The zoning codes offered a 20 percent floor area bonus

for a public open space at ground level of freestanding high-rises. This dominating

architectural image, which were behind the regulations, was almost certainly derived from

Mies van der Rohe's and Philip Johnson's Seagram Building completed in 1958, and the

Chase Manhattan Bank tower by Skidmore Owings and Merrill, completed in 1960. In

both examples, the freestanding high-rise tower "was a simple rectangular mass set free of

the surrounding street system by large amounts of open space" (Barnett, 1986: 130). For

New York's residential building regulations, the architectural image were derived from

tower-in-open-space projects like Parkchester, developed by the Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company between 1938 and 1942, anda slum-clearance project that was part of

a program run by Robert Moses called Stuyvesant Town, and was also developed by the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, beginning in 1947.

These types of development had major consequences on the appearance of New

York City and other major cities with similar zoning objectives. As Barnett observes;

As zoning regulations were rerevised to base building design on a
relationship to open space rather than to streets, an incremental vãrsion of
the tower-in-park city was created in many places. Towers in parks, like Le
Corbusier's sixty-story office buildings in the Ville Contempbraine or the
Unité d'Habitation, were not design concepts that lent tiemselves to
incremental development. The result was óften to open up views of
undesigned party walls, and to create buildings that were not related to one
another, amid discontinuous pockets of open space (Barnett, 1986: 131).
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2.3.6 The Urban Renewal Era

Urban-renewal projects throughout many North American cities opened up the

possibility of more comprehensive modernization of their urban centers. Design concepts

for many urban-renewal projects were influenced by two unexecuted concepts. The first

was a plan for the redevelopment of railway yards in Boston's Back Bay in 1953 by a team

of architects, headed by Walter Gropius. The second influential concept was Victor

Gruen's 1956 plan for Forth Worth.

In the Back Bay proposal, the area is characterized by the development of a parking

garage which would hold up to five thousand cars. The plan also proposes a large internal

shopping center, and buildings existing within open green space. The Back Bay proposal,

as Barnett states, "helped to define the image of desirable urban renewal, and was mirrored

in hundreds of projects in other cities" (Barnett, 1986: 131).

The Fort Worth plan's influence stemmed from its interest in exhibiting the

applicability of regional shopping development as a means to revitalizing existing

downtowns. In addition, the plan suggested an expressway system which forms a ring

around the business center. Within the ring, the careful placement of parking garages

would intercept traffic and the streets within the entire central district would be altered into

pedestrian precincts.

while most of the Fort worth plan was never carried out, the image of
peripheral highway and pedestrian precinct became influential, anã the
conce-pt of the downtown mall to help the urban retail dishict compete with
suburban shopping centers was to become an almost axiomatiè part of
modern city design (Barnett, L9Í36: I32).

2.4 Urban lferitage and Moderrr I)evelopment

Moder¡ architecture and urban design was an attempt to unify and heighten the

sense of the present by emphasizing the break with the past and with tradition. Such type

of urban development resulted in great cost to a city's urban environment and its local

population.
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Advocates for the conservation of urban heritage bitterly struggled against

prevailing cultural sensibilities (modemism), which devalued traditional urban forms and

economic and social processes (modernization) which constantly revolutionized and

transformed the urban structure. In fact, this struggle - between those who wish to

maintain tradition and some continuity with the past and those who seek revolution and

transcend the "old order" - has charactenzed the basic conflict of modernity. Often, the

results of this struggle were bitter and painful - massive restructuring of the urban built

"ouìroo*"nt, 
resulting in dislocation of people, destruction of the natural environment, and

buildings and areas left to deteriorate beyond repair. Technology has allowed modern

possibilities to obliterate the existing built environment and build completely from scratch.

The notion that the entire existing urban fabric should be altered was implicit in

most modernist city designs from the Ville Contemporaine onward. The historical fabric of

the city was often replaced by an environment in which individual buildings were either

separated by large open green space or expressways. The usual effect of such design

concepts has been the fragmentation of development, as conflicts between new

development and the preexisting city arose. Subsidized housing was separated from the

surrounding urban context in accordance to the tower-in-park principle that underlined the

urban renewal concept. Most urban renewal plans were carried out parcel by parcel, with

relatively little design continuity among buildings. Furthennore, the placement of each

building was often determined by abstract geometric arrangements set in the midst of open

green space. Zoning ordinances further ensured the fragmentation of individual

developments by enforcing open public space at ground level of high-rise development and

giving setbacks primacy over relationships to streets and surrounding buildings.

Few alternatives existed to such development patterns during this period. In

Europe, such organizations as the Société des Amis des Monuments Parisiens in France

and the National Trust in England sought to save heritage artifacts by removing them from

the public.
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Monuments were removed and placed into museums were they could be studied by

experts and preserved within their walls. Heritage properties were purchased and public

access was inhibited to them or allowed viewing from their exteriors like museum pieces2.

The museum, indoor or outdoor became the primary repository of our cultural heritage.

At some point, we seem to have come to believe that, because the museum
preserves pieces_of the past, we must necessarily put everything from the
past into it, and that,.simply because the museumpieserves valua--ble pieces
of the past, everything ol value is already in the museum. This belief
relieves our conl{e-nces of any further neèd for concern: history is safe
(Coopersmith, Lg76: 2I).

As urban heritage artifacts were "musuemified", the bulldozers of modern development

moved on.

However, by the 1960s, modern planning faced three important challenges that

threatened to efface the basic principles modern urban development was based on. First,

communities became pitched in heated battles with planners, developers, and politicians to

halt development that threatened existing neighbourhood patterns. Massive transformations

of the built environment resulted in serious consequences at the neighbourhood level as the

battle lines were continually drawn, pitching residents against "urban renewal" in the forms

of group homes, public housing, and condominiums.

Community reactions to large-scale development suggested that planners and their

"community models" were insensitive to urban places embodied with meaning by the

citizens who inhabit them. Planners were faced with the challenge of re-evaluating

"community models" in which modern planning practice was based on.

Second, modern planning came under fierce attack from a surge of literature

attempting to efface its principles. By 1961, the publishing of Jane Jacob's The Death

anil Life of Great Americøn Cities became not only one of the earliest attacks on

modern planning practice but also became the most influential. Richard Sennett's Tlze

2 Even Le Corbusier, in his designs for Paris, proposed to preserve the Notre Dame cathedral and the
Louvre. However, both had no relation ø the proposed physical layout and its resulting social and
economic fabric.
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Uses of Disorder brought to the attention the need for reconstructing urban life which

incorporated diversity and creative disorder in its physical and social realm. paul

Goodman's After the Plønners argued that modern urban environments were repressive

physical and social structures. Another critic, the architect Leon Krier, was concerned with

the prevailing symbolic poverty of the modern urban environment. In reaction to what

was perceived as a decaying urban environment, void of any meaningful and interesting

spaces, they attacked the principles and beliefs of modern planni¡g.

Third, the modem city was plagued by various environmental concerns that

threatened the livability of urban spaces. Pollution, waste, and the general despoiling of

the natural environment gave concem overhuman health issues and survival. Rapid, large-

scale development, indifferent to a fragile natural ecology, threatened to eradicate a system

necessary for the survival of the human species. As growing environmental awareness

took form, pressures were exerted for the protection of such fragile areas, as well as

developmentforrns fa¡ more sensitive to the natural fabric.

The issue of urban form and its image began to enter the public agenda. At the

metropolitan scale there was the perennial concern with urban sprawl. The concern that

underlined Canadian planning practice in the 1970s was the dissatisfaction with the urban

fringe, consisting of diffused and sprawling conurbations. The regional planning agenda

was dominated by issues, such as strip development, the diffusion of bungalows in the

countryside, excessive service demands arising from inefficient forms of development, and

despoiling of amenities resulting from uncoordinated development. On the other hand, city

centres were being t¡ansforrred into high-rise fortresses of condos, offices, and large-scale

commercial shopping mall development.

The environmental results of many planning efforts, which supported such

developmentpatterns, were deemed undesirable. Modern planniag practice was criticized

for creating barren urban landscapes and for having a lack of consideration to a

community's historical experience. I-arge-scale development, which totally recreated an
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urban space in a completely different form had, at the same time, eliminated many places

through which people have popularly enjoyed and identified thembelves with. The view

arose that the modern physical environment had created a number of environmental, social,

psychological, and cultural deviations that modern planni¡g failed to take into account.

First, such development lacked any continuity with the pre-existing physical and

social fabric. Modern development disrupted existing community patterns, heightening a

sense of uprootedness, alienation, and nonplace. In fact, modern development

homogenized the urban environment as every suburb looked like every other suburb, every

public housing project looked like every other public housing project, and every rower

appeared similar to every other tower. In such any environment, any personal

identification to the urban landscape was becoming increasingly impossible.

Second, old buildings were demolished to make way for newer, larger

developments such as shopping malls, freeways, and office and residential towers creating

a dislocating effect upon residents living in the path of such developments. As Denhez

describes;

Demolition us]ally dislocates that segment of the population least able to
copewith it. Fu¡thermore, it tends to reduce supply óf the least expensive
housing stgc_k in !he_ country, with possible i-nflâtionary reperc'ussions
which reach through the entire housing market. This problém ié tne subject
of increasing documentation; it has aioused consideiable militancy in ihat
wing of the conservation movement, to the extent that conservationists have
even resorted to the occup-ation of structures in protest against proposed
demolition (as in the case of Montreal's St. Norbert Street)-(De¡hè2, tgl3:
2s).

Heritage conservation arose as an alternative to modern development which completely

ignored the important role of cultural heritage in the urban environment. It was seen as a

vital urban strategy which would alleviate the problems modern development had created.

2.5 Chapter Sumrn¿¡y

The calculated expanses of freeways, high-rises, and suburbs, are the most

significant characteristics of the modem city. But, as Barnett notes, "rather than acting as
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design determinants, they have usually been constructed without any controlling concept of

city design" (Barneú, 1986: 135). Freeway planning, slum clearance, and urban renewal

have nevertheless embodied a sense that radical changes in the city were necessary and that

they could and should be decided by technicians on behalf of the rest of the people - a

predominately Corbusian attitude that prefigured in his visions and plans for a modern city.

This authoritarian attitude and a certain contemptfor the existing urban fabric were implicit

in the design of urban freeway systems and urban renewal projects that required the total

clearanceof large parts of the existing city - completely ignoring a community's historical

experience

In the 1950s and 1960s, following the lead of the United States, Canadian city

planning became heavily involved in urban renewal. Urban renewal projects were

vigorously pushed by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) and initiated in

most large Canadian cities. Such corporations also applied the suburban format that was

successful in the outerfringes of the city into the inner city and downtown areas. Freeway

systems, subsidized public housing and the downtown shopping mall, which replaced old,

historic streets and retail shops, impacted the visual nature of the downtown.

However, increasing dissatisfaction over urban systems originating from modern

planning concepts adhering to values of industrial growth (Frampton, 1983) (Soja, l9fì9)

(Zukin,1991), increasing concern over the loss of historical experience in cities (Grantz,

1989), ecological destruction (Hebdige, 1988), and arising disillusionment over the "cult of

expertise and professionalism" (Said, 1981), are forces that have impacted present planning

thought and practice. The criteria of "appropriate" decision-making in modern planning

based on values of functionality, efficiency, universality, standardization, order, technical

rationality, and industrial growth no longer dominate.

The planner became faced with a growing movement against its most cherished

principles as;

First the overriding concept of a public interest disintegrated and then the
ideal of comprehensive planning as the profession immersed itself in
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political participation. ThrougþouJ th9 lfb0s the profession registered a
growing_awareness that the ideal of master planning never -had been
achievable. A ggpqrehensive viewpoint of the urban totâiity jusrified in the
name of the public interest-implied-a top-down autocratic áfproach. New
values and choices were always arising, making it un¡ealisiic to measure
short-range changes against the long-íérrr devãlopment goals 

"*Uo¿i"¿within the master plan (Boyer, 1990:-280).

This shift away from "master planni¡g" was bound to have consequences on, not only the

way we plan, but also on the way we think and imagine the city. As David Harvey

indicates;

It is nowadays the norm to seek out 'pluralistic' and 'organic' strategies for
approachi'lg urban development as a 'collage' of hlgtrly differãntiated
lpaces and mixtures, rather than pursuing grandiosã pians based on
functional zoning.of different activitiès. 'Coliag-e city'is noï the théme and
'urban revitalization' has rgplaced the vilifieð'urbán renewal' as the key
buzz-word in the planners'lèxicon (Harvey, l9g9: 40).

A shift from one image of the city to another has a profound impact on the way we

imagine, thinh plan, and rationalize about urban forrn. It also has profound influence on

the shape of our cities. These major changes suggest that the quality of urban life since the

early 1970s is distinct from the modern urban lifestyle which previously prevailed.

The basis of the traditional view of society has faded away. The principles and

values of the modern project have been increasingly shattered by the postmodern critique of

modernity (Lyotard, lnÐ. As Hamel notes,

Faced with the decline of modern ideals, pla,nners can no longer propose
intervention Prggraml thatstem from the application of simple iistrirmåntat
or bureaucratic rationality. Moreovei, tne ineffectiviness of these
approaches seems increasingly to oblige them to rethink their actions and
their strategies (Hamel, l9g3: 22).

In addition, as David Harvey suggests, major changes have also occurred in the

shape of present day cities since 1970. The freestqnding high-rise, the serpentine freeway,

and the large expanses of suburbs, while they remain dominant features of the urban

Iandscape, no longer cha¡acterize new and developing urban spatial patterns. Traditional

patterns of organizing space are increasingly difficult to maintain due to demands for urban

fiscal constaint and high real interest rates.
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A reaction to the modernist city began in the 1960s, just at the time when
modemist co¡cepts of city de¡lgn wêre mal4ng their fuark on almost every
urban area in the world. The demand foriommunity participation, a
renewed inte¡est in historic preservation and the béginningi of the
environmental moveme-nt helpeã create a need for smallei-scale"proposals
and an appreciation of the virfues of the monumental and garden-city åesign
concepts (Barnett, 1986: 135).

In the swirl of change and transformation, the old image of the city is replaced by

the new city. The processes that once created the city of freeways, suburbs, and high-

rises, no longer exist as they did. Economic and cultural transformations have resulted in a

different kind of city stitched into the fabric of the old. This is the postnodern city.

*t<*
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3
Postmodern Urban Strategies

3.0 DefTning the Postmodern

The concept of the postmodern is difficult to grasp. Fredric Jameson suggests that

the term postmodern should be viewed as "shifts and irrevocable changes in the

represenfafian of things and of the way they change" (Jameson, 1991: ix). For modernist

thinkers, interest was occupied with changes and their general tendency: "they thought

about the thing itself, substantively, in Utopian or essential fashion" (Jameson, 1991: ix).

On the other hand, postmodernism is interested in variations and traces the contents of

those variations.

This chapter will examine, as postmodernists do, the variations in the represenÍation

of the city and its subsequent changes. By the 1960s, beginning with Jane Jacob,s The

Death ønd Life of Great American Cities, a critical view of the modern city

emerged. From this view, various prescriptions for an urban planning and design

approach which would nurture vital and active communities were formulated. These

prescriptions formed not only a new planning and design approach but new represenfafions

of the city. These represenfations significantly vary from their modernist counterparts

which were exemplified by utopian urban schemes and may be defined as postmodern -

since they precede modern city representations.
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However, by the early 1970s, significant shifts in the city are observed. Jonathan

Raban's Soft City is the earliest affîrmation that a period of transformation has occurred

in cities. This text is a descriptive rather than a prescriptive examination of the

contemporary city. As David Harvey suggests, Sof Cdfy asserts that the postmodern

moment in the city had arrived. Various attempts to understand and describe the

postmodern phenomenon in the context of cities will be examined here in order to generate

an understanding in the transformations and the themes that describe the contemporary

situation.

In addition, heritage conservation - its intended purpose revealed in the various

critiques of the modern city and its actual role in the postmodern city - is examined within

the context of contemporary urban change. The growth of heritage conservation can be

attributed to its success in kickstarting and contributing to the redevelopment and

revitalization of cities. Historic preservation, historic and natural districts, waterfront

development, and revitalization of older neighbourhoods have become vital planning and

urban policy strategies. The reasons and its impact and role in urban change will be

examined in this chapter.

3.1 The Anti-ModernistÆostmodernist Critique of the Modern City

In dealing with urban space, Roger Trancik notes the Modern movement's failure to

realize the importance of community and environmental identity to produce meaningful and

identifiable places within cities. Instead, modern planning prescriptions drained any "social

purpose" from public spaces. As Trancik describes;

The impulse was to clear the ground, sanitize, and promote human welfare
through the segregation of land uses into discrete zones and the substitution
of high-rise towers to the evolved community pattern they replaced, nor did
they respond to the social relationshíps that gave meaning to community
exístence.... The social impact has been to ban "non-conforming" activities
from each district, thereby excluding the variety that gives life to the
traditional, preindustrial city (Trancik, L986: 12; my italics).
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In addition, citizens were mobilized in many cities against modern development

pattems that obliterated existing neighbourhoods and important public spaces. This

citizen's movement forced planners and designers to reexamine theories of modern

planning and design and reformulate concepts of urban community living.

With mounting failures in producing vital urban spaces,3 a reaction of anti-

modernist sentiments occurred;

They d-qc.largd that the city core, with its high density, pockets of lost space,
and political and social problems, was unsuited foi modern living foiboth
rich a-nd poor. The suburbs we¡e equally undesirable, as loñ-density
sprawl destroyed vast areas of land and did not allow for the richness of the
urban experience. _Th" compact new city open to all income groups was the
answer. H"fg, the infrastructure systems of roads, utiliiíes,- and open
spaces would be coordínated and urbanity would be put ín balance ànd
hnrmony with the ecology of site. Here, lost space woild be elímirntedand
a composite cíty structure yt9ryl"d províde urban space in a varíety of formal
configurations (Trancik, 1986: 36; my ítalics).

The new pattern of urban development would be pushed and pulled in a multitude of

directions as new urban configurations in the form of heritage conservation and urban

revitalization were realized.

3 .I .I Jane Jatob's The Death and Life of Great Amerícan Cities

During the predominance of modern planning and design, the city and its functions

were systematically under att¿ck. The dissatisfaction with the urban environment of the

nineteenth and early to mid-twentieth century and its inherent problems of sanitation,

hygiene, traffic, and slums, led to the concept of dispersing urban functions into wider

uses of space and the gradual suppression of both urban and rural environments as viable

physical and social containers. Guided by principles derived from "towns, suburbs,

tuberculosis sanatoria, fairs, and imaginary dream cities" (Jacobs, 196l: 6), modern

3 Th" dynamiling 9f the Pruitt-lgoe housing development on 15 July lllL, anurban developmenr prqecr
that s¡rmbolized the ideals of the modern movement and declared uninhabitable for housing low-income
people, was seen as an example of the failure of modern planning and design to produce livable spaces.
Many anti-modernists and postmodernists would refer to its destruction as the end of the moderniit era and a
realization that modernist ideals were a failure.
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planning and design, with persistence, use these principles. Jane Jacobs has vehemently

attacked these principles in her book The Death and Life of Great Americøn Cities

published in lfbl. Jacobs described the failures of current city planning and offered new

principles to produce vital and vibrant city neighbourhoods.

Her main criticisms are targeted at Ebenezer Howard's and [æ Corbusier's concepts

of the city. According to Jacobs, for Howard, the city was "an outright evil and an affront

to nature ..... His prescription for saving people was to do the city in" (Jacobs, 1f)61: l7).

To Jacobs, his concept of a garden city was not the combination of city and country living

but, in fact, the destruction of both. The destruction of the existing city was further

aggravated by I-e Corbusier's concepts which dramatized the need for a new urban order.

In Jacobs' view, the destruction of cities through modern development patterns has

created unlivable urban environments. In addition, the destruction of rural environments

through suburbanization, urban expansion and dispersal has not brought people closer to

the values of nature Howard intended. Instead , in the process of suburbanization, nature

is denatured into vast open, green spaces which are deserted or unsupported by a nearby

intensity of people. This simplified tenitory, suppressed of any urban or rural functions

creates an economically and socially infertile area.

In Jacobs view, North American cities are disappearing due to modern development

in the form of suburbs, freeways, and high-rises; "Dull , inert cities, it is true, do contain

the seeds of their own destruction and little else" (Jacobs, 1967: Æ). On the other hand

"lively, diverse, intense cities contain the seeds of their own regeneration" (Jacobs, 196l:

448). Revitalizing the city is viewed as an imperative planning strategy to rescue the urban

environment as a vital social, physical, and economic entity. Jacobs offers a number of

conditions for this.

Jacobs views the outdoor vibrancy of the older city, with streets filled with

pedestrians, as a crucial condition to regenerate the urban environment. This is what

creates diversity in neighbourhoods. With diversity eventually comes intensity of uses.
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Modern urban environments are plagued by vast, unused open spaces. Older, existing

urban fabrics, with their compact fonns, are replaced by buildings situated in voids of

green space or concrete - physical spaces which lack any social or economic purpose.

Furthermore, Jacobs realizes that new ideas, especially new commercial

enterprises, cannot take risks in the high-overhead economy of new construction. These

new ideas must use old buildings. It is these new ideas that very much help the diversity of

the area. The preservation and maintenance of older buildings becomes a crucial economic

factor in fosterin g urban economi c rehabilitation.

Historic urban areas are primarily characterized by dense concentrations of

buildings and uses. Such density Jacobs fînds attractive. These historic areas make

intensive use of city land and contribute effectively to supporting high levels of social,

physical, and economic diversity.

3.1.2 Imageabílity

Kevin Lynch's classic work, The Image of the Ciry, suggested that the alienation of

the modern city is above all due to people unable to mentally map either their own positions

(a problem of wayfînding) or the image of urban totality in which they find themselves.

Spatial grids such as those of Jersey City -which, by their development, signify none of the

traditional markers (landmarks, nodes, districts, paths, edges) - are difficult spatial patterns

that repress any ability to formulate an image of the city in the citizen's mind. In Lynch's

view, intageabílity as a criterion for guiding the development and redevelopment of cities is

critical. Lynch defines imageability as,

that quality in a physical object whi-ch gives it ? high probability of evoking
a strong image in-an-y giveg observer. It is that shapé, color, or
arrangement which facilitates t he makin g of vív ídly ídentifi e d, p ow erfu tty
structured, híghly useful mental ínnge{oithe environment (Lynch, ig6o,
9;my ítalics).

The general strategy of imageability in the planning of cities is described by Fredric

Jameson,
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Disalienation in the traditional city, then, involves the practícalreconquest of
a sense.of Plgg" and the constructíon or reconstruction of an artícularcä
ensembl¿ which can be retained in memory and which the individual subject
93n map *{f_"*3P along the moments ôf mobile, alternative trajectories
(Jameson, L99L: 51; my iialics).

Examining the spatial structures of the downtowns in Boston, Jersey City, and Los

Angeles, and by means of interviews and questionnaires in which subjects were asked to

draw from memory their city context, Lynch suggests that urban alienation is directly

proportional to the mental unmappability of local cityscapes. On the other hand, in Lynch's

view, a city like Boston, with its monumental perspectives and visible landmarks, its

combination of grand but simple spatial forms, such as the dramatic boundaries of the

Charles River, not only allows citizens to have, in their imaginations, a generally

successful and continuous location within the context of the entire city, "but gives them

something of the freedom and aesthetic gratifîcation of traditional city form" (Jameson,

l99l: 4I5). Traditional urban forms are viewed as a more acceptable spatial environment

then what the modem city had produced. Urban development and redevelopment must

respect such physical environments for their existence. As Lynch's study suggest, they are

necessary to transcend the problems in an alienated city.

3.1.3 Symbolic Poverty

Symbolíc poverty was first coined by Leon Krier when describing the state of the

moderncity;

The symbolic pouerty of curr.ent architecture and townscape is a directresult
and expression of functionalist mgngloly as legislated by functional zoning
practices. The principal modern building typãs and pla-nning models sucñ
T the Skyscraper, the Groundscraper, the Central businesî District, the
commercial strip, the office Paik, the Residential suburb, etc. are
invariably horizontal or vertical overconcentrations of single uses in one
u¡ban zone,^in 9ne building programme, or under one-roof (cited in
Harvey,1989: 67).

Krier seeks to recuperate the 'symbolic richness'of traditional urban forms by active

restoration and re-creation of traditional 'classical' urban values,
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This means either restoration of an older urban fabric and its rehabilitation to
new uses, or the creation ofnew spaces that express the traditional visions
with all the cunning that modern technologies and materials will allow
(Harvey, 1989: 68).

Symbols embody meaning into the urban environment. In modern planniag and design,

urban places, rich in symbols and hence, meaning, are replaced by barren urban landscapes

which lack any consideration to a community's historical experience. The destruction of

such places and their replacement of emptiness - an exterior environment without visible

shape, color, scale, and order - has created an urban environment in a state of spirtual

poverty, a plague of physical and social monotony. As Norberg-Schulz suggests without

such symbolically rich and diverse places, human life or more appropriately, human social

interaction could not take place. He continues to state that,

...the loss of things and places makes up a loss of "world." Modern man
becomes "wordless", and thus loses his own identity, as well as the sense
of community and participation. Existence is experienced as "meaningless,"
and man becomes "homeless" because he does not any longer belong to a
meaningful totality (Norberg-Schulz 1985: l2).

Therefore, the role of the urban designer is to maintain, enhance, and also, create spaces

that have the potential to become meaningful places for urban citizens.

The apparent loss of meaningful gathering places characterized by spiritual poverty

and disorientation plagues much of our cities today. This disorientation not only means a

loss of physical direction but also one of meaningful direction. As Norberg-Schulz

describes;

From birth on we try to orientate ourselves in the environment and establish
a certain order. A common order is called cultwe. The development of
culture is based upon information and education and therefore deþends on
the existence of common symbol-systems. Participation in a cultuie means
that one knows how to use its common symbols. Culture integrated the
slggle personality in an ordered world based upon meaningful interactions
(Norberg-Schulz, 19tì5: 20).

Symbols able one to orientate himself through the urban environment in a direction that he

finds most feasible and enjoyable to him and allows the greatest potential of experience and
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discovery. The role of the built environment is to concretize a culture's value system and

provide individual and group experiences. It is an expression of the cultural and social

interaction of the area and it is the role of urban design to preserve and provide these

experiences.

[urban design] ...concretizes higher objects or "valueso'. It gives visual
expressio^n to ideas which næan something to man because they "order"
reality- only through such an order, only by recognizing their mutual
dependence, do things become meaningful (Norberg-Schulz, 1985: 22;my
parentheses).

The common symbols of natural and cultural heritage provides a significant expression of

the distinctiveness of a community's value system and order. They provide the information

of where and what the community was and where and what the community is and will be.

This structures the daily and fundamental values that binds and connects the community

together.

Norberg-Schulz continues to note;

when we are traveling in a foreign country space is "neutral," that is, not
yet connected-with joys and sorrows. only when space becomes a system
o_f meaningftilplaces, does it become alive to us (Norberg-Schulz iggs:
24).

As this suggests, spaces are identified by the actions and experiences that people have

within them. Space is defïned through the activities that happen there, and its meaning is

derived by the events. This, Norberg-Schulz describes as the "freeing" of space for one's

possession and where he identifìes his existence in;

We might also sayahat life interprets itself as space, ín taking possession of
the environment. Tbis happens simultaneously through physiõal orieruatíon
and through, a more profound identífication When an ãcÍion takes place,
the place where the action occurs becomes meaningful, in the sense of
expressing the possibility of the very occurrence. What happens does not
only partake in a spatial structure, but also linked with a sys[em of values
and meanings, and tlrus acquires character and symbolic importance
(Norberg-Schulz, 1985: 3l).

Character and identification with the built environment is integral for stimulating a sense of

belonging to a certain landscape or place.
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According to Norberg-Schulz, 'To gain an existential foothold man has to be able to

orientate himself; he has to know where he is. But he also has to identify himself with the

environment, that is, he has to know how he is a certain place.' (Norberg-S chulz,lgTg:

19) One needs this "existential foothold" to know he is alive and to know he exists within

his environment. There is a need for an identity and a sense of belonging, a need for

meaning and purpose in life. This purpose is the geníus of the people, the spirit. The

genius locí, the spirit of a locality, was a concrete, cultural symbol. It became a tangible

place of gathering for the local geníus.

The city, thus, is the place where meeting takes place. Here men come
togetherto discover the world of the others. "I amfi becomes like a miror
which receives, and reflects and presents. In the city all things mirror each
other, and out of the play-o-f refleètions images arise, around ñnicl we may
build our existence. Meeting and choice are hence the existential
dimensions of the city (Norberg-Schulz, 1ffì5: 51).

"Existential space" is an important element in providing a sense of identification and

meaning, a sense of participation within the whole community. It is where events and

actions allow one to enjoy and participate in one's world. The city and its present built

form, is a record of the meeting of "one" and "others". Places are to describe the

phenomenon of the actions, events, and feelings that happen in these spaces. Places

embodied with natural and cultural heritage are filled with various experiences, stories,

actions, events, and feelings. Their continuing existence is crucial to resisting the problems

modern development patterns have created.

3.1.4 Community

Prior to the electronic age and print media, communities represented the extent of

knowledge and information available to its inhabitants. Cultural norms were established in

localized, geopolitical zones in which customs, folklore, language, role models and

lifestyle habits were distinctive features of the community. The emergence of print media,

followed by mechanization and the computer age, resulted in providing common
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information and images to communities around the world. Distinctive elements of

communities, describes Marshall Mcluhan in (Jnderstønding .Mediø, were quickly

eroded by a wave of mass media that tended towards producing homogeneous images,

views, role models, and language to the masses. Media and technology has furthered the

separation of community ties by creating stronger social bonding amongst focus groups -

such as teens and elderly for example - that associates commonalities amongst groups over

ever larger global areas, where the community in history focused primarily on the extended

family and local peer groups.

These technological advancements in communications have increasingly opened up

global contacts and intertwined international activities, creating a "global village". Nozick

observes the result;

The Global Village is an insidious cultural force which is erasing cultural
diversity and threatening the- integrily of communities by "bringing
monotony, meani¡glsssness and more of the same (Nozick,le92: rl¡l

This Global Village is identified, in Nozick's view,

by the corporate imagessold to us on mass media and repeated with regular
sameness from city_to_city - suþgrbs of spaghetti design, shopping ñails
with glass peaks, McDonald's, Holiday Inns, domed stadiumj.'Tñ'e shift
from understanding home as a special place of origin - a community where
we live, wo1k, belong an{-{eel a sense of social responsibility - ¡o ,0"
perception of home as a 'world class city such as 

-New yoit or Los
49S".t"¡ i9_11esq\t of complex global forceJpromoting cultural uniformiry
(Nozick, 1992: 3).

Diversity and uniqueness of communities is lost in the process of economic

globalization as local markets are replaced by global markets. Ever increasing urban

expansion and the need for increasing economic growth has local resources reaching their

carrying capacities. To maintain a reasonable living standard what is required is a massive

mobilization of international resources. This has profoundly changed the city into an

export center, manufacturing consumer goods into a large international market system, and

has greatly effected local communities, where now its inhabitants must look outside the

community for jobs, interests, cultural needs, and entefainment.
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A growing sense of rootlessness, transitoriness and dispossession are characteristic

of a growing trend towards globalization and globat competition. As people move to find

better jobs; corporations move to find cheaper labour and consumer markets; as fashions

shift and neighbourhoods where people grew up vanish in the turmoil of urban

restructuring for global markets, Nozick observes, "The notion of security, belonging and

community are lost along the way and so is our connection with where we live, the people

around us, nature and the things we consume" (Nozick,1992: 5).

Many Canadian communities face crises in the form of;

Economic de-industrialization, which is leaving thousands of people
across the country in small towns and in-urban commúnities
unemployed due to plant closings.
Bnvironmental degrad?lion of crisis proportion, which is poisoning
our local yate¡ supplies and the air we breathe in major cities]
lhroug! indryhial pollution, consumerwaste and auto pollütion.
Loss of local control over our communities, with major economic
and political decisions- ml1fe by higher levels of goveirnment or by
companies whose head offices are elsewhere - by people who havä
no stake in the community except profit taking or-mana!,ing people.
Social degradation and neglect-of basic h=uman neãds] so that
increasingnumbers otpgoplé in our communities are marginalized,
alienated, homeless, jobless, hungry and living in unsafe situations.
Erosion of local identity and cultural diversity-as we conform to the
homogeneous values of the Global Village...-(Nozick, 1992: 7).

Nozick argues the primary aim in dealing with the present situation of our

communities is to develop an alternative vision to the global economy, "an alternative

development strategy which has as its main pu{pose and goal, the preservation and

revitalization of community" (Nozick, 1992: 6). To offset the results of an international

economic system, what is needed, Nozick suggests is a rediscovery of "the particularities

of place, the reclaiming of home, community and local responsibility through sustairnble

community developmenf" (Nozick, 1992: 6). The aim of sustainable community

development is to:

(r) build communíties which are more self-supportíng and which can
sustain and regenerate themselves through econoilic self-reliance,
community control and environmentally sound development.

(2) build communities which wiII be woith preserving 
^because 

they are
grounded in the life experiences of peoplé who live in them and ii tle
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natural histories of spec_ific regions. This calls for building local
culture and meeting the full range of people's needs (Nozick, 1992:
7).

The issue facing communities is the loss of integral institutions which facilitate a

community culture. Unlike traditional modern neighbourhoods where a lack of an active

citizenry corresponds to a lack of public spaces, a vibrant community requires a different

physical entity. The notion of community must be physically embodied in places. They

are places were People meet and renew friendships. They are places that foster

communication and hence, consensus among community members. Here the community is

fomred through work, celebration, interaction, and learning. Meeting places are integral to

the notion of community.

Community is a collection of individual "pieces" that make up a "wholeness". In

other words, everyone's daily mode, their desires and dreams, equals community.

Community functions to give structure to these desires and dreams and facilitates between

individuals so that everyone can collectively achieve their "lifeway". Heritage conservation

is a means to protect, conserve, and rehabilitate the places in which modern development

threaten to eradicate. Heritage conservation can act as a tool for reclaiming the sense of

community and rehabilitate the places in which community life is fostered.

3.2.0 The Postmodern Era

In view of the problems presented by the modern city, the conservation of urban

heritage is viewed as a necessary element in enriching and revitalizing urban communities.

Jacob's suggests the economic opportunities available through preserving older buildings.

Lynch's strategy of imageability suggests the use of historical and natural images in

creating powedul and vivid urban scenes and distinctive urban environments, while K¡ier

sought to en¡ich cities with historical and cultural images.

Such urban strategies considerably contrast with strategies that Le Corbusier or

Ebenezer Howard espoused. In fact, such strategies represent a newly arising conception
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of planning and designing the city which may generally be referred to as postmodern.

However, such strategies were not wholly accepted within planning and urban design

fields until profound economic and cultural shifts occurred which have shaped the urban

environment.

The emerging urbanism provides extensive information on the state of postmodern

society. There has been a significant recomposition of space-time-being. In other words, a

change in the nature and experience of modernity "that arises primarily from the historical

and geographical dynamics of modes of production" (soja ,19g9: z5).

By postmodern geography, Soja means "the most recent products of a sequence of

spatialities that can be complexly correlated to successive eras of capitalist developments"

(Soja, 1989: 3). A new regime of 'flexible' capitalist accumulation has been built upon a

peculiar transformation of urban space and mediated by a postmodern cultural fabric. In

other words, the emerging spatial 'fix' of this period of restructuring and

(post)modernization has significantly changed the material landscape. Soja suggests that

the emergence of a postfordist regime of 'flexible' capital accumulation is linked to the

developing urban and regional geographical patterns;

At every scale of life, from the global to the local the spatial
organization of society was being restructuied to meet the urgent demands
of capitalism in crisis - tg opel lp new opportunities for sufer-profits; to
find new ways to maintain social õontrol, io stimulate increased production
and consumption (Soja, 1fA9: 34).

The changing nature of urbanization in advanced capitalism reveals a "social hieroglyphic

through which to unravel the dynamics of post-war capitalist development" (Soja, 1989:

e4).

This recent phase of social and spatial restructuring has followed the end of the

post-war economic boom. This boom is characterized by a regime of accumulation and

mode of regulation around large-scale, vertically-integrated, industrial production systems;

mass consumerism and sprawling suburbanization;the centralized Keynesian planning of

the welfare state; and increasing corporate oligopoly.
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The crisis of overaccumulation, resulted in a new regime of accumulation and a new

mode of regulation. Capitalism became restructured to amode of flexible accumulation to

increase the speed of consumption processes, increasing capital turnover time while further

decreasing social labour time and value. koductive capital became far more mobile and

internationalized, being withdrawn from the manufacturing infrastructure of cities. The

inner city witnessed a period of economic and physical decline.

This period has also witnessed a time of intense urban restructuring and

revitalization. Soja asserts that this restructuring has changed not only 'the look of things'

but also'ways of seeing'. The long-lasting modern critical tradition of Western Marxism

and critical social science appeared to explode into fragments as alternative modern

movements compete for control over understanding a restructured contemporary world.

The debate on the peculiarities of 'late capitalism', in particular the perplexing societal

restructuring, has shaterred long-established political, economic, cultural, ideological, and

intellectual patterns. As Soja observes

... another culture of time and spac_e seems to be taking shape in this
contemporary- co-ntext a¡d it is redefining the nature and expérience of
everyday life in the modern world - and alông with it the whoie fabric of
socialtheory (Soja, 1989: 60).

A new political response to an increasingly urbanized world economy was based in a

cultural and ideological reconfiguration - a changing definition of the experiential meaning

of modernity, in which science, art, philosophy, and programmes for political action

respond to the contemporary moment's perils and possibilities. This section will examine

the shifts in economic, cultural and intellectual patterns and its impact on the contemporary

city in order to begin an understanding of the role of urban heritage in the present scene.

3.2.1 Theory

Parallel to the anti-modernist and postmodernist critiques of the city, the

development of postmodern theory actually stems from a critical examination of and

reaction to the failures of Modernist thought. Postmodernism denotes a reaction to the
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"crisis" of "radical" critique and the limitations of "general [academic] knowledges".

Notions of progress, development, and utopia which dominated modernist thought, as well

as modernist planning and design, are in fact rejected by postmodernist philosophy. This

may suggest that a "postmodern" reaction to modern theory leads to a similar reaction in

planning and design thought. The context o{postmodernism and its theory is necessary in

understanding how planning views, regulates, and plans the postmodern urban

environment. Dick Hebdige links three negations which bind the compound of

postmodernism together, thereby, distinguishing it from other "isms".

The first is the negation of "totalisation". Postmodernism is antagonistic to the

ngeneralising" aspirations of the Enlightenment or the Western philosophical tradition. The

"center" of this philosophical tradition has fragmented towards a growing sensitivity to

micro-relations of porver. Movements, such as feminism, the counterculture,

environmentalism, the politics of sexuality, the politics of utterance, grew as a response to

the "crisis of representation" inits political and ideological form. The postmodern critique

regards representation as problematic. It sees all forms and processes of "representation"

as suspect.

The second is an anti-teleological tendency - "a skepticism regarding the idea of

decidable origins/causes" (Hebdige, 1988: l9O). Postmodernism replaces the precepts of

historical materialism with accounts of process and transformation less mechanical and less

unidirectional. There is no desirable transcendental reality to.struggle towards. The

postmodern signifies the end of critical distance, the depth model, and the modernist

strategy to emancipate a reality outside the realm of scarcity and ideology through the

rational deployment of resources.

Without the gaps between, say, perception, experience, articulation and the
real opene9 up-by the modernist master ðategories of ideology and
alienation, there is no space left to struggle over, to struggle from ]. or ...
to struggle towards... (Hebdige, 1988: 192-L93).
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The historical, hence soluble "contradictions" of Marxist discourse are seen as eternal

(hence insoluble) in postrnodern discourses. We are denied any notion of "elsewhere" or

any kind of altemative.

This leads to the third postmodern negation - a strong skepticism of utopian

visions. Postmodernism recognizes no collective destination. There exists no claims to

the "ultimate mastery of nature", the "rational control of social forms", a "perfect state of

being", "end of all (oppressive) powers' (Hebdige, 1988: 196). Postmodernism directs

its attack on all those programmes and prescriptions which place a high premium on

cenhalised planning and social engineering. In other words, it sees the struggle for utopia

as "Holy Wars" which "require casualties and infidels" as "all utopias come wrapped in

barbed wire" (Hebdige, 1988: lgí).

The political programmes of the postmodern are committed "to flexible strategies, to

responsive, accountable power structures, with a commitment to decentralisation and local

democracy" (Hebdige, 1988: zC/i). ltis committed to advance along "multiple fronts,,.

As knowledge is "decentered" and intellectual mastery is lost, postmodernism opens up

critical lines of discourse which were previously prohibited lines of enquiry. Decentring

discourses, such as feminism, marxism, psychoanalysis, semiotics, the ecology

movement, stress the positive aspects of the "loss of mastery" and recognizes that we are

gendered beings "bounded by particular horizons, perspectives, experiences, knowledge"

(HeMige, 1988: 1l). It is a recognition of the limits of control and mastery.

Postmodernism also recognizes the practical limits of "development"; the

recognition of the finite nature of earth's resources, the potential for collective self-

destruction, and the limitations of predictive systems of global, economic, cultural, and

political development. In other words, the limits of the "modernising aspiration" suggests

that we may need a new nrheory of Development", one that is postmodern.

Postmodernists view the great meta-narratives of modernity as no longer accounting

for the present situation. Postmodernism recognizes the limits of totalisation and
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centralisation. It strives to dismantle the concentration of authority by constructing "more

effective, responsive, accountable and genuinely democratic structures ..." (Hebdige,

1988: 230) - moving towards local and regional political critique and practice.

For postmodernists, there is no doubt that the image of our society has changed.

There is found no recourse in the old representations and theories explaining society. The

syndrome of change necessitates a serious revision of our representation(s) of society. We

no longer see the expert as master of "reality". We no longer see the control of such things

as urban systems, possible or desirable any longer.

3.2.2 Economics and Culnre

While the 1960s witnessed a surge of critical thought leveled at the shape of the

modern city, modern planning and design principles, and the ideals of modernism itself

identified - with the belief in linear progress, absolute truths, the rational planning of ideal

social orders, and the standardization of knowledge and production contrasted with

postmodernism celebration of heterogeneity and difference, fragmentation, indeterminacy,

and an intense distrust of all universal or 'totalizing' discourses - this period was still

characterized by modern strategies of urban development. However, by the early 1970s,

modern urban strategies appear no longer viable. By this time, modern patterns of

organizing space for the benefit of capital accumulation, crisis management, and high levels

of industrial growth are increasingly difficult to maintain due to demands for fiscal

constraint and high real interest rates. Diminishing budgets and an increasing conservative

ideology in the political environment aggravate the planner's inability to propose large-scale

urban interventions modern planning strategies so espoused. As Hamel notes,

Faced with the decline of modern ideals, planners can no longer propose
intervention pr_ograms that stem from -the application ol a 

^simple
instrumental or bureaucratic rationality. Moreovei, the ineffectiveness of
the-se_ ap. proaches seems increasingly tó obfige them to rethink their actions
and their sFategies (Hamel, 1993: 22).
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In the wake of economic, political, cultural, and urban change, planners were forced to

reevaluate ntheir actions and their strategies".

David Harvey's The Condition of Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the

Origins of Cultural Change traces the shifts in urban, cultural, and economic change.

Harvey argues;

There has been a sea_-change in cultural as well as in political-economic
practices since around lnL.

This sea-change is bound up with the emergence of new dominant
ways in which we experience spaceãnd time.

While simultaneity in_tlie shifting dimensions of time and space is no
P{oof of necessary or causal connectiõn, strong a priori groundr can be
adduced for the pr-oposition that there is some [ind of neõessary relation
between therise 9f postmodernist cultural forms, the emergencé of more
flexible modes of capital accumulation, and a new round õf 'time-space
compressi on' in the organi zation of capitali sm.

But these changes, when set ãgainst the basic rules of capitalistic
accumulation, appear more as shifts iñ surface appearance rathei than as
signs -of tþ9 em€rgenc_e of some entirely new 

-postcapitalist 
or even

postindustrial society (Harvey, 1989: vii).

Changes in the urban environment did not appear until the economy entered what David

Harvey describes as a crisis of overaccumulation where factories and infrastructure

remained idle and consumer markets saturated. The economy became restructured to a

mode of flexible accumulation to increase the speed of the consumption process by

increasing capital turnover time while further decreasing social labour time and value.

Productive capital became far more mobile and internationalized - moving to areas where

labour control was easier. In North America, capital was withdrawn from the

manufacturing infrastructure of cities, and the inner city witnessed a period of economic

and physical decline. A crisis had occurred within the realm of capitalism and a quick

reaction resulted in a time of urban restructuring and revitalization.

The 1970s and 1980s have consequently been a troubled period of
economic restructuriqg and social anðpolitical readjustment. In the social
!Pa9e created by.al! this flux and uncertainty, a series of novel experiments
in the realms of industrial organization as well as in political and iocial life
have begrln-to take shape. Th9s9 experiments mãy represent the early
stirrings of the p^lssage to an entirely néw regime of aõcumulation, coupleä
yjlh^ 

^ 
quite different system of political and social regulation (Harvey,

1989: 145).
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Under fierce competitive conditions, excess idle equipment and empty plants,

corporations were forced into a period of rationalization, restructuring, and intensification

of labour control. "Technological change, automation, the search for new product lines

and market niches, geographical dispersal to zones of easier labour control, mergers, and

steps to accelerate the turnover time of their capital surged to the fore of corporate strategies

for survival under general conditions of deflation" (Harvey, l%9: 145).

For corporations to survive, not only was there a need for the acceleration of the

pace of product innovation but also fierce and innovative marketing strategies which

bombarded the media with images, signs, and other forms of advertising. The targeting

and holding of a highly specialized and small-scale market niche \ryas necessary for a

corporation's survival.

Along with an accelerating turnover time in production, an accelerated turnover time

in consumption was also necessary. The half-life of products of certain economic sectors

have been cut in half (such as textile and clothing industries, video games, computer

software). Flexible accumulation, as Harvey calls it, has been accompanied by a much

greater emphasis to quick-changing fashions and modes and the mobilization of all the

artifices of need inducement, such as marketing and advertising. "The relatively stable

aesthetic of Fordist modernism has given way to all the ferment, instability, and fleeting

qualities of a postmodernist aesthetic that celebrates difference, ephemerality, spectacle,

fashion, and the commodification of cultural forms" (Harvey, lfag: 156).

In the present mode of advanced capitalism, commodity production has been

integrated in the production of culture, such as fashion, pop art, television, media images,

and the variety of urban lifestyles. The present pursuit of consumption dollars of the

affluent have led to a much greater emphasis upon product differentiation particularly in the

realm of the urban environment to represent distinction, class, taste, and lifestyle of a

person or neighbourhood. Harvey describes that this has;

progressively given way to ornamented tower blocks, imitation mediaeval
squares and fishing villages, custom-designed or vernacular housing,
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renovated factories and warehouses, and rehabilitated landscapes of all
kinds, all in_the nam€ of procuring some more 'satisfying' urban
environment (Harvey, 19{39: 4O).

By the early lllùs, heritage became increasingly important, reflecting fundamental

changes in the patterns of consumption, financing, real-estate development, and

telecommunications. The downtowns of many large cities rapidly became globally oriented

financial and business service centers. This increased the demand for new office towers,

luxury residences, entertainment spaces, and upscale market places.

It became imperative for cities to provide the various infrastructure and entice

corporate executives to their city. The manipulation of a satisfying urban environment

became a prime concern, as Boyer notes;

In this competitive location game, cities and regions must market
themselves: their "imageability" becomes the néw selring point.
Consequently spatial design codes and architectural pattern la--ngiages
become increasingly important in selling the look of an-upmarket, -upbeat

environment. Inthis marketing war, stylè-of-life and "livability," visualized
and represented in spacesof conspicuous consumption, become important
assets that cities proudly tlisplay (Boyer, 1992: 193)

Space is increasingly regulated under the imperatives of the new market logic of
nhypercapitalism". In Hebdige's view, now, "There is nowhere else to go but to the

shops" (Hebdige, 1fE8: 168). Space is manipulated for the purpose of conspicuous

consumption in the forrr of spectacles, entertainment, and tourist pleasures.

3.2.3 The City

Postmodernist theory is a reaction against totalization. In concert, the city is not

seen as a total entity but uncontrollable and chaotic. Postmodernists, Harvey argues, do

not plan any longer,but design Postmodernist design and architecture is characteristic of

market satisfaction of people's wants, needs, and fancies at certain prices. This free-

market populism has generated a number of "specialized, even highly customized

architectural forms that may range from intimate, personalized spaces, through traditional
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monumentality, to the gaiety of spectaclen (Harvey, 1989: 4O). The urban environment is

transformed;

Cilig¡ and pl-?ces now, it seems, take much more care to create a positive
and high quality image of place, and have sought an architecture anã forms
ofurban desigu that respond to such need. Thát they should be so pressed,
and that the result should be a serial repetition of successful models (such as
Baltimore's..Harbor Place), is understandable, given the grim history of
deindustrialization and restructuring that left most majoi cities in-the
advanced capitalist _world with few options except to compete with each
other, mainly as financial, consumption, and entertainment centres.
Imaging a city throuS! the organi2¿¡isn õf spectacular urban spaces became
a means to attract capital and people (of the right sort) in a þeriod (since
L2-7 3) of i nten sifi ed i nter-urbán competiti on añd urban entreþreneutàli r-
(Harvey, 1989: 9l-92).

This restructuring of the urban environment results in a far different description of the city.

These descriptions trace the experience of thepostmodern city - the transformation of urban

form and its regulatory environment.

3.2.3aThe City as Commodity

Postmodernism has focused on the explosion of consumerism penetrating every

sphere of experience. "As culture, Ieisure, sex, politics, and even death turn into

commodities, consumption increasingly constructs the way we see the world" (Crawford,

7992: 11). In the new city, traditional rational discourse on social relations have become

obsolete. The obtainment of a distinct personal set of commodities for the purpose of

projecting a personal identity within the urban scene indicates. much more on urban

dynamics than the economic relationships of class positions. The ethos of consumption, "a

new world order bent on a single citizenship of consumption" (Sorkin, 1992a: xiii),

threatens the possibilities of the urban realm. Moreover, the physical nature of the urban

realm has also changed, increasingly dependent on the economy of entertainment and

shopping. This new realm mediates the ethos of consumption. As Sorkin explains, "the

invisible hand has learned a new geometry" (Sorkin, 199?a: xtä).
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According to Sorkin, the new city of consumption and commodification is

characterized by three developments. The first development "is the dissipation of all stable

relations to local physical and cultural geography, the loosening of ties to any specific

space" (Sorkin, 1992a: xiii). As Langdon Winner warns when describing the

development of Silicon Valley, place-oriented theories and sensibilities are threatened to

become obsolete. While design variations of spaces are endless, the single imperative to

consume has homogenized the functions of the urban landscape. Consumption plays the

function of modern living, which is "brought together under the mall's skylighted dome"

(Crawford, 1992: 6).

Here, "In this vast, virtually undifferentiated territory" (Sorkin, 1992a: xii), the

functions of living, working and shopping "float in a culturing medium a "non-place urban

realm" thatprovidesthebarefunctionsof a city..." (Sorkin, I992-a: xii). The new city is

characterized by the universal goal of product turnover. The faster the product turnover the

greater the short term profit. "Obsessed with the point of production and the point of sale,

the new city is little more than a swaÍn of urban bits jettisoning a physical view of the

whole, sacrificing the idea of the city as the site of community and human connection"

(Sorkin, 1992a: xüi). As Davis observes,

-.. the designers of malls and p,seudopublic space attack the crowd by
homogenizing it. They set up arðhitectural and iemiotic barriers that filter
out the "undesir-ables." The^y enclose the mass that remains, directing its
circulation with behavioristferocity. The crowd is lured by visual stimuii of
all kinds, d.{le{ by- \iluzq\, sometimes even scented by invisible
aromatizers (Davis, I9XJ: L79).

The design and organization of space is geared towards stimulating the process of

immediate gratification of ephemeral commodities such as images, sounds, feelings, etc.

Davis's observation leads to the second major development in the new city, its

obsession with surveillance and regulation. Technological advances have allowed a greater

level of manipulation and surveillance over the urban citizen. Functions and activities in the
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public realm are being subverted to shopping malls, skywalks, and outdoor markets while

uses are strictly regulaæd. Activities, outside the realm of consumption, are reshicted.

In addition, there has been a proliferation of new modes of physical segregation.

The writers observe the growth of middle-class suburban cities on the fringes; enclaved

communities for only the rich; gentrification; etc. The impulse towards segregation in city

planning has changed the structure of the urban realm. City Planning nhas largely ceased

its historic role as the integrator of communities in favor of managing selective development

and enforcing distinctionn (Sorkin, 1992a: xiv).

Finally, the third development is the city as simulation. Sorkin calls it the

"television city" or "city as theme park." Here, the urban landscape is characterized as

purely semiotic; a two-dimensional, flatly photographed image. This is nowhere more

prominent in the architecture of the new city, where images are drawn and appropriated

from history, "playing the game of grafted signifîcation" (Sorkin,lgg?Â; xv). They are

the scenes mediating between the urban citizenand the commodity.

The contemPprary 
-spectator in quest of public urban space increasingly

must stroll through recycled and revalued territories like south Street
Seaport,.city tableaux that have been turned into gentrified, historicized,
commodified, and privalzed places. These aïeas once exísted outside of the
marketp.lace, but now theír survíval depends on advertisíng, and oi the
pro-ùtction of att enfertaíning envíronment that sel/s (Boy er, {ggz: ?-M; my
italícs).

Sorkin asserts, the profession of urban design is obsessed with creation of urban

disguise and theme-park building. The greatest expression of this is Dsneyland. The city,

as in Disneyland, has reproduced the image of the city by bypassing the scenes of public

activities. "The theme park presents its happy regulated vision of pleasure ... as a

substituteforthedemocraticpublic realm" (Sorkin, 199)a: xv). As Boyer explains "The

private sphere of nostalgic desires and imagination is increasingly manipulated by stage sets

and city tableaux set up to stimulate our acts of consumption ..." (Boyer, 1992: 2C/l).

Public space is disappearing. Sorkin concludes by saying we must reclaím the city

andthepublicrealm. This effort " is the struggle of democracy itself' (Sorkin, 1992a:
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xv). The critical warning is that we are trading public liberty for private liberty, active

citizenship for private, and strive towards passive freedom to enjoy the rights of private

property.

3.2.3bThe Círy of Consumptíon

Sharon Zukin's Landscapes of Power begins with two polar experiences of

structural change - the inner (cultural) and the urban landscape. Both represent and resist

the economic transformations that are occurring. By analyzing five different types of urban

community,Zukin demonstrates how economic, social and political power constructs the

urban landscape and has been transforming our cities. The landscapes of cities provide

visual evidence of conflict and mediation of abstract market forces that detach people from

social institutions and specific forces of attachment identified with place.

Postmodern culture began as an opposition to the loss of "a sense of place"

suggesting a possibility of reconciling landscape and vernacular, and market and place.

However, observes Zuþ.jn, "the more visible it becomes, the more it takes on the

decontextualized, market-oriented look of franschise culture" (Zukin, 7991: 27). The

opposition between market and place is built into postmodernism. Postmodern culture has

helped mediate the problematics of market and place to produce the postmodern landscape

of consumption and economic and political power.

Despite its ideology of resistance, postmodernism has an accommodation with

consumer society. Postmodern art and architecture decorate the city with emblems of

consumption that are legible, local, and "friendly" - disguising the abstract economic

structures and international capital flows of the new economy. But postmodemism exists

within a different context from the previous modernism. It is a period where markets are

more volatile and increasingly intangible and places are increasingly less autonomous,

underthe grip of economic and political control. Are there any alternatives? This raises the

issue of whether an adversarial culture can exist in the present context of consumer
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society. "Constrained both institutionally and ideologically," citiesface "a shrinking of the

realm of the possible and a shrinking of the realm of the public, simultaneously" (Zukin,

l99I: 9).

Postmodern anxiety over whether cultural authority is derived from autonomy over

market forces or, conversely, from market power is difficult to map on the postmodern

landscape. The postmodern compromise be¡veen market and place is fragile. The present

reordering of markets have encroached upon place, as postmodernism makes its symbolic

lIl^rt on the landscape by providing "a visual rhetoric for an all-pervasive consumer

culture" (Zukin, l99l: 26). The process of liminality, in the postmodern perio d, has

gradually displaced vernacular lnndscapes wíth landscapes defined by mobilization of

economíc, culural and political power.

Economic restructuring has created a pervasive experience of liminality. The

concept of liminality recognizes that present economic structures and cultural institutions

interact, impact, transform, and mediate each other. Liminal space responds to the

interaction of economy and culture in a particularly unique landscape - the arena of their

interplay. This dynamic transforms our "experience of modernity".

Most modern cultures trivialize or ignore the idea of place. Modernism expressed

the need for the destruction of traditional, locally-inflected cultures to one predetermined by

the imperatives of industrial society. Place began to internalize market culture. The growth

of factory towns represented extreme cases of socio-spatial restructuring to mediaûe

industrial markets. However, the struggle to impose an industrial order on space has now

changed towards reshaping space to the rhythm of consumer society;

With the creative destruction of an industrial market economy, individuals
experience the simultaneous expansion of some, and contraciion of other,
culturally transmitted economic roles. In crucial ways some economic roles
are reversed. with - and despite - the expansion of employment in the
services, people experience a qualitative- shift in the sõur-ce of social
meaning from the s_phere of production to consumption. With - and despite
- the contraction of employment in manufacturing, producers who wani to
save theirjobs often become investors in worker buyouts. In the abstract,
economic restructuring can be thought of as a proõess of liminality. It
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socially reorganizes space and time, reformulates economic roles, and
revalues cultures of production and consumption (Zukin, r99r: 29).

The landscape of the late twentieth century is both varied and transforming. The

geography of the urban landscape has been sharply divided between landscapes of

consumption and devastation. Places that remain integral to a production economy, such as

the steel-town, the downtown manufacturing and warehouse districts, have been losers in

the new economy. By contrast, places linked to real estate development, financial

exchanges, entertainment - places which mediate consumer pleasures and desires - have

been increasingly supported by shifts in capital investment. Whether described as a

process of decline and decentralization (deindustrialization) or the era of postindustrial

society, there has occurred a simultaneous advance and decline of economic forms that is

altering the shape of the physical and cultural landscape of our cities.

3.2.3c The Hypercíty

Whether the postmodern condition is a departure from the modern project is a

crucial question. Postmodernism is as deeply ambiguous as was modernism. White it

claims to stand in opposition to the processes of (post)modenrization, it also helps regulate

and mediate this process. However, Albert Borgmann observes postmodernism resolves

this ambiguity in two very different ways.

One way, observes Borgmann, is hypermodernism. Hypermodernism is derived

from its integral link to technology and commodity consumption. Here, postmodernism

shares with modernism an unreserved allegiance to technology, but differs by giving

technology "a hyperfine and hypercomplex design" (Borgmann,1992: BZ). Borgmann

defines it as "devoted to the design of a technologically sophisticated and glamourously

unreal universe, distinguished by its hyperreality, hyperactivity, and hyperintelligence"

(Borgmann, 1992: 6).
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This pursuit has dislodged society from any sense of tradition and civility. Our

present culture as been mobilized for the purpose of mindless consumption and global

economic leadership. Social and cultural richness in the pace of daily life have been

suspended for the urgent cause ofprivate gratification in the face social hardship due to

global economic restructuring. We are living a sense of hyperactivity where work and

recreation are subverted to the paradigm of mass consumption and intense social control.

The goal of this first postmodernism is;

... the determination to prevail aggressively regardless of physical
resistance, to prevail_methodically regardless of comþlexity, and tõ prevail
socially regardless of traditions (Borgmann,1992: l?3).

A large part of the new economy is devoted to a private designation of mindless

consumption. The center of our culture has become bloated with consumption goods and

sources of private gratification. The first postmodernism engages technology in creating a

new sense of experience. The experience of hypeneality - the artificial simulation of reality

and the exaggeration of urban scenes and ambiences - may result in the same experience as

reality itself. But Borgmânn warrs, it allows a person to disavow any responsibility to the

context of reality. It is disposable and discontinuous - "Disposability and discontinuity are

marks of hyperreal glamour, and glamour, in turn, is the sign of perfect commodity"

(Borgmann,1992: 96). This heightens the activity of consumption.

Hyperactivity, and hyperreality all constitute one postmodern direction. According

to Borgmann, this direction is a perilous one. This postmodern paradigm offers a weak

proposal for the hardships that this period of transition has brought. Borgmann asserts that

we must go beyond this particular postmodern discourse and seek alternatives to the

alienatingand artificial culture of 'consumer society.' There is life beyond this discourse;

beyond hypermodernism. The counterforce to the tendency to hypermodernism, claims

Borgmann, carl be found in the design of our cities and the emergence of communal

politics. Presently, the public domain has been "sacrificed to the instrumentalities of
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technology, to transportation and storage, to expressways and high rises" (Borgmann,

1992: 134). when urban planners considerpublic life in the cities;'

The best remgdy lhey cgn usually think of is a spattally extended and
theatrícally _heightened versíon-of the daíly cl'ty, buíler and more
ostentatíois kínds of walkíng qnd taíkírg, aràttírg ot rd *"itig, iàiry 

"rabuyr.ns-,.collected and arnassèd in a squale or plazã (Borgmanñ , tgg2t" lE4;
rny italics).

This hyperactive elevation of daily life fails to realize any form of public life . The

celebration of public life is eroded at its foundations by the hypermodern specter -

collapsing into hyperreality.

Guided by the pattern of technology, we have taken sustained and
sophisticated measures to mechanize andcommodify celebration, to transfer
the burden of enactment to a powerful and concealed machinery and leave
the_participants with a commodity guaranteed to excite and eníerøin. As
technology advances on celebration-, the elements of genuine celebration -
reality, commu^nity, and divinity - are weakened and'eventually expelled
(Borgmann, L992: I34).

The task of genuine celebration of communal action and politics is to embrace the

obligations ofjustice. As consumers, we have renounced public responsibility for the evils

of the new economy while claiming private merit for its blessings. We are reluctant to

countenance and cure the deprivations of the poor, the damage to the environment, and the

trivialisation of culture and heritage. It is plain that we must adopt the care of communal

celebration, the centerof communal politics.

..- the public needs to become conscious and confident of communal
celebration so that !t may achieve through citizenship what is unattainable
through consumership (Borgmann, 1992: l4l).

3.2.3d The Cultural Cíty

According to Zukin, present strategies in dealing with the contemporary city

primarily focus on enhancing a city's economic and cultural value. These strategies for

shaping and imaging the city concentrate on the downtown, where Zukin asserts a

collective effort to appropriate the center for elements of a new urban middle class is

occurring. She believes such strategies, whether inadvertently or not, support the process
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of gentrification - a process of transition where upper and middle class populations replace

and displace lowerincome groups in neighbourhoods.

The process of gentrification corresponds to major changes 'in both the mode of

downtown development - from the public to the private sector, from large to small-scale

projects, from new construction to rehabilitation - and the source of investment capital"

(Zukin, l99l: 188). Zukin argues heritage conservation is unfortunately connected to

such a process;

In Philadelphil, hgwever, the upper-class residents of Society Hill
and their associates in banking and City government started a 

-fairly

concerted effort at preservation-based revitalization in the late 1950s. From
house tours of Elfreth's Alley, they proceeded to government subsidies for
slum clearance of nearby neighbourhoods and new commercial
construction. Twenty years later, just in time for the bicentennial
celebration of the Declaration of Independence, their residential enclave
downtown near the Delaware waterfront was surrounded by a large area
devoted to historic preservation, tourism, new offices for insuranõe and
financial corporatiort,s, aqg not coincidentally, gentrification in nearby
Queen Village. -The displaced were small-businesses, including
manufacturers, and working-class, especially Iølian and Puerto Rican,
residents (Zukin, 1991: 189-190).

Zukin observes that gentrif,rers have a capacity for attaching themselves to history

and crusade for cultural concerns which gives them license to "reclaim" the downtown for

their own uses. According to Zukjn, this cultural claim to urban space by high income

groups "poses a new standard of legitimacy against the claim to affordability put forward

by a low-status population. Significantly, cultural value is now related to economic value"

(Zukin, 1991: I94). In the contemporary city, the growth of culture and the growing

concern for urban heritage is seen as a vehicle for enhancing the economic value of the

center by supplying cultural consumption. Therefore, in the postmodem city, culture is

integrally linked with the market, where money controls and determines what will be

significant culture and heritage and what will not be.

Markets are not the only arbiters of a contest for downtown space
between landscape and vernacular. The key element is that the social válues
of existing users - for example, working-class residents and small
manufacturers - exert a weaker claim to the center than the cultural values of
potential gentrifiers. Gentrification joins the economic claim to space with a
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cultural claim that gives priority to the demands of historic preservationists
and arts producers. In this view, nhistoric" building-s can only be
app_reciated to their maximum value if they are explained, analyzed, and
understood as part _of an aesthetic discourse, such as the history of
architecture and art. Such buildings righfully "belongn to people who have
the resources to search for the original building planJand ituOy their house
in the context of the architect's career. They belong to residenti who restore
r-nahogaPy paneling and buy copies of nineteenth-cèntury faucets instead of
those who prefer aluminum siding (Zukin, l99l: 193). 

-

In addition,Ztilrjn argues the link between culture and the market also determines who's

culture and heritage will be represented.

When the proponents of this strategy succeed in appropriating central
spaces, they seek to protect their claims (in terms of botñ econõmic and
cultural values) by establishing a historic landmark district. Once the local
government designates such a district, changes that do not conform to these
cultural values are declared "out of charactei" and not allowed (Zakin,lggl:
261-262).

As a rich repository of heritage and culture, a city's downtown is effected by

marketforces which organizes its spaces to support the act of consumption. Such spaces

tend to reflect the primary purpose of consumption by creating spaces which exhibit

cultural and historical features that provide pleasant shopping experiences and residential

environments. The production and manufacture of such spaces are critical for ensuring

maximum levels of market transactions - both in the realm of production and consumption.

The consequences of such links between culture and heritage with market forces is

described by Zukin; "Initially treated as unique, the cultural value of place is finally

abstracted into market culture" (Zukin, 1991: 195). Abstraction by the market refers

to "a gradual displaceme¡t of concreteness in the governing concept of
commodity exchange." This displacement transformed marke[ forces lrom
the product of concrete, individual transactions of place into the result of the
abstract_p^r^o9es!9s_: and fînally abstract poweri, of a market economy
(Zu.kjn,l99l: 256).

As spaces reflect the physical outcome of a market economy, its manipulation, creation,

tmnsformation, and organization loses its relation to historical experience, personal history,

meanings, and nature. Abstraction rejects such notions since it is based on a reality that

does not yet exist.
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However, when investment in new projects are viable, economic claims to the

center will take precedence over cul tural cl aims ;

E_J"ry city now has procedures for certifying "landmarkn structures and
districts, which ænd to restrict their use to thosé who can afford to maintain
them in a historic style. But when landmarking outlives its usefulness as a

:tj"tegy of lgstoring economic_value at the ceñter - as it apparently did in
New York City.by the mid 1980s - local government is caiäUle ofihifting
gears and attacking the very notion of hiÀtoric preservation (Zukin, L99l:.
te4).

3.3- Urban Heritage and Postmodern Space

Heritage conservation is generally viewed as a necessary urban strategy for the

regeneration of today's cities. Jane Jacob's argued for the necessity of preserving and

maintaining the traditional functions of both urban (for its diverse cultural and economic

opportunities) and rural (for its natural and agricultural purposes) environments. In

addition, the economic opportunities available through preserving older buildings was also

indicated. Lynch's strategy of imngeabílity would also see the use of historical and natural

features in creating powerful and vivid urban imagery as disalienating people from their

immediate environments. Others sought the use of traditional symbols and forms as

symbolically - and hence, spiritually - enriching the modern urban environment. These

strategies were seen as necessary to alleviate the ills of modern urban development.

However, by the 1970s, a great preoccupation with identity, with personal and

collectiveroots becomes far more pervasive than ever before. David Harvey suggest this

reveals societal and cultural pressures resulting from vast restructuring and instability of

the international economic system.

In a state of constant change perpetuated by the process of modernization, constant

revolutionizing of production results in a transient and unstable environment of social

relations. Individuals are left with the choice of either being swallowed up by turmoil, or

to searchfor some coherence and stability. "Relying on history to maintain coherence and
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common purpose in moments of stress and disunity." Lynch suggests "is a familiar human

tendency" (Lynch, 1fi2: 3O). Hewison further elaborates,

The_impulse to preserve the past is paú of the impulse to preserve the self.
Ïü/ithout knowing where we have been, it is difficult to knõw where we are
g-oing. The past is the foundation of individual and collective identity,
objects from the past are the source of signifïcance as cultural symbols.
Continuity between past and present creates a sense of sequence out of
aleatory chaos and, since cha¡rge is inevitable, a stable systêm of ordered
meaning.enables us to cope with both innovation and decáy. The nostalgic
impulse is an important agency in adjustment to crisis, it is ä social emoiliènt
and reinforces national identity when confidence is weakened or threatened
(cited in Harvey, l9ì9: 86).

However, as Harvey suggests, inserting the practice of heritage conservation into

the present socio-economic, political, and cultural context of postmodernism creates a

number of unexpected results. Hewison also observes a similar problem in Britain.

Heritage conservation has become such a large preoccupation in Britain because of its vast

activities and impact on British cities and their economies, that Hewison called it 'the

heritage industry' where,

Museums, country hou-ses, reconstructed and rehabilitated urban landscapes
that echo pastforms, directly produced copies of past urban infrastructures,
have become part and parcel of a vait transformation of the British
Iandscap_e to the point where, in Hewison's judgement, Britain is rapidly
turning {rory the manufacture of goods to the mánufacturing of heritage as
its principal industry (Harvey, 1989: 86).

Unfortunately, postmodernism's tendency of catering, if not pandering, to nostalgic

impulses for historical quotation has resulted in this big business. Hewison observes a

relationship between'the heritage industry' and postmodernism.

Both conspire to create a shallow screen that intervenes between our present
lives, our history. We have no understanding of history in depih, but
instead are offered a contemporary creation, more costumè drama and re-
enactment then critical discourse (cited in Harvey, 1989: t7).

This may suggest that the primary purpose of a heritage conservation, so espoused by the

anti-modernist critique - is subverted by postmodern cultural sensibilities and the changing

economy. Hewison observes we are "condemned to seek History by way of our own pop
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images and simulacra of that history which itself remains for ever out of reach" (cited in

Harvey, 1989: 63). Bill Risebero asserts "if the past somehow seems remote from us,

maybe this is because we are concerned only with its irrelevancies" (Risebero, 1982, ?AS).

Postmodernism further aggravates this.

[Aldo] Rossi at least has the virtue of taking the problem of
historical reference seriously. Other postmodernists simþly máke gestures
towards historical legitimacy by extensive and often eclèitic quotãtion of
past styles. Through-frlms, television, books, and the like, históry and past
experience are turned into a seemingly vast archive 'instantly retrievableãnd
capable of being consumed overand over again atthe push-of a button.' If
as Taylo-r ... pu!s. it, history can be seen ias an endiess reserve of equal
events,'then architects and urban designers can feel free to quote them in
any kind of order they_ wish. The postmodern penchant for jumbling
togetherallmannerof references to past styles is onè of its more þervasive
characteristic^s. Reality, it seems, is being shaped to mimic media images
(Harvey, 1989: 85; my parenthesis).

In the postmodern city, the main strategy for heritage conservation is to

hyperelevate and exaggerate 'a sense of place' by recreating urban spaces into spectacular

urban scenes.

Imaging a city through the organization of spectacular urban spaces became
a means to attract capital and people (of the right sort) in a þeriod (since
1273) of intensified inter-urban competition and urban entrepreneurialism
(Harvey, 1989: 92).

According to Christine Boyer, cities are composíng and recreating their urban

heritage according to a prescribed formula. Urban heritage is increasingly becoming a

standard scene in the urban landscape of many cities. In fact, many of these heritage sites

resemble other sites in other cities,

South Street Seaport resembles Quincy Market in Boston, Harbor Place in
Baltimore, Fisherman's Wharf in San Francisco, the Riverwalk in New
Orleans, and other such waterfront districts that were restructured in the
1970s and 1980s to become leisure-time zones combining shopping and
entertainment with office and residential development (Boyel,lÐ: l-81).

Such similarlooking developments are premixed design packages that aüempt to reproduce

preexisting urban forms. These sites "are laden with historical allusions to the traditional

vision of the city: a coherent place of intimate streets, lined with small-scale facades and
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shopping arcades, ornamented with signs, punctuated by open spaces, trees, lampposts,

and benches" (Boyer, 1992: 184). The aim is "to represent cert¿rin visual images of the

city, to create perspectival views shown through imaginary prosceniums in order to conjure

up emotionally satisfying images of bygone timesn (Boyer, r9g2: lg4).

In Boyer's view, urban heritage in such sites serves the growing market for leisure

amusements. Urban districts "became permanent entertainment grounds, adorned with

panoramas, gerames, and winter gardens. Dramatic complexes of theaters, art galleries,

and shopping arcades made the coming and goings of every spectator a part of their

exuberant show" (Boyer, 1992: 185). There are scenes or tableaux that are proliferating in

many cities.

There are three main categories of city tableaux.

l. Historic quarters whose form and preservation are mandated by law.2. Special districts with a strong visuat or historical identiiy whose
ambience is controlled by conteitual zoning or design guidelines.

3. Residential enclaves,,shopping malls, festival marËetþlaces, and theme
parks whose visual decor and atmosphere are clevórly managed and
!_?g9q such as small, historic towns, theme parks iuch as-Disney
World, and neighbourhoods such as Battery earË C;ty.

These new urban zones are characterized by the reiteration and recycling of already-

known symbolic codes and historic forms to the point of cliché. Such codes control signs,

materials, colors, ornamentation, street furniture, and street walls. They also dictate the

design of public spaces, the types of buitdings, and the range of activities. "Most

important, codes contain a schema or program that generates a narrative pattern, a kind of

memory device that draws associations and establishes relations between images and

places, resemblances and meaning" (Boyer, 1992: 188). The problem of such codes is the

Iimiting of the extent of diverse social, physical, and economic formations that can exist in

such areas. Instead, codes which attempt to protect the existing historic ambience

eliminates any other possible alternatives. Instead, new development must comply with

zoning codes which could enforce a pattern of uniformity and heighten an ambience by
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eliminatingfeatures which do not draw associations or establish relations between images

that are more satisfying.

In Boyer's view, such urban images "are designed for inattentive viewers , for the

tourist or city traveler who browses through these real-life state-sets scarcely aware of how

the relics of the past have been indexed, framed, and scaled" (Boyer, 1992: 189).

However, such environments have proved effective tourist attractions, a vital economic

engine in many communities. Economic-development experts now turn every small-town

thoroughfare into Main Street.

Vintage villages, regardless of their lack of authenticity, are designed to
resurrect local economies. City after city discovers that its abañdoned
industrial waterfront or outmoded city center contains enonnous tourist
potential _and refurbishes it as a leisure-time spectacles and sightseeing
promenade. All of these sites become culinary and ornamental lãndscapes
through which the tourists - the new public of the late twentieth century r
gla,ze, celebrating the consumption of place and architecture, and the tastsof
history and food (Boyer, 1992: la9).

Boyer describes such city tableaux.

They are endlessly repeated copies - Main Street revitalizations, for
example,. or _war,ehouse recyclings, or waterfront renovations. Busy
creating simulated traditions, urban developers seem intent on stockpiling
the city's. past with all the available artifacts and relics, thereby obscìring
the city's actual history. The homogenized icons in õur historió
marketplaces reveal the limited stock of images spectators are meant to use
to understand American history (Boyer, 1992: lÐ).

The North American city in general is characterized by gigantic urban

conglomerations which are disintegrating into unrelated groupings of shopping centers,

special zoning districts, and housing tracts, all carved up by freeways. In this landscape,

the historic tableau is a peculiar place. Proliferating in the centers of these deconstructed

cities, the historic tableau "is an attempt to arrest this uprootedness, this sense of nonplace,

this decomposition into bits and pieces" (Boyer, 1992: l9L). Boyer describes these spaces

where;

Regulatory codes govern the spatial confïgurations of these tableaux:
private residential streetscapes are protected from intrusive alterations,
public spaces are defended against incompatible designs,and storefronts and
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commercial signs are restricted to facsimiles. But in fact these tableaux are
the true nonplaces, hollowed out urban remnants, without connection to the
rest of the city gr.tltg past, waiting to-be fìlled with contemporary fantasies,
colonize9_blwishful projections, and turned into spectacles of consumption
(Boyer, 1992: l9l).

Such historic spectacles are a visual delight intended to immobilize the attention of

the person into the act of "just looking." "In the scenographic tableaux of our

contemporary cities, whether a historic district, a contextually zoned district, or a carefully

managed theme park, the act of "just looking' and. enjoying the pure visibility of the show

absorbs the spectator's view" (Boyer, l99z: rg2). According to Boyer, imaging such

districts

... eventual-ly reduces the city to a map of tourist attractions,which
suppresses the continous order of reality, th-e connecting in-between places,
and impgs.es instead-an imaginary ordei of things. The-spectator is óffered
no visual image of.the metropoli?n whole, in ãll its uneïen development;
attention is directed to those sites that are perceived as productive oriseful,
or are engineered to satisfy desires (Boyer, 1992: I9Zi.

Such urban images or tableux represents the new arising postmodern culture characterized

by the culture of the tourist.

3.4 Chapter Sumrn¡¡y

The contemporary city is significantly different in shape, form, organization, and

image from the modern city. While elements of the modern city still exist - the tower

blocks, expressways, and shopping malls - they do not represent the dominant forms of

development in present day cities. In fact, planning strategies that deal with the dilemmas

in today's cities are quite different from those that shaped the modern city. There has actual

been a transformation in the way we plan, envision, view, and organize the urban

environment. The table below summarizes the basic differences between modern and

postmodern urban strategies. While this table not complete or exhaustive, it does represent

the overall comparisons between the two movements in planning and the strategies this

thesis is concerned with.
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Table 3.1:
Schematic differences between

modern and postmodern urban strategies

MODERN POSTMODERN

urban renewal
(public housing)

apartment towerblocks

shopping mall

focus on new development

suburbanization

industrialization
. manufacturin
. extraction and development of
natural resources. industrial parkso transportation of goods

rationalization of space
(zoning)

urban revitalization
(neighbourhood and retail)

urban villages

festival marketplace

renovation, rehabilitati on,
heritage conservation

gentrification

service sector growth. officedevelopment
. developmentof

cultural resources
. theme parks

. traveVtourism

imageabilityof place
(design guidelines)

Heritage conservation, as the table shows, is associated with postmodern urban

strategies. However, as modern urban strategies are interrelated - the strategies and

elements together constitute a particular experience of the modern city - so are the

postmodern strategies. Heritage conservation, therefore, has an important relationship with

other postmodern urban strategies which together constitute a particular experience of the

postmodern city. While this chapter has alluded to these relationships, they will be further

examined in detail in ChapterFive.

We may be satisfied with the gentler aesthetic of postmodernism. The postmodern

city is seen as robust, active, and theatrical compared the moribund silence of the modern

city. However, this aesthetic is far from gentle. Rather, it is "a gratuitous image drawn

over the face of instrumentality" (Foster, 1983: xii). It mediates the logic of the new
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market of consumption. We find ourselves in a city which appears friendly, local, and

historical, yet alienating.

While the postmodern critique developed from a growing dissatisfaction with the

urban environment, the cultural impoverishment and the collective disintegration,

postmodernism has found itself accommodating forces which subvert the goals it promised

to achieve. Market forces have colonized the realm of cultural production. In fact, culture

has internalized the market. It responds by producing what the market needs - a mass of

fanatical consumers.

In the present mode of advanced capitalism, commodity production has been

integrated in the production of culture, such as fashion, pop art, television, media images,

and the variety of urban lifestyles. The present pursuit of consumption dollars of the

affluent have led to a much greater emphasis upon product differentiation particularly in the

realm of the urban environment.

How has planning responded? For the comtemporary planner, the organization of

space is no longer seen as something to be shaped towards some social purpose or 'social

project'. Due to economic restructuring, planners no longer control or have access to large

budgets that allow them to implement their "master plans." The city is now seen as

impossible to control and master. Rather, planning has begun targetting only specific areas

of the city for the purpose of creating spectacular looking urban spaces through urban

design and aesthetics. The rest of the city is left at the mercy of market forces such as

urban revitilization, gentrification, and ghettoization which has severely polarized

socioeconomic groups in spatial terms. Here, space has taken an autonomous character,

outside the realm of planning and design. Planning and design have no concern in these

spaces unless they are about to serve the interests of the market.

Contemporary urban design exploits postmodern aesthetics to produce a city filled

with "visual rhetoric for an all-pervasive consumer culture" (Zuk,tn,l99l: 26). The city is

bloated by consumer goods as shopping is expanded in every public space possible. Daily
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life is elevated to the hyperactive tendency of shopping. In the new city, "There is nowhere

else to go but to the shops" (Hebdige, 1988: 168). This condition is a dangerous one as

Zut¡,tnexplains;

Shopping centers huyg replaced political meetings and civic
gatherings as arenas of public life. Despite private ownership ãnd service to
paying custom_ers, they are perceived as a fairly democratic form of
development. Moreover,_ they are believed to "opên" the downtown by
creating a sense of place (Zukin, l99l: 51).

The revitalization of waterfronts and main streets, historic streets and districts are

meant to conform them to an "emporia of mass consumption." Public and private uses are

combined as public space is submerged under private markets. Urban space is increasingly

defined by the public use of private shopping space, as "the sense of place" is combined

with the market of consumption.

The creation of these spatial patterns, through joint efforts of developers, elected

officials, financial institutions, and designers, respond to the imperatives of the market

rather than any concept of public merit. When these developments crystallize, they often

are managed by some quasi-public urban development corporation which has no mandate

to the public. Public interest in the transformation of space is not recognized. This is the

same problem that Logue identifies. There is a lack of "public will" affect the process of

determining the conservation of urban heritage. The contemporary urban landscape is

charactenzed by the extension of the market economy in commoditizingand placing a price

tag on the cultural heritage of cities.

The next chapter will examine the role of public institutions and the practice of

heritage conservation in the context of Canadian planning and its role and impact in

transforming the 'image' and shape of the contemporary Canadian city. Three examples,

Winnipeg, Vancouver, and Victoria will clarify the impact, objectives, and purpose of

various conservation initiatives.

***
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4.0 Introduction

The discovery of the importance of urban heritage to the vitality of cities stood

modern planning practice on its head. The mad pace of development that revolutionized the

modern city no longer held as much legitimacy when studies supporting the economic,

social, and cultural benefits of heritage conservation were revealed.

The growth of heritage conservation in Canada can be attributed to its visible impact

on a city's social, cultural, and economic environments. As a l9Z4study on heritage in

Canadaindicated;

Tourist lPe_nding, a rich source both of public and private revenue is
strongly. influenced by environment generally and specifically by heritage
sites and buildings. As well, prop^ertyFxes and servicing costi aie directiy
dependent on the size and quality of real estate, so that the difference
between new construction and renovation might be significant to public
income (Galt, l%4: 2).

An early tourist study in Nova Scotia found that fully one third of all pleasure

travellers visited provincial museums and historic or cultural buildings.

Other North American surveys have established that, after family visiting,
sightseei-ng is the prime purpose for travel, be it by plane, train or
automobile. One hardly need add that any historic sitè or building is a
sightseeing draw, and that the better developed these heritage resourcðs are,
the more prosperous will be the local tourist industry (Galt, tgl4: 2).

on in Cana
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Also, a 1974 survey found thatTgVo of Canadian tourist spending is attributable to

tourists whose main activity is visiting historical and cultural sites.4 This was by far the

highest of nine specific categories listed in the survey.

While it may be true that comparatively few people are heritage activists, the
llrvey provides strong testimony in favour of Canadians ás cultural and
historical enthusiasts. Heritage projects, we can now say for certain , repay
their communities handsomeþ (Galt, lg74: 3).

During the period of the study, it was discovered that Quebec City derived 35.6Vo

of its Canadian tourist dollars from historical and cultural visits. That this proportion is

well above the Canadian average is a result of the city's concentration of cultural and

heritage related attractionss.

The total economic benefits generated by such tourist activity supported by heritage

and cultural activities can have an appreciable impact on the local economy. "Rough

estimates of the spin-off effect of tourist dollars are usually made with multipliers ranging

from about 1.5 to 2.5. Thus, $100,000 injected into a local economy in the tourist season

can mean a total of between $150,000 and $250,000 in related sales, wages and taxes"

(Galt, 1974: 3).

It might be argued that heritage sites and areas cannot be developed, that they either

exist as attractive leftovers from the past or not. But the experience of many cities argues

otherwise.

What may appear as a slum, a derelict area of dilnpidated buíldíngs one
reyoye fron-t the cenffal busíness distríct, may be a-hídden herítage asset
which needs only some ímaginative rethínking as to use, a measure of
politicalsupport from the municípaltty, and an lnvestment in conversíon to
ry9þrry space dimensions and heating and lighting cürcrngements (Galt,
1974: 3; my italics).

One of the fÏrst North American cities to rediscover its heritage buildings was New

Orleans. There the tourist impact was staggering. Annual tourist revenues generated by

the Vieux Cané, the city's historic French quarter, reached well over $200 million in the

early 1970s. Other lucrative restoration ventures such as Savannah, Georgia, which grew

4 The survey sample consisæd of Canadian residenfs oniy; foreign tourist dollars are unaccounæd for.5 According to a I992study, Quebec still ranks by far the highãst fo¡ cultural and historic visits.
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spontaneously from a grassroots heritage organization formed in 1955, estimated $4O

million a yer in tourist revenue within six years the restoration work of its heritage

buildings began. Previous, tourist revenue before restoration measured $10 million a

year. Many Canadian cities began to take seriously the heritage phenomenon in hopes of

replicating such success witnessed in the United States.

Of course, every city and town cannot boast the long and colourful histories
of New orleans and Savann"!. 

_ 
But every cily has a past, uru"ily

represented 9y " few-streets of older archiiectuie in the'wings of iti
downtown. Yuny lack only recognition and promotion. And tãuny 

"r"better situated. 
!han- a city like New Orleans wlhich is not on any natural

tourist trail and has had to draw its own special public (Galt, ln4: Ð.

However, early municipal reluctance to conserve olderbuildings centred around the

property tax question. The belief that new high-rise construction is the type of

development best able to put down strong tax roots for future municipal stability remained

convincing. A number of independent studies have illustrated that high rises are by no

means a tax windfall, and in fact may disburse more public revenue than they provide.

An exhaustive study_ complied by the San Francisco Bay Guardian in l97l
examined municipal revenues and expenditures for thó previous year and
found that while the city's cenrral high-rise dishicr contributed $62.bmi[ion
in tax revenues, a sizeable 25.2Voãf the city-wide total, it drew on the
treasury for $67.7 million worth of servi-ce s, or 27.9Vo of the total.
Furthermore, the Guardian calculated from municipal revenue records that
taxes paid by the h!gh-Iise district had been declining in proporrion to rotal
cjty gxgs for two decades. And it was precisely duri'ng thesä t*eoty years
that the bulk of the san Francisco skysciapers were buiít 1calt, rn4: 5).

A l97l Price Waterhouse cost-benefit report on land use in the borough of york,

Ontario further supported similar findings in a Canadian context. Seven sites with high

density resi denti al constructi on, were examined.

It was found that the financial jmpact of high density development on all
seven sites would be negligible for the avérage taipayer: 'Costs to the
borough of providing additional services almost oTfset the additional
revenues gained. The average property owner, whose home would have
been assessed at $4,000 in 1%8, wôulðhave benefited by a meagre $2.12,
orjust ZVo of hts total 1969 tax bill (Galt, 1g74: 6).
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Clearly, this study offered ironclad evidence against demolition and new construction as a

golden formulafor subsidization of the residential taxpayer.

In Halifax, an independent cost-benefit analysis of the city's Ig73 new

development was conducted by conservationist Elizabeth Pacey. The study concluded that

new construction was shirking its tax burden. By examining property tax figures for 1973,

"Pacey calculated that new assessment was failing to meet its public costs by over

seventeen percent, thus chalking up an extra seven dollars to the average ratepayer's tax

bili' lcalt, 1974: 6). On the other hand, tax revenue from Vancouver's Gastown, on the

south side of Water Street where extensive renovation was complete between 1965 and

19'71, saw a boost of 87Vo in those six years. This clearly indicated that "renovation and

restoration strengthen a city's tax base and in some cases are more tax rewarding then new

development" (Galt, 1974: 7).

In August of 1974, a survey conducted in the business community for the Financial

Times of Canada uncovered further support for heritage conservation. From a polling

sample consisting of a cross section of professional and management personnel from

across Canada, 6lVo advocated stronger laws to protect historic buildings, 69Vo approved

of the notion of government compensation to owners whose buildings would be affected

by such protective laws, while '717o sanctioned outright purchase by governments.

This survey suggests the private sector sees the role of government in ensuring the

success of heritage conservation as crucial. However, the extent of government

involvement in heritage has continued to be a debatable and controversial issue. The role is

examined below.
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4.1.O Governmental Role in Heritage Conservation

4.1.1 Federal

Since 1887, when the Banff National Park was established, the Federal

Govenrment has been involved in heriøge conservation to some degree. Between t9S2

and '53 the federal government enacted the Historic sites and Monuments Act. This Act

came to define the role of the federal government in heritage conservation.

However, there are a few problems with this federal legislation. Constitutionally,

all matters pertaining primarily to "property and civil rights" are within exclusive p rovinciaL

jurisdiction. Therefore, although the federal government goes through the exercise of

naming "national historic sites", it cannot protect the properties it designates as heritage - as

such designations have no legal effect.

The federal government can, however, purchase sites and buildings it deems as

heritage. So far, many heritage sïtes have been purchased by the government, and restored

overwhelmingly as museums.

In matters pertaining to heritage sites, an advisory body called the Historic Sites and

Monuments Board of Canada is consulted. When a structure or site is brought to their

attention, it first screens the applications which are beyond its terms of reference (e.g.

cemeteries) and, after a study (usually about 6 months), makes a tecommendation to the

Minister. The Historic Sites and Monuments Board may recommend that the Minister a)

ignore the structure, b) designate the structure as a national heritage site and erect a plaque,

c) enter into a cost-sharing agreement, or d) acquire the property. However, the Minister

responsible is not bound by the Board's recommendation.

The introduction of the federal legislation concerning heritage conservation

indicated the government's growing awareness of the importance of national heritage.

However, the problems and its weakness is observed by Denhez;
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There is no. shortage of federa-l agencies which affect heritage: a lg76
federal publication listed some forty-five different agencies. dn the other
þ3o9,.d".pite this 

-mass 
of governmental endeavour (or perhaps because of

it), this same publi9{9n stated that "there is no federal policy affecting
heritage" (Denhez, l%8: 7I).

This still remains the case today.

4.1.2 Provincial

In most of Canada, primary responsibility for protecting heritage rests upon the

provincial governments. Each province has special statutes specifically for the purpose of

heritage conservation. As Denhez notes,

The main feature of most of these statutes is that they authorize provincial
gov,ernments to designate heritage sites, and then to prohibit any ãlterations
or demolition on those sites unless ministerially apþroved (Dénhez, 1978:
82-83).

As with the federal government, most provinces have historical boards which

advise the government regarding structures and sites worthy of protection. Only in Quebec

and Alberta, however, is it obligatory for the government to consult with the board.

One of the major problems with such provincial statutes is that none outline an

elaborate procedure for applications to conduct alterations or demolition on designated

heritage sites. This activity was usually treated in an ad hoc manner since there are very

precious few designated buildings in Canada6.

As usual, however, many of the provinces have set up interdepartmental

committees to supervise public works which affect heritage property. This has set up a

similar structure as the federal government has where, consequently - as provincial

legislation lacks any legal effect - internal administrative procedures are relied upon.

Two provinces, Ontario and Alberta, "force" themselves to consider cultural

property in their planning process. The Ontario Envírownental Assessment Act 1975 and

6 Designation of heritage structures and sites, as well, as the demolition, alteration, and restoration of
historic buildings were also treâted in an ad hoc manner at the municipal level. However, since the past l0
years attempts at the municipal level have developed towards a comprehensive conservation strategy ior
urban heritage. This will further be detailed in the examples of Winnipeg, Vancouver, and Victoria.
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the Alberta statutes of the Historícal Resources Act and the Larul Surface Conservafion &

ReclatnationActhave been enacted, as well as an assortment of Cabinet Regulations to

implement them. These laws and regulations state that various pubtic authorities must,

prior to relevant public works projects, submit a detailed assessment of the impact of such

projects upon the environment including cultural and heritage property. Another interesting

feature of this legislation is the requirement for environmental impact assessments to extend

to large private as well as public projects.

4.1.3 Munícípal

At the municipal level, urban heritage is protected through a variety of legal means

applied to sites and districts.

There are rh¡s_s kinds of legislation which confer power on Canadian
municipalities for heritage purposes. The first is enabling legislation which
delegates heritage functions to all municipalities in a givén þrovince. The
second confers powers on only certain specified municìpalitiès. The third is
customary plannin_g_leelslation which can be adapted fbr the protection of
heritage property (Ward, 1986: 13).

Almost all Canadian municipalities are empowered by their provincial governments

to control the bulk and height of buildings.

This powe-r.is imp_ortant f91 two reasons; infill construction in a heritage
area should have a bulk and height which does not detract from the character
of the area; furtherTnore, a low permissable building bulk and height will
help discourage demolition and rèdevelopment within-the area (Warà', tqSe:
14).

In addition, almost all Canadian municipalities can control the use of buildings,

which is essential in excluding uses deemed incompatible in heritage areas. Also, the

power to regulate the location or set-back of a building on a site is clearly spelled out in

almost all provinces. The location or set-back significantly affects the appearance of a

streetscape, particularly when it breaks the harmony of a row of buildings.
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Municipalities can also control the design of structures being built or the alterations

being made to a structure in a heritage area. Most provinces specifically empower their

municipalities to control design, as, for example, Winnipeg's Downtown ZontngByJaw.

It is at the municipal level that most heritage conservation activity occurs. Three

examples, Winnipeg, Vancouver, and Victoria detail heritage conservation practice, its

objectives, role, and results.

4.2.0 Heritage Conservation in Winnipeg

Throughout the lftíOs and 1970s Winnipeg fell victim to inner-city physical and

economic deterioration. Since the mid-1970s, however, increased concern about the future

of Winnipeg's physical environment and its relationship to the economic viability of the city

forced planners to focus efforts on reversing the trend.

Early revitalization efforts began in Winnipeg's historic warehouse area. By 1974,

a report by the City of Winnipeg Planning Department, recognizing the unique character

and potential of the historic district, recommended possibilities for upgrading the physical

setting. In addition, Heritage Canada offered a $500,000 commitment for physical

rehabilitationofheritage buildings and suroundings in the area contingent upon matching

funds by the City and Province. Heritage V/innipeg was formed which administered the

funds, and Albert Street was the first area of focus where a merchants' association was

formed, streetscaping was carried out, owners began upgrading their buildings, and a

farmers' market was developed to attract people.

4.2. I Plan Winnipeg I 981

The 19t31 version of Plan Winnipeg clearly recognized the physical and economic

potential for heritage conservation. By this time, Winnipeg's Exchange District

demonstrated the benefîts of a successful conservation program for architecturally and

historically significantbuildings. These benefits not only included the physical upgrading
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and renovation of older, deteriorating buildings but also the creation of a vital place for

shopping, entertainment, employment and residential living. The Plan focused on further

rcvitalization of the inner city through the conservation and upgrading of older

neighbourhoods and historical buildings in the downtown, together with the careful

management of suburban growth.

The focus on conservation in Plan Winnipeg 1981 indicated a complete shift in

urban planning philosophy. Earlier plans were directed towards freeway expansion and

urban renewal in the downtown. The shift to one which recognizes conservation and

revitalization of existing urban patterns as a vital urban strategy contrast from earlier plans

for Winnipeg which characterize modern planning philosophy.

Concurrently, with the efforts to conserve inner-city neighbourhoods and reverse

the trend of their decline, Plan Winnipeg 1981 identifîed a paramount role for the

downtown as a viable social, economic, and physical center for the city. In 1986, A

Backgrounder to the Propose'd Downtown Wínnípeg Zoning By-l^aw examined the

possibilities within the downtown and a structure for future Downtown development. It

recognized that,

Downtown a_l-so contains signifìcant areas of special character with which atl
citizens of Winnipeg 1dgnt!fy.. These characterøeas provide for unique
experiences because of their historical, ethnig, architeôtural, functionafor
natural importance. They_contribute to the richness of diversity that is so
necessary in Downtown (City of Winnipeg,lgfì6: 2).

In order to be consistent with the policies of Plan Winnipeg and the overall objectives of

revitalization and conservation within the inner city, there was a need to rationalize the

zoning in the Downtown area. By March of 1988, The Downtown Winnipeg Zoning By-

law came into effectT.

7 The Role of the Downtown Winnipeg zoning Bylaw in heriúage conservation will be discussed further
and in greater detail later in this chapær.
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4.2.2 The Winnipeg Core Area Initíatíve

Also in 1f81, the Winnipeg Core Area Initiative was created. This Initiative was a

five-year, $96 million joint commitment by the federal, provincial, and municipal

governments to rejuvenate the inner city through a comprehensive set of economic, social

and capital programs. One of these programs dealt directly with incentives to redevelop

The Exchange District. In 1f86, the Initiative was extended for another five year period

thråugh the granting of an additional $100 million. The Core Area's Exchange District

Programs and their impacts are detailed in the following table.

Table 4.1:
Core Area Initiative Programs For The Exchange District

coRE AREA TMTIATTVE r ( I % 1-1986)
HERITAGEPROGRAM

Objective:

Budget:

Results:

To revitalize The Exchange
District through the
rehabilitation of designated
buildings, increased business
and arts accommodation in the
area, residential conversion,
and additional area development
and promotion.

$4,900,000

. 54 private sector projects
assisted (33 buildings)

. Majo¡ non-profit arts
centre established

. Enhanced image of the
District through
streetscaping and
promotion

. Approxi mately $5.1
million levered in private
sector investment

CORE AREA INITIATIVE II ( I98ó- I99I)
THEEXCTIANGEDISTRICÎ

REDEVET,OPMENT PROGRAM

Objective:

Budget:

Results:

To increase the economic
vitality of The Exchange
Dstrict. Entrepreneurs and
organizations were
encouraged to invest in
rehabilitation of heritage
buildings for use in
commercial, residential,
cultural and other related
activ ities.

$6,580,000

. 60 pri v ate sector
projects (39 buildings)
assisted

. 6 major capital projects
assisted (including
reserve)

. 43 area enhancement
projects assisted

. Approximately $16.7
million levered in
private sector
investment

Source: Downtown Høndbook. Ciry of Winnipeg: 1993.
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4.2.3 Re gulntory Fratnework

In Winnipeg, protection and conservation of heritage structures is offered through

two independent by-laws;

1. The Histori_cal Buildingq By-larv applies to the entire city allowing
certain buildings to be declared historic and protected from dernolition.

2. The Downtown winnipeg zoling By-law recognizes The Exchange
District as a character area requiring specialized desigu review (City óf
Winnipeg, 1997a: l).

4.2.3a Historical Buíldings By-law

On February 2,ly77,Winnipeg's city council adopted the Historical Buildings By-

law 1474177. This by-law established the Buildings Conservation List. Buildings on this

list, as a result of their architectural and/or historical significance, were offered protection

by prohibiting demolition and unsuitable alterations. In addition, the by-law created the

Historical Buildings Committee - an advisory committee which reports to City Council's

standing committee on Planning ànd Community Services.

The Historical Buildings By-law is one of the legal instruments which protect

Winnipeg's architectural heritage and contains design objectives which arercalizedthrough

a system of design review.

Under the Historical Buildings By-law, any person wishing to undertake
alterations to a buil_ding !!-!he Buldings Consêrvation List must apply for a
"Certifícate of Suitability". This þrocedure ensures that alteräións are
sympathetic to_the original character of the building. No work may proceed
until this certificate is granted (City of V/innipeg, tggtU: t).

Out of theTl5 buildings that exist in the Downtown, 86 (or llVo) are designated

heritage structures under the Buildings Conservation List. This l l%o of designated

buildings represents 8.3Vo of the total area of all downtown buildings. 195 buildings in

total are on the Historical Buildings Inventory. This makes 36Vo of downtown buildings

representing29%o of the downtown floor area either designated heritage structures or have

the potential to be designated.
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4.2.3b Downtown Winnipeg Tnning by-law

In March of 1988, the Downtown WinnipegZonrngby-law 4800 came into effect.

As a result of the by-law, all new developments in The Exchange District are regulated

through a design review under the provisions of the "Historic Winnipeg" (HW) design

designation.

The FIW designation provides protection to structures in the heritage area by

requiring design review for all proposed changes including alterations to listed and non-

listed buildings, streetscapes, and new construction. The purpose of such a procedure is to

ensure that the overall character of the Exchange District is respected by private

development.

The design review process is conducted through proposals presented to the Historic

rü/innipeg Advisory Committee which then makes recommendations to the Downtown

Design Board.

under the Down-to_wn winnipeg zoning by-law, "Historic Design Review"
is required for all development applications in The Exchange ñistrict. As
p?r.t 9f this procesf plans must be ápproved by the Downtowi Design board
which bases its decisions on rec-ornmendãtions made by the ilistoric
Winnipeg Advisory Commitree (Ciry of Winnipeg, 1991b: f).

The Downtown Zoning Bylaw regulates all types of development activity from

alterations, renovations, and restorations to new projects in the Downtown. "Like all

zoning bylaws, it represents more than just a means of enforcement, it is also an expression

of development policy" (Clark & Couture, 1990: 38). The by-law recognizes the

existence of unique character areas in the Downtown and strove to protect and enhance

them through the creation of specific urban design districts.

Urban design teview, mandatory for all development applications,
was a deliberate attempt by the Çity to emphasize develópment q-uäity as an
overriding policy gbje_ctive. However, it was recogniied thaì while the
review proce-ss had to be applied uniformly throughout the Downtown the
criteria used for evaluation could and should vary aicording to the particular
area of the downtown. The six urban dêsign revie* designations
acknowlejlge these differences. They were defìned as The Eichange
District, chinatown, Broadway, the l,egislative precinct, the riverbanks,
and pedestrian level (everything else) (clãrk & coirture. 1990: 3g).
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Development regulations became more stringent in character areas such as The

Exchange Dstrict and Chinatown than they were in the general downtown area designated

as pedestrian-level. "So, while a project could be reviewed in terms of "appropriate

colours" in The Exchange District and "appropriate rooflines" in Chinatown, these were not

necessarily considerations to be reviewed in the pedestrian-level area" (Clark and Couture,

1990: 38).

4.2 .4 W ínní p e g' s Herit ag e C o ns erv at íon S trat e gy

During the 1990s, the growth and impact of heritage conservation in other Canadian

cities was evident. Victoria, because of a rich stock of heritage sites and buildings, has

twice placed on the Top l0 list of world city destinations, according to a reader pool of

Conde NastTraveler. ln comparison to other cities, IVinnipeg still lagged behind in its

tourism industry and utilization of its heritage for that purposes. Therefore, it was

determined that Winnipeg "must make a more strategic, pro-active and long-term

commitment to heritage conservation if the potential benefits of the building stock are to be

maximized, and if disinvestment, blight, and abandonment of older structures and areas are

to be avoided" (Bugailiskis, 1993: 1).

In particular, it was viewed that it was essential for the City to develop:

o I conservation Plan that focuses not only on the preservation of
heritage resources, but also on how these resourcès will remain
integral contributors to winnipeg's economic and socio-cultural
development.

8 In fact, in 1992, Manitoba ranked sixth overall in Canada for utilization of its heritage for the purpose of
tourism wirh 16,446 visits per "heritage institution", well below the national average of ZS,42O. enheritage instituion" defined by Statistics Canada" is either a museum, a¡chive, historic site, building, park,
or community or nature park or conservation area and other related institutions such as zoos, exhibiiions,
botanical gardens, arboretums, eæ. The low ranking for Manitoba reflects Winnipeg's underutilization of
its heritage resouræs as many are located within the city. Quebec and Onta¡io rank-the highest with 53,530
and.38,604_v19its per heriøge institut!9n, respectively. British Columbia is nexr with 30-,539 visirs per
institution, followed by Alberta (28,WT), and Nova Scotia (19,875). Afrer Manirob4 Newfoundland
(15,161), Yukon (14,f}35), and New Brunswick (ll,Us) follow. Saskatchewan, Prince-Blward Island and
Northwest Territories rank the lowest with 8,412, 8,4M and 6,106 visits, respecúvely. (see Appendix A
formoredetail)
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Access to more innovative and flexible fînancial, regulatory, and
administrative tools than are now in place to stimulatð and sùpport
heritage projects.
A strategy for the preservation and management of City-owned
heritage properties.
organizatiol reforms to encourage local private-public partnerships
and to expedite heritage projecr aþprovali (Bugaiiiskis,igg3: l¡.'

On July 29, 1992, Winnipeg's City Council adopted in principle a report on

proposed municipal initiatives to promote the retention and use of heritage buildings and

sites entitle d " Heritage Support Policy and Progrants" . This report put forward the needed

policy and program framework for a comprehensive heritage conservation strategy which

would maximize the social, cultural, and economic benefits of Winnipeg's urban heritage.

The City h_olds that heritage buildings and other designated structures are
integral to Winnipeg's urbaì fabric, séf-identity, and eõonomic, social, and
cultural development. The City, therefore,- shall contribute by direct
example, incentives, integrated p.lanning, and regulatory control to tÉe long-
term conservation, use, and viability of herltage iesources within iis
jurisdiction (Bugailiski s, 1993: 2).

4.2.5 The Forks

The Forks, located at the junction of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers has quickly

become one of Winnipeg's most popular attractions for residents and tourists alike. Its

success has been attributed to its vibrant ambience and historical significance as an early

area of seülement which later evolved to become the city of winnipeg.

Withthedevelopmentof the railway in the 1860s, the Forks was transformed into

an urban industrial railway centre with railyards, warehouse buildings, and passenger

facilities which was closed off from the general public. However, recently, the railway

yards on the site have been removed which left a 36 hectare site open for redevelopment.

Some of the land was made available to the Forks Renewal Corporation, established in July

1987 by a tri-level goverrìment agreement between Canada, Menitoba, and \ù/innipeg, and

Parks Canada by a memorandum of understanding between Canada and CN Real Estate.

The remaining lands were acquired by the City of Winnipeg.
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The mandate of the Forks Renewal Corporation is to own and redevelop the Forks

lands (those owned by the Corporation) on behalf of the three governments. It was funded

through government grants totaling more than $25 million which was administered under

the Winnipeg Core Area Initiative Agreements on behalf of the three governments.

Through the Canada-Manitoba A.R.C. (Agreement for Recreation and

Conservation) Program, Parks Canada developed 3.6 hectares of riverfront property into a

National Historical Park between the Provencher and Norwood Bridges. Canadian

National Railways has transferred the Union Station to VIA Rail. This historic building

has been renovated and a new market area has been established along with the reuse of the

renovated historic Johnson Terminal for shopping, restaurants, and enterûainmentfacilities.

Also, the former North Pacific and Manitoba Railway Engine House, which is also known

as the B & B Building now houses the new Manitoba Children's Museum. These

historical, natural, and recreational amenities have contributed to the success of the Forks.

The Table below details its success as a shopping and recreational node in the downtown

and its popularity as an urban tourist area.

Table 4.2
Awareness And Visitation At The Forks

AWARENESS AND VISITATION
Accordingto a 1991 Forks Study it is estimated

that between 5 and 7 million visits took
place at the Forks over the course of the
year. More recently, an Angus Reid Survey
drew the following conclusions:

. Virrually all (97Vo) adult Winnipeg residents
have heard of The Forks, and most (8IVo)
have visited the siæ in 1991.

. The overall frequency of visiting the Forks
in 1991, according to these survey results is
reported as follows:

Did not visit l97o
læss than once a month 58Vo
About once a month l37o
More than once a month lOVo

Source: Downtown Handbbook Cityof Winnipeg. 1993.

. The average number of visits made by 1991
visitors during nsummer" months is 5.6,
while the average number of visits made
during "winter" months is only 2.7. In
total, it is estimated that there were
3,018,608 visits made to the Forks site by
adult Winnipeg residents in 1991.

. Just as more visits are made during summer
versus winter, so are more visits made during
the weekend compared to weekdays. The
average number of visiæ made by summer
visitors on weekends is 3.7; the average for
weekdays is 2.4.
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4.2.6 PlanWinnípeg ... toward 2010

Successes such as the Forks and Exchange District provides further incentive for

Winnipeg to replicate such results in other areas of the city through promotion of its urban

cultural heritage. ln 1994, an updated version of Plan Winnipeg extended the City's

commitment to heritage conservation by recognizing "the continuing contribution heritage

resources can make to the urban environment" (City of Winnipeg Planning Department,

1994: 113). The contribution of heritage conservation and its purpose to assist in the

promotion of urban tourism in Winnipeg is described in Plan Winnipeg...towørd

2070,

These heritage assets not only enhance our image of Winnipeg, they present
an opportunity for promoting the city's image in the minds óf torirists and
visitors. Through appropriate cost-effective conservation measures that
encourage adaptive re-use, these structures can become valuable attractions,
contri.buting significantly to the tourism industry (city of winnipeg
Planning Department, 1994: I 13)..

Tourism and image-making are the primary goals of heritage conservation.

Winnipeg's policy and strategy for urban heritage is outline d in Pløn

Vlinnipe g...toward 20 I 0,

6C-01 Preserve and Promote heritage Resources
The Cit-y shall preserve and promote the use and appreciation of Winnipeg's
unique heritage resources.
6C-02 Prepare a heritage Conservation Plan
The city shall -prepare, implement, and periodically review a heritage
conservation plan to address measures for the conservation, use,
acquisition, financing, and maintenance of heritage resources including
buildin-gs, structures, areas, archaeological featurès, heritage trees, anã
natural landscapes.
6C-03 Request Senior Government fnvolvement
The City shall request the involvement of the other levels of government and
the private sector.in providing practical solutions to the protection and
preservation of heritage resources.
6C-04 Establish heritage Conservation Areas
The City shall establish heritage conservation areas which focus on the
restoration, revitalization, and preservation of the built environment in areas
where collections exist of sufficient numbers of heritage resources.
6c-05 Establish a Buildings Conservation List
Tlg çity shall establish and maintain a buildings conservation list under
which buildings, erections, and structures déemed to be of special
architectural or historical interest may be listed for the pulpose of protäction
from demolition with priority given to the restoratioì,reviøliiation, and
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preservation of those assets which exist within a collection of heritage
resources.
6C-06 Preserve Heritage Landscapes
Thg Cily shall establish an inventory of landscapes and streetscapes deemed
t_o-þe^gf sP-ecial historical or architectural interesi and requiring protection.
6C-O7 Pursue Options for Adaptive Reuse
The City shall pursue options in cõoperation with the other levels of
govemment and the private sector for the adaptive reuse of vacant heriøge
buildings.
6C-08 Pursue Reconstruction of heritage Structures
lne Çlty shall-work cooperatively with the ot-her levels of governmenr in
id:ntifying and pursuing õpportunities for the reconstruction äd promotion
of heritage structures.
6C-09 Pursue Civic Use of heritage Buildings
The City_shall pursue _the sue of listed heritag-e buildings for the
accommodation.of civic departments provided such buildings ale suitably
renovated to health, safety, and modern accommodation standards.
6C-10 Protect Archaeological Resources
The City shall protect its archaeôlogical resources by:
i) developing an inventory of thesè resources, and 

-

ii) devel-oping guidelines for the protection of archaeological resources
unearthed duf¡g. c_oqstruction excavations (city of winñipeg plannin g
Department: 1991:1 13- 1 l4).

Another significant aspect of this Plan is its downtown focus. According to the

Plan, the city is dedicated to mâking the downtown into "an attractive, distinctive, and

vibrant place for V/innipeggers and visitors alike" (City of Winnipeg, I9g3: 86). This

indicates the city's commitment and concern over Winnipeg's image as a symbol of urban

development and growth.

Those elements that make up thg Downtown - the streets and buildings, the
people and_activities - merge to fashion the image that Winnipeggers nãÍ¿ of
their city. It is also the image visitors take home with thenì. -È-ut to retain
and enhance that reputation both athome and abroad, the Downtown has to
remain accessible and attractive. Residents of the city should find in the
Downtown opportunities in employment, residential liiing, shopping, and
entertainment. visitors should find pleasure, beauty, and safeiy (cìty of
Winnipeg, 1993: 86).

Linked to establishing a vibrant and attractive image for Winnipeg's downtown, the

Plan also established its commitment to attracting residents in the downtown by

rejuvenating the area into a vibrant and attractive place to live.

[Downtown] has long been the centre of the city's cultural achievements and
entertainment activities and this role, too, must be preserved. A new role -
as home to a large resident population - is also ãesirable and necessary.
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Together, all these roles can make the Downtown the vibrant centre that
offers the best for all Winnipeggers" (City of Winnipeg, 1993: 86; my
parentheses).

The Plan's downtown focus also committed the City to prepare a Downtown Plan

which would include a vision and strategies for redeveloping the Downtown, protect

existing investment and promote and direct growth and private investment. This

Downtown Plan became CentrePlan.

4.2.7 CentrePlan

CentrePlan: working together for Winnipeg's downtown is a subset of

Pløn Winnipeg. It attempts to clearly articulated the goals, visions, and opportunities for

Winnipeg's downtown. This plan response to the many problems and challenges that are

facing the downtown today. The plan realizes that

Winnipeg is now at the point where it must build a new character and a new
reputation which will command confidence if it is to attract the type and
magnitude o-f investment which will enable it to continue to occupyã place
among- the f,rrst rank of Canadian cities. Such a character and a ìéputation
can only be created in the downtown (City of Winnipeg, 1995: 4). -

One of the primary principles for creating and enhancing the downtown image is

through the support of V/innipeg's urban heritage. This principle translates into two

strategies;

Strategy: 14,cti,vely, support the conservatíon of heritage
structures in the downtown through the implementøtion of thet'Heritøge Support, Policy, ønd Progroms"- report.

Strøtegy.: Take ødvøntage of our unique history in developing
innovative plggramming and øctivities in the downtown (city óf
Winnipeg, 1995: 49).

4.3.0 Heritage Conservation in Vancouver

In comparison to Winnipeg, in the City of Vancouver very substantial changes have

taken place. Most of these changes have been to the physical transformation of
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Vancouver's core where a tremendous amount of intensification of land uses and built form

have occurred.

In addition, the amount of land use change in the core has been substantial, where it

is mainly concentrated in the downtown peninsula and south shore of False Creek. Some

eighty acres of industrial land has changed to residential uses in False Creek and to

commercial uses on Granville Island. Residential uses have yielded to the office

development pressure of the adjoining area while residential densities have been increased

in the West End, Kitsilano, Fairview, and Mount Pleasant. "Almost every part of the core

has experienced some sort of change in land use over the past twenty years" (Vancouver

City Planning Departm ent, I9f32: 2).

The intensity of buildings and structures has also increased, but most remarkably

on the downtown peninsula. The once prominent Vancouver landmarks of the Hotel

Vancouver, Marine Building, and B.C. Hydro headquarters

have been diminished in importance and from some view points in the city
they have been totally obscured by high-rise office buildings. The Weit
End has be99m9 an orderly forest-of point-block apar{ment towers
(Vancouver City Planning Department,IW2: 2).

The changes in the intensity of development on the downtown peninsula can be

divided into two distinct phases which now charactenze the Vancouver's downtown at

present the high-rise apartment developmentboom in the West End during the lfbQs and

an office development boom in the Downtown District throughout the 1920s.

'West End was transformed into a high-rise apartment district largely during the

1960s when urban renewal was seen as a desirable urban strategy to achieve high levels of

urbangrowth. Between 1960and 1970some 1300Odwellingunits(llSpercentincrease)

were added in the West End. However, between 1970 and 1981, only 3 000 units (12.5

percent increase) were added. During the 1960s office space growth when compared to the

apartment boom was more moderate, having increased by 37 percent. It was during the
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1970s that almost half of downtown office space was built. This scale of development

impacted and changed the shape of Vancouver that differed from its previous image.

Accompanyi_ng tþe d-evelopment of the high-rise office tower as a
prototypical building form has been the emergence of courfSrard plazas.
These pla3s a-ld courtyards-vary significantly ind are scattereO throirghout
the reccntly builrup-office district downtown. These open spaces contrast
with older "street wall" structures like Hotel Vancouver, C"oigi" Hotel and
the Marine Building. These older structures were built to theþroperty line
in order to maximize site coverage,-which was the conventioi wneí tney
were erected (Vancouver City Planning Department,lgg2: 7).

In the early l97ùs underground retail development occurred in Vancouver. The

Pacific Centre shopping plaza underGranville, stretchingfrom Georgia to Dunsmuir, links

a luxury hotel with The Bay and Eatons department stores. Its impact on existing and

haditional retail devel opment in Vancouver was i mmense:

This two-level underground pedestrian-oriented corridor duplicates, in
essence, the functional design of large-scale suburban shopping centres.
Thil has ìargely been at the expense of independent busìneãses with
traditional storefront locations at street level. îhe chain-owned outlets
under_ground have threatened the retail frontage on Granville Street even
thoug.hpedestrian amenities and trafficrestrictiõns have changed Granville's
function to a transit/pedestrian mall. The design and, in iact, even the
function of the Granville Mall remain contentious issues (Vancouver City
Planning Department, 7982: 7 -8).

The rapid development in Vancouver threatens its urban heritage sites and

buildings. Provincial and municipal governments have responded by developing various

iniatives to curtail this trend.

4.3.1 Vancouver's Historíc Areas

As a result of an explicit provincial policy, some areas in the core have undergone

very little physical change in terms of built form. These are Gastown, Chinatown,

Yaletown, and Downtown Eastside.

In the cases of Gastown and Chinatown, the lack of apparent physical change is the

result of the designation of these districts as Historical Preservation Areas. ln 1971,

Chinatown and Gastown were jointly designated as the first provincial heritage sites in
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British Columbia. The City's intention was to restrict the physical form and character of

the areas.

The historic or architectural significance of individual properties within the
site vary greatly. _At the time of designation the intent ùai to not only save
the architectural gems, but also tô save the historical context.- The
designation ensures the retention of significant buildings while allowing the
sensitive replacement of others (Ellis,-1ff36: 31).

This desire to preserve the characteristics of these areas has been reinforced by many street

beautification programs in both these areas. In the case of Gastown, new street paving

evokes the quaintness of the cobblestone streets of an earlier tradition of street paving and

sense of age or tradition.

The Provincial designation of Gastown and Chinatown as heritage conservation

areas was done at the City's request as heritage conservation is the responsibility of the

provincial government. However, the "provincial government relied so heavily on advice

from the City that provincial and municipal regulation of Gastown and Chinatown became

almost indistinguishable" (Ellis, 19f36: 3 1 ).

The City's role was formalized in 1981 when the Province transferred the

minister's powers to the Director of Planning for the City of Vancouver. Originally, my

land use changes or building alterations were allowed with the written permission of the

minister responsible. Now, the City's development permits issued under the Zoning By-

law doubled as the ministerial permit required for alterations under the Heritage

Conservation Act. In 1981, the City enacted design guidelines to protect its heritage

character in First Shaughnessy. Vancouver's City Council had now recognized that

heritage buildings are essential resources for the city and its residents. It initiated a heritage

conservation program.

The zoning schedules that apply to Chinatown and Gastown include two features

that are not found in any othe¡ Vancouver zoning schedules

1. the schedules contain virtually no regulations that would encumber the
heritage properties beyond the limits imposed by the designation. For
example, setbacks, density limits, parking requirements, étc. are either
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nnot requiredn or. "not applicablen, while building heights have
minimum and maximum guidelines. Although there ãre virtually no
outright uses in the schedules, ANY use can be permitted i,ith
conditions (Ellis, 1986: 3I-32).

2. the schedules establish advisory bodies to assist City officials in
evaluating the heritage significance - good or bad - of each specific
proposal for change. The Gastown and Chinatown histori¡ Æea
Planning committees are appointed annually by city council and
contain representatives from the local aréas 

- 
(proþerty owners,

merchants, etc.) and relevant professions (Architectuial instiiute, Asian
Studies Faculty, etc.). Before a permit can be issued or refused these
committees must be consulted. However, their advice can be set aside;
!!9 legal_lesponsibility for controlling change still rests with the- Minister/DirectorofPlanning(Ellis,l9Sß:32).

In addition, it was recognized that legal "designation' of heritage buildings and sites

were not the only approaches to conservation. Other methods of protecting heritage

resources included incentives to property owners rather than prohibitive regulations. Other

approaches which have already been used in Vancouver include design guidelines (in First

Shaughnessy, where sensitive infilling with new buildings is permitted), adaptive re-use

(retention of the historic building shapes and use of traditional building materials on

Granville Island), and the transfer of development rights. To adapt to new uses for old

buildings, portions of their exteriors were left intact while allowing substantial interior

alterations.

Another unique heritage area in Vancouver is Yaletown, one of the most unique

warehouse areas in Canada.

For six city blocks along Homer, Mainland, and Hamilton between Drake
and Nelson Streets, four- to seven- storey, 190O vintage warehouses are
built to the property lines, creating a 'canyon-effect" along the narrow
streets. On block-long_legal parcels abutting the warehouses along
Hamilton and Mainland are continuous 24-fóot wide loading docË
platforms, many _with large wing-like roofs. The city is worÈing to
pleservethese-unique and striking features as industry gives way to úses
which reflect the area's central location (Whiting, l%6: 53).

Yaletown was established in 1886 when the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR)

located in Vancouver. Redevelopment pressure on the area emerged in the early 1980s due

to extremely high residential prices leading to considerable developer interest in converting

some warehouses into residential units. However, recently most of the conversions in
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Yaletown have been to offices with some ground-oriented retail uses. A hotel development

with refurbished exterior brickwork echoing a 1900s character with new materials,

windows and other designs, features the type of development which demonstrates the

City's objectives for this area as a historical and cultural node.

The loading docks in Yaletown have been recogni zedby City Council, the Heritage

Advisory Committee and the Planning Department as having a special role in creating the

neighbourhood's character. Council policies, adopted in 1982, provided for "the retention

of the loading docks; increased pedestrian usage of the docks; and alteration of the docks

only when no feasible altemative is available" (whiting, r9fß: 34).

4.3.2 Heritage Management

In time for Vancouver's first Centennial celebration in 19{36, a list of the city's

heritage resources -including buildings, streetscapes, landscape resources, and

archaeological sites - was created to ensure the continued presence of these civic treasures

for the next l0O years. The purpose of such an inventory would specify Vancouver's

important heritage and begin a process in which this heritage would be protected from the

rapid change Vancouver was experiencing. These resources would act as reminders of

Vancouver's heritage and an enduring historical reference for its people.

In 1986, the City completed its first Heritage Inventory, and committed itself to

develop by 1!)87 a Heritage Management Plan. The initial inventory consisted of pre-

1940's buildings and was completed in March 1985. The next phase expanded the

inventory to include streetscapes, landscape, and archaeological resources for their heritage

significance.

A system for weighing the relative heritage value of each recorded building was

developed. Each building w¿rs evaluated according to

f . itsarchitectural significance
2. its role in the cultural history of the neighbourhood, city, province or

nation,
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the extent to which its original context of associated buildings, streets,
neighbourhood, etc. is still visible, and
the degree of alteration to the exterior of the buildings.

Besides having Gastown and Chinatown as historic areas, a study team looked for

additional areas of the city with high concentrations of heritage buildings, unintemrpted by

new infill construction, and with a pattern of streets, trees, and other elements which add a

distinctive character to the area.

- The heritage inventory recorded two types of heritage areas. Heritage

Conservation Areas , which are geographic districts of extraordinary heriøge quality

that evoke a strong sense ofhistory or typify a period of architectural expression, included

two Downtown areas - namely, the Hastings - Pender Conservation Area and Yaletown, as

well as a large area in Shaughnessy Heights and a specifi c aÍeain Kitsilano.

The inventory also identifîed Eeritage Character Areøs which have valuable

streetscapes of heritage buildings but lack either the overall historical associations of the

larger Conservation Areas or their consistency of appearance. Character Areas include four

districts in Kitsilano, and one each in the Downtown, Grandview-Woodland, Mount

Pleasant, Strathcona, and the West End.

The dedication of Stanley Park in 1889 demonstrated the City's respect for its

heritage of forests, shorelines, and mountain views. The inventory extends that

appreciation by recognizing the importance of certain elements in the cultural landscape -

trees, early parks, commemorative monuments, and public works such as bridges and

streets. These elements are vulnerable to deterioration, neglect, and insensitive alteration.

In addition, the inventory also records 19 archaeological sites within the City, evaluated

according to their scientific, public, and ethnic significance.

Vancouver's Heritage Inventory provides the essential base for the development of

a Management Plan. Through its Management Plan, the City intends to encourage and

assist owners in their efforts to retain heritage buildings and sites. "The City hopes to

make it possible for owners to voluntarily retain buildings on the inventory, and to develop

3.

4.
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them in productive, creative, and appropriate ways" (City of Vancouver, 1986: 3). The

City's Heritage Management Plan includes:

' Procedures to monitor development activity involving heritage buildings
and to offer advice and assistance to owneis.. Incentives for owners undertaking up-grading and maintenance of a
building 9o rhj inventory. !!e1e 

-qãy 
inõrude allowing density

bonuses, transfers of density rights, relaxing zoning by-lalis, and an
eventual program of financial assistance.

' ho-grams to comp_rehensively address the need to upgrade and maintain
buildings in the Heritage Cónservation Areas and Éeritage Character
Areas through govemmènt funding programs (city of vanõouver, 19g6:
3).

4.4.O Heritage Conservation in Victoria

Victoria, theprovincial capital of British Columbia, is located on Vancouver Island

and has a metropolitan population approaching 300,000. With its rich cultural and natural

heritage, along with its scenic setting and human scale, Victoria has twice placed on the

Top 10 list of world city destinations, according to Conde Nast Traveler, an upmarket

travel magazine. It is estimated that in 1991, Victoria received an estimated 3.15 million

visitors, who spent $725 million, witnessing a surge of tourists consuming Victoria's

urban heritage.

Most of Victoria's tourists spend their time in the metropolitan core, namely the

Inner Harbor and downto\ryn area, where many of the city's and region's prime tourist

attractions and major hotels are located. In order to relieve the pressures of congestion

during the peak sufitmer months, the city has been attempting to draw some of its visitors

into the adjacent and underused area of Old Town by renovating certain areas of Old Town

and converting Government Street into a semipedestrian mall to facilitate access to Old

Town and wider areas of the downtown core. This involved streetscape enhancement by

widening the sidewalks, encouragrng sidewalk cafes and vendors, placing planters and

benches at regular intervals, and installing plaques or other markers to signify events and

places of historic interest.
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A recent addition to the downtown landscape is the new Fa¡s¡ Centre. It is a

modern enclosed shopping mall with Eaton's department store as its major magnet.

However, by integrating the new development into the existing urban setting, the Eaton

Centre has attempted to blend the modern with the traditional by incorporating the

department store and mall within a shell of reproduced and occasionally reconstructed

fronts of the original buildings that existed there.

To integrate this modern self-contained mall into a downtown commercial
and heritag-e system, the city planners insisted on retaining as many extemal
street-level store_s as possible and limiting the number of underground
parking spaces, the purpose being, respectivel], to have an attracti-ve and
active extemal business environmént tothe shopping mall and to encourage
substantial 

^n^qmb_e_r¡ 
of shoppers to walk fiõm surrounding parkadõs

(Murphy, 1992: 204).

4.4.1 Economic Benefits

ln 1977, The Report on Heritage Conserva.tion detailed the importance of a heritage

conservation strategy for the City of Victoria. Its rationale - the continued use of older

buildings offers both private and public economic benefits - provided the impetus for

further action on conserving Victoria's urban heritage as a means for the economic and

cultural development of the city.

When considering the choice between renovating or demolition of older
buildings, the latter is often seen as the simplest aliernative. However, there
are strong.economic reasons for preserving many older buildings, both
from the viewp_oint-gf the owner and the municipality (Heritage Àdvisory
Committee,I9TT: 3).

These reasons are detailed below.

4.4.1a Prívate

Due to high land costs in the downtown area for example, it would appear that the

demolition and replacement of older buildings with new construction to reahzean attractive

rate of return on private investment is more desirable in Victoria. However, the height and

bulk of new construction is restricted under the present zoning of Victoria's Old Town.
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The amount of new floor space allowed on many of the properties in the area are not

significantly more than the amount of floor space which presently exists, and in some

cases, may even be less. Lægislation restricts new development in the Old Town Area to a

height limitation of 50 feet which is in keeping with the average height of existing

buildings. Because of its zoning restrictions, new development at the allowable height,

bulk, and floor space would not be feasible, protecting the existing buildings from possible

demolition due to development pressures. "However, more positive programs of

encouragement and assistance are required to support the position of the private individual

or owner" (Heritage Advisory Committee ,l9TI: 7).

In Victoria, experience has shown that in the majority of commercial building

renovations undertaken privately - renovation of even the oldest buildings - can be

significantly less expensive than the cost of producing a similar amount and type of floor

space in a new structure. "The reasons are obvious; the basic structure and exterior

cladding are being recycled, their replacement value being recaptured" (Heritage Advisory

Committee,l9TT: 3).

In general, renovations can be completed in less time than required for new

construction. In addition, lower building cost provides a competitive edge for renovation

projects when it comes to leasing. "Because of the reduced time involved, these projects

are more readily able to respond to immediate market needs and less reliant on projected

future demands which may not materialize in these uncertain economic times" (Heritage

Advisory Committee, 1977 : 4).

The recycling of a building requires fewer trades and less time, reducing the

probability of costly work stoppages due to labour disputes. Finally, and contrary to

popular view, financing of renovation can be easier because of faster completion times.

Theiris less interim financing involved and it is easier to respond to the immediate known

opportunities for long term financing.

In competing with new buildings for tenants, renovated buildings have a
twofold advantage. Firstly they are able to pass on the lower c-osts they
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gojoy in the form of lowerrents and still maintain an attractive rate of return.
Secondly, imaginatively renovated heritage buildings can attract tenants with
the special age-pties._o!style andintimacy which aré simply nor available in
most new buildings (Heritage Advisory Committee,lni: Ð.

The ability of conserving heritage buildings and a site's character is seen to have major

impact on the ability to market such areas to tenants seeking such amenities which offer a

different lifestyle than developments such as suburbs. Marketing such areas is geared to

generating a vibrant real estate market in an area which was previously falling in disrepair

and underutilization.

4.4.1b Publíc

In addition, there are also direct public benefits from heritage conservation. The

character of the City of Victoria is inseparable from its heritage buildings which act as a

prime stimulus for the city's important tourist income. By 1974, the city was visited by

close to two million tourists, and realized an estimated 60 million dollars in generated

tourist revenues.

By early 1970, concrete evidence of the importance of heritage as a tourist attraction

wasrevealed.ACanadianTravel Survey, conducted inll77 found thatZg%o of Canadian

tourist spending is attributable to tourists whose main activity is visiting historical and

cultural sites. With its widely popular 'old world'image, the City of Victoria believed it

would enjoy a substantially high proportion of tourist spending as a result of cultural visits.

In addition, the success of New Orleans as a tourist mecca is directly related to the

restoration of its famed historic quarter, "Vieux Carre' which according to the Real Estate

Research Corporation, accounts for 200 million dollars a year in tourist revenues to that

City. The possibility for replicating such success in Victoria gave further incentive to use

its urban heritage as a tourist aúraction.

Urban heritage is viewed as a public resource which can be further capitalized upon

in terms of maintaining the city's downtown as a major regional shopping centre.
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Older buildings and districts can act as a unique and therefore major
attraction for shoppers, which cannot be duplicateã by competing subur6an
centres. This will help to reinforce the central area as the región's major
retail focus, as well as increasing municipal tax revenuðs (Heritage
Advisory Committee, ll77 : 6).

4.5 Chapter Surnrnary

After examining heritage conservation practice in Canada, it is clear that legal

protection of urban heritage in Canada indicates a lack of any clear commitment by public

institutions. The most active level of government in heritage conservation is at the

municipallevel.

Previously, many city councils were reluctant to implement a comprehensive

heritage conservation plan because of fears that they may be far to committed to ensure the

protection and rehabilitation of heritage buildings and sites at a time of urban fiscal

constraint. Now, however, many cities are preparing a comprehensive heritage

conservation plan focusing on incentives for private rehabilitation of heritage resources.

Public involvement is limited to protecting already owned municipal sites, design

guidelines and zoning. There is limited interest in expanding public ownership of

important heritage resources. Instead, the protection of urban heritage is dependent on an

unstable market which at this time views heritage as an important economic resource when

it is profitable.

The growth of heritage conservation represents a signifìcant shift in the realm of

economic development. While public institutions are unwilling to fully commit themselves

to heritage conservation, they are fully willing to assist private investment in urban

heritage. City governments are increasingly aware of the importance of urban heritage to

the well-being of their city. Increased tax revenues, private investment, urban

revitalization, downtown co¡nmercial revitalization, and tourism entice municipalities to

increasing their involvement in heritage conservation. However, without any clear legal

enforcement, municipalities can alter their strategy for heritage conservation when it
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appears that such a strategy is seen as no longer vital to the economic development of the

city.

However, in the meantime, for developers, the conservation of heritage buildings

and sites is viewed as a way of marketing the image of such areas to tenants and

homebuyers seeking such amenities which offer a different lifestyle than developments

such as suburbs. Such areas are made attractive in hopes of attracting prospective residents

and therefore, generate a vibrant real estate market in an area which was previously falling

in disrepair and underutilization. The purpose of imaging neighbourhoods with historical

and architecturally significant buildings is to lure higher income groups back into the city.

An example of this is CentrePlan. One of its primary goals is to establish residential

population which will support downtown retail and services.

However, in Vancouver, imaging neighbourhoods is a result of a vibrant real estate

market where many high income groups seek to move closer to the city. The city of

Vancouver is pressured into supplying the critical infrastructure and create viable and

attractive neighbourhoods for these groups. Neighbourhoods such as Gastown and

Yaletown demand the city ensures that these neighbourhoods remain attractive enclaves for

the people who can afford to live there.

In addition, urban heritage acts as a prime stimulus for a city's tourist industry.

Creating a distinctive image for a city is very crucial in attracting tourists to the area. The

image of heritage sites and buildings - as indicated by many surveys - is the most

successful tourist attraction. Therefore, tourism development and image-making are the

primary goals of heritage conservation.

***
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5

The Role of Urban Heritage

5.0 Introduction

Heritage conservation activity has significantly impacted downtown urban centers

economically, socially, physically, and aesthetically. In fact, heritage conservation activity

has significantly contributed to reshaping the cultural landscape of the modern Canadian

city and the way it is regulated and planned.

The purpose of heritage 
"oor"*ation 

in revitalizing older and decaying inner-city

neighbourhoods and downtowns is critical. It is believed that "urban revitalization" initially

begins as a heritage conservation activity 9 and acts as a key economic redevelopment tool in

downtown centers. According to Ontario's Ministry of Culture and Communications,

heritage conservation is a crucial resource for social and economic development;

Heritage conservation finds new uses for old assets, "recycling" them in
ways that contribute to our social and economic well-being.- It ca-n stimulate
ecolomic groyvlh and create jobs. Puilding renovation cieates sixty direct
and indirect jobs per million dollars spent, compared with forty-eight
created by new construction. Reclaimed buildings-can increase múniciþal
tax bases by increasing property values. And revltalized business districts
attract investment and boost retail sales. By the year 2OOO, renovation
expenditures will account for eighty-five cents of every construction dollar.

Heritage conservation can also benefit our tourism industry ....
Many of our communities can use their heritage resources to build new
tourism enterprises, offeringjobs, economic diveisification, and sustainable

9.According 1o the Advisory Council on Historic keservation Ggi/g),using a number of examples from
Alexandria, Virginia, Galveston, Texas, Savan¡ah, Georgia and Seanie, Waihington as cåse sruåies,
conservation acitivify is the crucial springboard for kickstarting the revitalizatioi pro"rtr in urban
neighbourhoods.
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development opportunities to local
Culture and Communications, 1990:

economics (Ministry of

With such benefits, heritage conservation has become an important planning aspect

in urban communities. This rising popularity is attributed to a change in the way people

perceive their cities and its practice has influenced the general pattern of urban

development.

For years, cities in North America have experienced increases in the number of

deteriorating and substandard buildings, in the percentage of low-income families, and in

the costs of social services, policing, fire protection, education, transportation, and

infrastructure maintenance. At the same time, the economic base of cities and much of their

middle to upperincome population were shifting into suburban and exurban developments

that resulted in a loss of revenue from property, sales, and income taxes in the center.

Other shifts included a diminishing manufacturing and employment base in the center and a

growing service sectorand office development to replace it.

In the past two decades, both the public and private sectors have focused attention

on the necessity of solving the dilemma of modern cities. Municipalities, civic leaders, the

financial community and otherconcerned urban groups have recogntzedthe intrinsic value

of sound neighbourhoods, viable urban businesses, and the unique role ofthe central city

as a major center for retail and recreation. The role of heritage conservation has been to

initiate and support the revitalization of older central neighbourhoods into vibrant cultural

and economic areas.

and regional
4).
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5.1.0 Results of Heritage Conservation

One of the most obvious results of heritage conservation is the revitalization of

older, historic districts through conserving and renovating older buildings. Typically,

these districts or neighbourhoods were charactenzed as less-than-desireable where the

population was either declining both in number and in economic composition or was

transient in nature. Business activity was declining due to the development of suburban

shopping malls which made shopping in the suburbs more attractive than in the older

downtown commercial areas. Adjacent land uses were highly incompatible, with industry,

residential, and commercial activities teniously existing together. Land values and the value

of old buildings were declining, as were the tax revenues in city centers.

As a result of heritage conservation activity, the most obvious impact is physical.

The renovation of buildings and the resulting generation of cultural and economic activity

has focused the attention of the public sector on providing the supplementary infrastructure

improvements necessary to upgrade a heritage area.

Extensive renovation activity to conserve buildings has created viable economic

activity in these areas. The economic base of heritage areas has been broadened as the

result of the stimulus provided by conservation activity. Typically, most economic

expansion has been sponsored by the private sector, with varying levels of support from

local, provincial, and federal sources. New businesses are formed, the housing stock is

upgraded, property values increase, a major tourist attraction is created, and the investment

of private funds is stimulated.

An example of the stimulation of private investment in urban heritage areas is the

Core Area Initiative's programs for the Exchange District in Winnipeg. Approximately

$Zt-S miltion between 1981-1991 consisted of private investment in the District, an area

which previously was in danger of deteriorating. The amount of private investment
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attracted into such an area is quite large considering the lack of activity prior to the

beginning of the Core Area's revitalization programs.

Increased tourism resulting from the promotion and renovation of heritage areas is a

major and beneficial impact to the local urban economy. The growth of cultural and

heritage visits among tourists encourages cities to enhance and promote their historic

district. Tourists provide an increasing amount of support for the shops, restaurants, and

museums in these areas. Such tourist activity stimulate retail sales in the area.

In addition, renovation and restoration work has created a number of jobs for

metropolitan area workers. According to Ontario's ministry of Culture and

Communications, building renovation creates sixty direct and indirect jobs per million

dollars spent - compared with forty-eight created by new construction. Architects,

unskilled laborers, craftsmen, realtors, engineers, administrators are only a few of the

categories ofjobs that witness employment growth due to conservation activity. Also, the

number of new shops, businesses, restaurants and tourist-related activities have created

jobs which add stability to the area.

Another result is the housing stock in the downtown area is improved through

renovation and conversion of older buildings, offering a supply of convenient, sound

housing in the downtown.

A common characteristic that existed in many historic districts was the widespread

incompatibility of land uses, such as mixed residential, various commercial, and heavy

industry. These historic districts \ryere more often than not built in response to immediate

need rather than in orderly fashion and with esthetic considerations. By shifting or

weeding out incompatible uses through careful planning and zoning restrictions the area

could be visibly improved. The removal of incompatible land uses such as heavy industry

from a historic area makes the area far more attractive.

koperty values in areas witnessing heritage conservation activity have increased

significantly as have property tax revenues from renovation and rehabilitation of older,
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heritage buildings. Significant increases in the real estate value of renovated properties in

the historic districts have occurred. keviously abandoned and devalued, heritage buildings

are now seen as valuable commodities to be capitalized for their attractiveness and image.

Unfortunately, some possible disadvantages of heritage designation exist. These

could include displacement of low income residents as property values rise - due to the

prestige factor - attracting middle and upper income homebuyers. "Also, designation

increases the possibility of only replicative architecture in new construction, depending on

the policies of the district's review board" (Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,

1979: 18).

5.1.1 The effects of heritage desígnafion

Many planners have embraced heritage designation as a tool in the management of

neighbourhood conservation and revitalization. However, according to Dennis Gale,

opposition has arisen in some cases based on the assertion that official
designation could accelerate property values, thus increasing tax liabilities
and rents and l-eading to _rislng displacement of low-income and elderly
households (Gale, l99l: 325).

Designation has been employed as a device to protect neighbourhoods and areas of heritage

and architectural importance. However, the effect of designation may have much more

effect than protecting heritage areas

Not infrequently, plannsrs, preservationists, and community officials are
accused of catalyzing the displacement of low- and moderate-income renters
and homeowners and of small business when they support the historic
designation of older neighbourhoods (Gale ,1991: 32fi2ß).

Designation is viewed by many planners not only as a device for encouraging

respectforthe architectural and historic attributes of a neighbourhood, but also as a means

to stimulate property rehabilitation and local reinvestment in existing infrastructure. In

addition, the care, rehabilitation, and maintenance of heritage resources can increase
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tourism in a community, contributing to business development, employment, income, and

public revenues.

Several earlier studies indicated that property tax assessments or real estate sale

prices in designated districts were greater than, or accelerated more rapidly than those in

other parts of the community or in the community at large. However, most of these

observations arose in the 1960s and 1970s, when very few heritage districts existed in

NorthAmerica.

Many conservation advocates often argued for the desirability of heritage

designation by citing the alleged increases in property values occurring in designated

neighbourhoods.

Most of these areasåad experienced declining or stagnant values in the post-rWorld War II era due to disinvestment, houiing abãndonment, high 
"tim"rates, or other pernicious influences. Therefoie, price inflation-in these

areas, whatever the causes, was viewed as desirabte Uy many observers
(Gale, l99I: 326).

A consultant's study of a neighbourhood in Brooklyn found that "the greatest

property value increases occurred prior to designation" (cited in Gale, I99l: 327).

However, the study also examined other neighbourhoods without designation and found

that, "market values in the comparable areas ... increased at roughly the same rates as those

withinthedistricts" (citedin Gale, 199I: 327).The study concluded that "increases in

market values have resulted from a number of factors in which designation did not play a

major role" (Gale,I99l 328). Gale suggests that,

In short, we cannot conclude from these data that historic district
designa-tion,_per se, is related to increases in property values. we can
conclude only that forces are at work in many hiìtoric districts that do
indeed accelerate the value of real estate. Foi example, in Alexandria's
historic district the s^harpest^in_crease in the growth iate of property tax
revenues from 1949 to 1977 occurred in 1970, when èommercial
revitalization_ þ.egan in the downtown. This was 2l years after the district
was first established. The factors accounting for disproportionate rises in
property. values may or may not have something to dd with the official
¡{_ct]ggng of historic status through the designa[ion process (Gale, 1991:
326-327).
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A study conducted in Washington examined annual changes in average residential

sales prices for the period 1972 to 1978 in each of five residential historic districts. This

study suggested it was more likely that growth rates in property values were related to the

"stage" of revitalization reached in each neighbourhood. Where revitalization was more

advanced, rates of growth in values were also higher. This study raises doubts about the

assertion that property value acceleration in designated districts is greater than in other

comparable, but undesignated neighbourhoods.

However, one speculation is that designation has a dampeníng effect on property

values. The Washington study indicated that severe shifts in property values occurred in

non-designated neighbourhoods, while designated neighbourhoods remained stable at

periods of property value decline in the city overall.

These data; provide some support for the idea that the true influence of
historic district designation may be to insuLate property values from the
c_y_clical peaks and valleys more common in othér pãrts of residential
Washington. In tþo1t,it may.be that historic districtÀ are more likely to
experience a certain_degrge of indemnification from extremely modulaiing
property yllqes, perhaps because of a higher degree of investõr confidence
in these officially recognized and protecled areal. As Schaeffer and Ahern
have observed. "Historic district designation may serve a function similar
to that of a designer label; it guarantees the quality of the merchandise,
reducing the_ uncertainty facing the buyer regarãing ihe future value of the
purchase" (Gale, l99I: 336).

The Washington study found no evidence that historic district designation was

associated with increases in property values out of proportion to the effects of generally

prevailing economic conditions in the city as a whole.

Comparisons of pre- and post-designation growth rates in historic districts,
as well as comparisons of these data in historic and non-historic districts,
provide no support for the argument that official recognition of the historic
and architectural merits of residential neighbourhoods leads to accelerating
p.roperty values. The fact that rates of appreciation in values declined in ail
six of the study areas, at the time thãt they were declining citywide
demonstrates that overall economic trends had a much more influðntialeffect
on the areas than did designation (Gale, 1991: 336).

Another explanation concerns the tíming of heritage designation. Gale suggests,

"designation of a neighbourhood usually follows, rather than precedes, the point at which
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substantial growth in renovation occurs" (Gale, I99l: 337). These areas tend to face

periods of incumbent upgrading or full-fledged gentrification by middle and upper income

groups before any heritage designation is sought by the community.

Heritage designation of residential neighbourhoods acts as a buffer against the

instability of real estate markets. By promoting and maintaining the neighbourhood's

heritage and character, heritage designation solidifies major investments in renovation and

rehabilitation and protects against neighbourhood decline. Previously, these

neighbourhoods have witnessed a number of investments and substantial retail growth.

This supports Zukin's affirmation that such designations indicates that economic claims to

space are protected by cultural claims to space by establishing regulations that reject or

disallow any cultural values that are not in "character" with the established neighbourhood.

5.2.0 Urban Heritage and the Culture of the Contemporary City

While heritage conservation has an integral role in the economic development of

older neighbourhoods, its most significant impact is its relation with present cultural

sensibilities. As indicated earlier in the thesisl0, the growth of heritage conservation has

paralleled the rise of postmodernist sensibilities which attempt to manipulate and use

historical, environmental, and local imagery to heighten and exaggerate 'a sense of place'

by surrounding the spectator with an artfully composedbistoric ambience.

Place-making - the process of creating and enhancing the distinctiveness of a

specific place through the manipulation of urban natural and cultural elements - has become

a primary objective for cities since the 1970s. While much attention is given to supporting

a "sense of place" for neighbourhoods, place-making in the postmodern landscape serves,

with all its drama and exaggeration, as a major draw for tourists who seek new and ever

different urban experiences.

lo Chapter one
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5.2.1 Tourism and Place-making

There is an integral link between urban tourism and "imageability" of urban

environments, particularly the downtown.

Imaging a city throue\ th-e organization of spectacular urban spaces became
a means to attract capital and people (of the right sort) in a þeriod (since
ry]3) of intensified inter-urbán cômpetition añd urban entreþreneu.iuli.-
(Harvey, 1989: 92).

The City of V/innipeg's Planni¡g Department has recognized this;

Downtown should be ideally suited for winnipeggers - for us and our
families. But it should be- much more, both'in-õharacter and value.
Downtown should be for the rest of the world to see (city of winnipeg
Planning Department, 1993: l l0).

In recent years, the rapid growth in tourism has paralleled the growing potential of

the downtown as a tourist attraction. Every city's downtown is involved in tourism to a

certain extent However, in the years ahead, a city's tourism industry will become even

more dependent on its downtown where it will become a dominant economic force that

continues to shape the downtown area. Marketing and promoting a city to attract tourists,

is dependent on the attractiveness of the places a city's downtown has to offer. planning

departments have focussed on "place-making", the conservation of attractive places in the

downtown (particularly, historic buildings and cultural sites) or encouraging development

that exhibits a unique'sense of place'in its designs.

The projectio¡.of adefinite_ image_of place blessed with certain qualities ...
have been achieved 

thro_r¡Sh an_éclectlc mix of styles, historical quotation,
ornamentation, and the diversification of surfacei (Harvey, 1989:- 92-93).

Phoenix, Arizona is also beginning to re-image its downtownl l. The city is now

rebuilding its long-neglected downtown and bolstering its attractions hoping to bring

shoppers back into the downtown area. Anzona has also brought urban marketplace

developers the Rouse Corporation - the same developers of Faneuil Hall in Boston and the

Inner Harbor in Baltimore. However, Arizona would appear as quite a different situation,

1 I see Appendix B
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as Arizona lacks the landmarks of Boston or Baltimore. Instead, Rouse is set out to create

the Arizona downtown with its own distinctive landmarks with a museum of Arizona's

history as its major feature and integrating new developments with Native American themes

to attract tourists.

5.2.2 The Changíng Nature Of Tourism

Traditionally, tourism planning required a marketing and promotion campaign.

Today, however, tourism has become far more sophisticated. Increasingly, cities are

integrating tourism into their downtown development plans and management strategies.

According to the International Downtown Association, successful tourism development is

based on five important principles. These are:

1. OuaIW - Th"- quality of the place, the environment and the experience
are what make tourism work in the first place. A quality piace and
experience will produce quality visitors an¿ will maximizê äconomic
impacL

2. Value - The visitor must clearly sense that he or she is getting true value
for money_spent. This relates in large part to the qualitf of service
received. Most people- d.on-'! mind pãying for a good, Iigh quality
experience. They complain bitterly about pãying toõ much ior ä poor
expenence.

3. CotrcenÍrafion - Concentration and critical mass go hand in hand and are
often most difficult to achieve. The ability to õoncentrate attractions,
facilities and services in a convenient acceisible location is essential to
creating a "destination" experience.

4. CriticalMass - The product of concentrating attractions, services and
facilities in a small area is critical mass ãnd critical mass creates
excitement, adventure, fun and lots of people. Too many communities

_ tryJo scaüer their attractions in order to satisfy parochial interests.
5. A Rich Density ol Experience - The prodircì of the preceding four

principles of tourism is what makes for a successful iourism, änd a
resulting maximum economic impact. ft is the rich density of experience
that not only_attracts people to begin with but brings them back time and
time again. Importantly, these are the places that ñot only attract visitors
but locals as well, thereby maximizing the market impact.

- Internatiornl Downtown Assoc.iation, I99I (cited in City of Winnipeg
Planning Department, 1993: 111).

The downtown is seen as the natural focus of such activity because it is the service

centre for the urban area, possessing an abundance of heritage, cultural, and recreational

resources. Although part of this growing interest in downtown tourism is related to the
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economic contribution it can make to various redevelopment schemes, according to peter

Murphy, "a more widespread reason is the evolving partnership between culture and

tourism" (1992: 2OI).

5.2.3 UrbanTourísm and Urban Heritage

Canadians are highly active cultural enthusiasts. A number of surveys suggests

Canadian travelers most likely will visit historical or archaeological sites or a museum when

traveling. St¿tistics Canada indicates that 63% of Canadian travelers visiting another

Canadian location will attend an historical or natural site. In addition, llVo of tourists from

both overseas or the USA will most likely visit a national or provincial park or historic site.

In Canada, consumer spending in 1992 reached $35 billion. Eight percent of total

consumer spending was towards cultural activities such as visiting heritage sites. In the

mid-1980s, when the economy was strong, consumer spending was growing at a rapid

pace (about 4Vo annually in real terms). This resulted in high levels of competition to

capture much of the increased spending in the cultural sector. Cities attempted to capitalize

on this growth in disposable income by taking meticulous care to nurture their cultural and

historical resources for potential economic development.

Because each city gains through the generated taxes and employment of tourism,

cities have been drawn into a more active promotional and developmental role. The

creation of images has become an essential ingredient in differentiating one urban place

from another.

Such positiop.ng-reg-uires not only marketing strategies but the shaping and
proþction of the built environment to support the piomotional focus. "tnis
leads to the adoptiol 9f q more market-focused ùrban planning for both
resident and visitor objectives... (Murphy, 1992: 2OZ). 

'

Among such resident and tourist objectives concerning urban heritage are;

how effectiv-ely have the heritage resources of inner cities been developed
and used to help cre-ate a sense of place and an attractive tourism prodüct?
Do the residents and visitors use such resources in the same way, or are
distinctive submarkets present? How effective is the marketing of tLe inner-
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city heritage produ,ct and how_well integrated is it into the overall planning
and management objectives of the city (Murphy,l9g2: ZOZ)?

The Winter l992F:rot Survey revealed that heritage and cultural activities played a

significant role in the Victoria visitors' experience, with ?ßVo of the visitors surveyed

visiting a museum or art gallery and a further 79Vo visitins a historic site. Eight-four

percent surveyed strongly agreed or agreed that Victoria had "heritage appeal." In response

to an open-ended question on "what aspects of Victoria pleased them the most," 2l%o

mentioned heritage, with particular reference to the Royal British Columbia Museum and

the historic buildings. "Such results confirrr Victoria's image as an urban destination with

substantial heritage appeal, and the majority of its visitors appear to be happy with this

feature" (Murphy, 1992: 206).

A study was conducted regarding Victoria's planning strategies and the role its

heritage has in developing a sense of place and overall attractiveness to visitors and

residents alike. Several questions emerged concerning Victoria's utilization of its urban

cultural heriøge;

1. How much_ are the heritage features of downtown Victoria, including
Old Town, being appreciated and used by visitors and residents?

2. Are there any differences in the way in which heritage is perceived and
used by these two groups?

3. Are there a_ny implications in the visitors and resident patterns that could
guide_the future marketing and planning of this inner city's heritage
appeal?

This study further confirmed the findings of the Winter Exit Survey. Urban

heritage has an important contribution to a tourist's exploration of Victoria's downtown

afea.

The 111 people in these parties were under surveillance for an average of 23
minutes, with the longest survey period being 87 minutes and the shortest 4
minutes. During_the observation periods, the visitors showed a high degree
ofinterest in heritage, with 6vo exhtbiting some form of heritagé-creãted
behavior, a value which lies between the exit survey's B4vo wdo enjoyed
vi-ctoria's heritage appeal and the ?ßvo who reported visiting a museum or
gallery (Murphy, 1992: 206).
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The study revealed that the majority of Victoria's visitors appreciate the heritage

features of the downtown area and to a considerable degree actively engage in some form

of heritage activity.

Although the dominant pattern for all visitors was to stroll around the Inner
Harbor and downtown area with an occasional stop at some of the heritage
stores, there was a substantial number who also-studied the heritage vìa
plaques and notices or made a time and money commitment to one óf the
city's heritage/cultural attractions (Murphy, l9g2: 2O6).

The study also investigated resident appreciation and use of the heritage resources

in downtown Victoria.

Fo¡ty re.sldent parties were observed, but because the average party size was
only 1.45, this produced a sample of only 58 people. Thesé rèsidents were
under observation for an average of 12 minutes, with the longest
observation period being t hour and the shortest I minute. Using the sãme
classification system of heritage activity as was used with the tourists, it
was discovered that only IOVo of the residents exhibited any observable
interest in heritage-related items. Three percent of those observed showed
signs.of looking_a_t the heritage streetscapes or entering one of the heritage
building stores (Murphy, 1992: 2O7).

The residents observed displayed less outward interest in the heritage resources of

downtown Victoria than the tourists.

The tourist, according to both the general exit survey and the more specific

downtown survey, reveals a strong interest in Victoria's heritage and cultural resources

suggesting that Victoria should protect and, where possible, enhance these resources for

their tourism appeal. This can occur in two ways. One is the designation of additional

buildings and areas to further capture the heritage and traditions of the city and build on its

existing tourism image. Second, make better use of existing facilities and investments

through a more proactive management style.

On the other hand, the patterns of residents in heritage areas suggest a more

pragamatic concern. Their focus was on commercial and business pursuits rather than on

heritage interest. However, this does not mean they are not interested in or appreciative of

the heritage resources of downtown Victoria.
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Based on the limited evidence of this study we could speculate that residents
might be amenable to events orfacilities that permitted them to both conduct
their p-ersorral business and participate in sõme form of heritage activity
(Murphy, 1992: 2O9).

Urban tourism is a very competitive market. As many cities compete for limited

discretionary dollars of tourists, communities who adopt tourism as part of their economic

and physical planning strategies must be prepared to examine the effectiveness of their

place image. "In posítíoning themselves, they must consider the most appropriøevísitor

niche markets, their resídcnt markets, and the synergistic opportunitíes that tourism can

províde locally" (Murphy, 1992: 2lO; my ítalics).

Taking the example of Victoria as a case study, the survey indicated that cities must

be prepared for different perceptions and uses of heritage resources. There exists, as the

survey suggests, some significant differences between resident and visitor markets. In

addition, the survey also revealed a number of heritage areas that remained underutilized.

Two prime heritage attractions, Market Square and Chinatown, were rarely visited by

tourists due to the lack of direct and easy access to these places from the Inner Harbour

area. More marketing and interpretation would assist in capitalizing on the considerable

public and private investment that has been spent on restoration and public works in these

areas, which supports the trend of integrating marketing into overall development and

planning strategies.

Urban Tourism is becoming a more visible and desirable agent of economic
and social development, but communities should realiz{it will not be a
s_iaple process to succeed in this business ... Apart from the obvious
difference that the consumer comes to the productioi point, bringing social
and physical impacts into the equation, iourism requires a gréatãeal of
coordination to achjeve the synergisms and maximum potential for the host
community (Murphy, 1992: 2lO).

5.2.4 Authentícity and Commoditizatíon of Urban Herítage

The use of local cultural heritage as a tourist attraction would suggest that such use

is a process of cultural commoditization prevalent in postmodern culture. In particular,
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local costumes and customs, heritage buildings and sites, rituals, folk and ethnic arts

become touristic services or commodities, as they come to be performed or produced for

touristic consumption . The critical issue that arises from commoditization is that it

allegedly changes the meaning of cultural products and of human relations, making them

eventually meaningless. As Greenwood suggests, "We already know from world-wide

experience that local culture ... is altered and often destroyed by the the treatment of it as a

touristic attraction. It is made meaningless to the people who once believed in it ..." (cited

in Cohen, 198f¡: 372). Furthermore, according to Greenwood, "since local culture can be

commoditizedby anyone, without the consent of the participants, it can be expropriated,

and the local people exploited" (cited in cohen, l98F¡: 372). By definition,

"Commoditization" is a process by which things (and activities) come to be
sv¿lrlSted primarily in terms of their exchangð value, in a contêxt of trade,th:l*t becoming goods (and_ services); dñeloped exchange systems in
which the exchange value 9f lhi1es and activities ii stated in tãrmi of prices
from a market...... The_principal-question in this context is, what haþpens
to the other meanings (particularly religious, cultural, and social) of ihings
(and activities) once they b_e_c_ome commoditized, particularly'under tñe
impact of tourism (Cohen, 1988: 380)

The second issue raised by commoditization is the destruction of the authenticity of

local cultural products; "instead a surrogate, covert "staged authenticity" emerges" (Cohen,

198F.: 372).

As cultural products lose their meaning for the locals, and as the need to
present the tourist with ever more spectacular, exotic and titillating
attractions grows, contrived cultural products are increasingly "staged" foî
tourists and decorated so as to look authentic.... Thusl îor eiample,
localities may be staged as being remote, or "non-touristic," in ordei to
induce tourists to "discover" them and native inhabitants of "áxotic" places
11e þugh!_t_o_"play the native" in order to appear "authentic" to the tôurists
(Cohen, 19t38: 372).

The term "authenticity", according to Erik Cohen, is "an eminently modern value,

whose emergence is closely related to the impact of modernity upon the unity of social

existence" (Cohen, 1988: 373). Massive transformations, fluctuation, and social and

physical instability creates a sense of "weightlessness" and loss of reality. Transformation
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of the built environment, the loss of familiar settings, contribute to this sense of loss. As

Berger suggests,

!f -go.tþing on 'the outside' can be relied upon to give weight to the
individual's sense of reality, he is left no option but to 6urrow in-to himself
in search of the real. Whàtever this ens rêalíssimum may then turn out to
be, it must necessarily be in opposition to any externai [modern] social
formation..;... Iq" concept_of ãuthçnticity is õne way of ärticulating this
experience (cited in Cohen, 1988: 373)

In this view, modern society is continuatly in the quest for authenticity.

Since modern society is inauthentic, those modern seekers who desire to
overcome the oppo-sition between their authenticity-seeking self and society
have to look elsewhere for authentic life.... The aÍienated ñtodem tourist ii
quest of authenticity hence looks for the pristine, the primitive, the natural,
that which is as yet untouched by modernity. He hópes to find it in other
times and other places, since it is âbsent froni his own world (Cohen, 1988:
373).

The origin of the word "authenticity," according to Triffling can be traced to the

museum. Here an "expert in such matters test whether objects of art [and by extensions,

ethnographic objectsl are what they appear to be or are claimed to be, and therefore ...

worth the admiration they are being given" (cited in cohen, l98f¡ 374).

According to Goldberg, tourists indeed seek authenticity in varying degrees of

intensity and not for its mere entertainment. Tourists who are less concerned with the

authenticity of their touristic experience, will be more prepared to accept a heritage product

or attraction as "authentic" while more concerned tourists, applying stricter criteria, will

reject as "contrived." This suggests "that "authenticity" is a socially constructed concept

and its social (as against philosophical) connotation is, therefore, not given, but

"negotiable" (Cohen, 1988: 374). Cohenprovides one example:

Thus, on one of the trekking trips in which this author participated in the
course of his study of the penetration of tourism into thè hill-tribe area of
northern Thailand, a French tourist, a teacher by profession, complained
about the fact tlat the people in a tribal village, which had been opêned to
tourism o_oly u few weeks earlier, used induÍrially produced plaôtic cups
instead of indigenously produced ba1boo cups. 

-Tïe 
mere ädoption äf

plastic 
SYPS, although unrelated to.the peneiration of tourism,'already

offended his sense of cultural authenticity (Cohen, 19gg: 37g).
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Studying visitors perceptions of Australian historic theme parks, Moscardo and

Pearce (1986) provide some empirical evidence elaborating this point. These historic theme

parks may not be considered "authentic" as they are "reconstntctions" of some aspect of

Australia's heritage. However, the visitors generally perceived these parks as "authentic" -

in the sense of being accurate reconstnrctions of Australia's past - rather than genaíne

historical remains.

Greenwood's studies on the commoditization of culture through tourism found that

the commoditized cultural products lose in the process their intrinsic meaning and

significance for the local people, who in turn lose their enthusiasm for producing them.

Greenwood observes the public ritual of the aLØde in the Spanish-Basque town of

Fuenterrabia which became a major touristic attraction. The authorities declared that it

should be performed twice on the same day to accommodate the large number of visitors.

Eventually, the local participants lost interest in it. As Greenwood witnessed,

... the municipal gov€rnment was considering payments to people for their
participation in_the alØde? ... just as the gypsiês âre paid tó ¿ance and the
symphony orchestra is paid to make muÃic. Theïtual has become a
performance for money. The meaning is gone (cited in cohen, lggg:
381).

The once "authentic'public ritual became a staged performance, a cultural "commodity."

Does the commoditization of urban heritage, or in other words, the fashioning of urban

heritage for tourist consumption, lose its intrinsic meaning for the city's residents such as

the aløde forthe local population?

The Victoria heritage appreciation study conducted by Murphy suggests this.

Tourists are highly more appreciative of Victoria's heritage than are residents. Cohen may

provide some answer why,

... since the process is frequently initiated by culture-brokers and touristic
entrepreneuis from outsidè the iocal commúnity, it may well lead to itre
gxploitation of the locals and of their cultural resouices by outsiders.
Finally, the process of commoditization also tends to affectihe cultural
products themselves. As they become increasingly oriented to an "external
public,"-rituals may b9_st_rgrteqed, embellished, õr otherwise adopted to the
tastes of the tourists (1988: 381).
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They are not oriented towards the local population.

This is the primary problem in the postmodern landscape. Local populations are

subjected to manufactured and composed heritage artifacts which exhibit and stimulate the

act of consumption rather than support and inscribe a community's needs and desires on

the urban landscape. As culture is further commoditi zed and manufactured for the purpose

of entertaining consumers, it is increasingly linked to fluctuations in the market and to

income for its existence.

5.3 Urban Heritage and Contemporary Urban processes

The intention of this thesis is to examine the role of urban heritage in the

contemporary urban environment. The second half of Chapter Three examined the

literature on the prevailing processes that are determining the shape of the contemporary

city and the importance of urban heritage in promoting and enhancing the imageability of

cities. It also examined the relationship between urban revitalization (commercial and

residential) and the conservation of urban heritage. The growth of consumerism in daily

life has linked such cultural elements like urban heritage to the growing activity of

consumption. The proliferation of shopping and festival marketplaces most often than not,

contain urban heritage elements for providing pleasant and unique shopping experiences.

In Chapter Four, by examining the objectives, goals, and results of heritage conservation in

three Canadian cities, it was discovered that urban heritage is a vital support for tourism,

real estate, and economic developmenl It is also used as a tool to lure people back to the

center by helping create vibrant looking residential neighbourhoods and spectacular urban

spaces that are entertaining.

Public institutions, however, have not counteracted private decisions and market

forces which determine the shape of urban heritage in today's cities. In fact, public policy

has generally provided incentives to increase the levels of private investment and assist

market forces in colonizing urban space for its purposes. This has resulted in the general
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feeling among many writers on the postmodern city that "public space" and "public will"

determining the spatial organization of cities is disappearing and is undermined by such

actions.

So far in this chapter, the link between present heritage conservation practice and

market forces has been further elaborated. The Washington Study conducted by Dennis

Gale supports Zukin's observations that there does exist the cultural appropriation of urban

space by higher-income groups. Rather than concern for the issue of affordability,

planners have acted in the manner of preserving private investment through heritage

designation. Heritage designation usually precedes active renovation and rehabilitative

work which generally permeates from homeowners and homebuyers who can pay for

them. Its effect, as the W'ashington study concludes, is the stabilizing of property values

during economic decline. However, during overall urban economic real estate growth,

heritage designated sites generally reflect overall city patterns. Therefore, these areas

witness little decline in economic recessions but, on the other hand, witness growth in

favourable economic climates.

This chapter has also examined the important link between heritage and tourism.

As shown earlier, tourism is greatly dependent on the quality of historical sites and

buildings and natural features. Increasing tourist activity is followed by increasing levels

of economic activity in urban areas. By conserving urban heritage, a vital tourism industry

is ensured.

However, the results of linking urban heritage to such market forces and focusing

heritage conservation activity as a support for such economic activity has had several

consequences.

As this thesis has argued, the commoditization of urban heritage - the link between

heritage and the market - has created a peculiar experience in the contemporary city. The

results have been the creation of urban heritage as a mediating element in the functioning of

the contemporary market rather than as a tool in which to promote the sense of
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"communityn and "place" for local populations. The table below summarizes the

relationships and results that have been examined throughout this thesis which have

impacted and shaped urban heritage among the predominate urban processes that are

shaping present day cities

Table 5.1
The relationships between urban heritage and

that shape the contemporarv cit'
determining
and its resr

urban processes
Itsrâ a results

Urban Processes Required Elements Results

tourism . new and unique
expenences

. sight-seeingattractions

. enûertainment

a heritage theme-parks
heritage-related touri sm
historic and natural parks

a

a

commercial
revitalization

increase in shoppers
promote shopping
target market niches

. festival marketplaces with
historical and cultural
themes

. market and promote
themes of culture and
history

. package retail spaces with
distinctive image to attract
shoppers

. providepleasant
shopping environments
using cultural and
historical themes and
desiqns.

neighbourhood
revitalization

. renovationand
rehabilitation to
counteractdecay

. increase number of
higher income groups to
stimulatereal estate
market

provision of incentives
for renovation and
upgrading of homes
provision of amenities
and pleasant cultural
environment to attract
home buyers to area

gentrification . attractive, older
neighbourhoods

. fashionableresidential
architecture

. heritage designation to
preserve private
investments and
character.

downtown
revitalization

. includes all elements of
processes listed above

. includes all results of
processes listed above
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Table 5.1 summarizes the role of urban heritage with various processes which are

transforming the shape of the city. Particularly, the table's third column indicates the

results or product that supports these processes. The relationship between urban heritage

and these urban determinants which are linked to market forces creates an unstable

environment for urban heritage. This means that urban heritage must respond to market

fluctuations and market logic for either its existence or destruction.

5.3.1The Future of urbanHerítage inthe confemporary urbanLandscape

The 1970s and 1980s witnessed a signifìcant increase in the tourist industry which

benefited the conservation of urban heritage. The growth of tourism, dependent on high

levels of disposable income, is contributed to high levels of consumer spending which as a

whole grew in the mid-1980s when the economy was strong (about 4Vo annually in real

terms). However, by 1992, spending increased by less than lVo after inflation, and by

1993 itactually fell by over7Vo.

The fall in consumer spending during 1992 and 1993 had significant impact on

visits to heritage institutions. A Statistics Canada survey found that "In Lggl-g2,

attendance at heritage institutions fell by SVo, overall, with 54.3 million visits reportedlnl2

(Dugas, 1993: 5). Some provinces and institution types were hit harder than others. As

the survey discovered;

Only Newfoundland, P.E.I and the Northwest Territories reported
increased attendance, all between6Vo and 107o. Elsewhere visits to häriøge
institutions 

-droppe_d^, yi4 the province of Manitoba experiencing tñe
sharpest decline at 127o. Decreaie in other provinces and tire Yukonlere
of smaller magnitudes, from 2to77o (Dugas, l9g3: 5).

Recorded visits to museums dropped by 1.5 million visits overall in Canada

compared to the previous year. Just over 23 million visits were reported to museums in

l99l-92, for a decrease of 6Vo. Historic sites fared better with attendance down just lTo

from the previous survey year, to under 17 million visits.

12 wAppendix C
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However, the decrease in visits to heritage institutions had little impact on revenues

generated by heritage institutions. Total operating revenues were reported at $861 million,

an increase of 9Vo, continuing an upward trend. On the other hand, operating expenditures

climbed faster than generated revenues at lOVo, to a total of $825 million. Durand

describes this situation;

polling and other data have suggested that in recent years there has been a
decline in the number of Canadians who attend or engage in various cultural
activities, especially outside the home. This diécrepancy between
participation andexpen{iture levels, if it truly exists, would bé explained
þrgely by the substantial price increases for cultural goods and sêrvices.
Consumers are allocating a greater share of their personal expenditures to
culture and recreational activities than they did ten years ago,-but in many
cases as a result of increased prices rather than increased dèmand (Durand,
19fì: 3).

As tourist demand decreases for such heritage products, decreased visits and increasing

expenditures may devalue urban heritage as a integral component of urban development.

As urban heritage is linked to tourism, the decline in tourist activity may signify the decline

of heritage conservation as a vital strategy for urban and community development.

Consumer spending predictions indicate this decline will continue;

The nineties will likely continue to show a decline in conspicuous spending.
Consumers will have fewer disposable dollars to spend and therê wiil be
enonnous competition for their discretionary dollar (Durand, l9g3:. 4).

The danger with linking urban heritage to economic factors such as tourism, private

investment, and revitalization is that market forces dictate its value. As value decreases,

urban heritage is replaced by development that the market dictates as higher in economic

value.

5.4 Heritage Conservation and Community Culture

As suggested by both Murphy's and Cohen's studies, the local population may lack

appreciation of their own heritage when it is frequently controlled and exploited from

outside the local community. A recent example in Winnipeg clarifìes the perceptions of
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residents. In late October, the City of Winnipeg Planning Department advised City Council

to put the 85 year old Greenway School in the West End on its heriøge building listl3.

Heritage advocates applauded this move to increase the number of heritage buildings in the

inner-city neighbourhood. However, the reaction of residents and the school board was

quite different. While it was agreed it was a valuable historic artifact, parents of Greenway

children and the school board protested that such an "artifact" could no longer serve as a

school. As parents' spokesperson Ana Vernaus said "practicality has to outweigh

sentimentality on the issue. The 603 children deserved a modern and safe school"

(Crampton,1994: 4). City council took note of the community's wishes and on October

T9,1994 voted 10-5 to not protect the landmark. On October 24, the walls of the school

came tumbling down.

However, according to Cohen, the commoditization of urban heritage - i.e.

controlledand manipulated foreconomic purposes - may be necessary for a community to

preserve and maintain its heritage.

One has to bearin mind that commoditization often hits a culture not when it
is flourishing, but when it is actually already in decline, owing to the
impingement of outside forces pieceding tourism. undõr such
circumstances, the emergence of a toùrist market frequently facilitates the
pre_servation of a cultural tradition which would otherwise périsn. It enables
its bearers to maintain a peanilgful Iocal or ethnic identity irynicn they might
otherwise have lost (Cohen, 1988: 382).

In Cohen's view, commoditization should not necessarily destroy the meaning of

cultural products, neither for the locals nor for the tourists and shoppers, although it may

do so under certain conditions. These conditions may involve the lack of community will,

or in [-ogue's word "public will" in defining what is significant urban heriøge. Instead, as

Logue suggests, You cannot lrusl archítects and developers to protect the public interest

(Schmertz, 1987: 9; m! italics). Defining a city's urban heritage under touristic

imperatives alone, alienates the local community from its own cultural heritage. Molding

13 se" Appendix D and E
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urban heritage into an entertaining spectacle may not appear as genuine or authentic to the

local community.

While architects and historians may find the rehabilitation of a heritage artifact as

"authentic" - in other words, sufficiently representing an aspect of a city's heritage - the

Iocal population, on the other hand, may disagree. Cohen suggests that ""authenticity" is a

socially constructed concept and its social (as against philosophical) connotation is,

therefore, not given, but "negotiable"" (Cohen, 1988: 374). This indicates that in order

for urban heritage to develop any intrinsic meaning to residents while performing as a

viable tourist attraction which facilitates the conservation of urban heritage, heritage

conservation practice must involve a high level of community participation.

Nozick argues that a community's heritage is its life blood, a source of feeling and

spirit

the local ways people do things together, their common feelings and values,
tþe.way they express themse_lves in art, their identification witñ a landscape,
their shared.exp_eriences of the past and shared dreams and hopes for a
future. Obviously the_se are not items which can be manufactureã, bought
or ordered: they are life patterns which evolve over time (1992: r82).

Communities need to reclaim their right to citizenship and revive public life. Human beings

can begin to control the shape of their communities, their cities, and their environments

most effectively in the community arena. This is in contrast to a growing individualism,

disintegration, instability, and alienation that plagues our present communities.

Communities in the postmodern urban landscape are plagued the disappearance of public

space as the urban landscape is very more determined by forces outside its realm. As

Hamel identifies; "The deterioration of the infrastructures and buildings... suggests that the

citizens do not know how to care for their environments" (Hamel, 1993: 17). It must be

recognized that our present institutions are failing in maintaining succesful processes in

dealing with such problems. We need to begin building new institutions to deal with this

situation. Community is the arena in which effective action to achieve this can be made.

By integrating heriøge conservation with community involvement, the community can
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become the primary force which structures the social, economic, and physical shape of a

community's heritage.

Perk's and Vliet's Wilmore scenario is a good example of what may be expected

from a conservation practice which is directed by community "willu. In Willmore, every

one is active in inscribing their needs and desires on the community landscape. An entire

community with diverse networks of cultural experience is created. The character of

Dwellnow, the mayor of Willmore, states "that the small Choices, and the desires and

beliefs weaving together in the minds of people who could feel they had to retrieve

Community and Authenticity, Identity, and Own work n (Perks & Vliet, 1992: 22) were

crucial in "building a place by small steps of making wholeness that eventually add up to a

community wholeness ..." (Perks & Vliet, 1992: 4). This is an example of the notion of

incrementalism opposed to revolutionary change. Environmental management should

involve an evolutionary process that takes patience and time towards community-building.

Nozick extends this view,

by_preserving and rediscovering the particularities of where we live, and by
cultivating a local culture tied to our own experience, we can begin to brin!
back diversity to this world and discover oui own identities assoiiated witñ
place. Dversity is one of the keys to building a sustainable world, both in
nature ... and in human society, because by appreciating and celebrating
diversity, we come to respect our differencel ãs people and as distinct
communities (1992: 183).

Community culture exists and is mediated by the form and "image" of places which

define the cultural landscape. Cultural landscapes simultaneously reflect a cultural product

or outcome and a shaping force or medium in cultural life. This landscape acts as a

"medium in which the totality of modern material and spiritual forces could meet, clash,

interfuse and work out their ultimate meanings and fates" (Berman, 1982 316). In the

contemporary landscape, such heritage environments mediate and shape tourist culture.

Heritage conservation mast extend the role of urban herítage to act as a mectns to rebuild

local culnre and apprecíatíon and mediate and shape locaL community culture as weII. As

Nozick finds
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we must have some direction for our action to rebuild local culture. My
findings.suggest that community building is our essential focus for retaining
culture, identity and meaning (1992: 183).

Linking community participation with heritage conservation would ensure that urban

heritage would act as a integral component of urban development. Thus, heritage

conseruation would remain a vital urban strategy for our cities.

5.5 The Role of Planning

In chapter one, planning was defined as "the activities and processes of making

decisions about the future physical, social, economic, and cultural conditions of our

environment ..." (Fram and Weiler, 1981: 4). Two streams of thought exist in planning

theory. The first is based on the democratization of the planning process where citizens are

major actors within decision-making while the second views planners as experts in making

decisions, and therefore, predominate the decision-making process. These two streams

theoretically stand in opposition to each other. However, in practice, it is recognized that

planning is notjust a mere technical exercise in any planning activity. It involves various

political and ideological interests that attempt to shape the urban environment. On the other

hand, planning that involves citizens in the decision-making process cannot fulfìll every

desire that a citizen or citizens want. It must recognize present technical limitations.

However, it can be argued that both streams of thought generally reflect either an

emphasis on market forces or on community values to determine the shape and organization

of urban space. Market forces such as profit-making, capital accumulation, mass

production/consumption, etc. are typically determined my mathematical or technical

operations. However, community involves so many diverse perceptions, needs, desires,

dreams, personal histories that these elements only appear when the planning process is

opened to citizen participation and involvement.

In regards to heritage conservation, both market forces and community impact the

shape of urban heritage in very different ways. The majority of this thesis has focused on
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the role of urban heritage in supporting market forces. The creation of speetacular urban

scenes using urban heritage as an essential feature and the colonization of shopping

functions in almost every new development or revitalization scheme, however, threatens

the loss of daily activities and routines in communities that occur in public meeting and

gathering places. Borgmann describes such prescriptions for the city;

The best remgdy they can usually thínk of is a spatíally extended and
theatrícolly heíghtened version of the dàtty ciiy, buiier and more
ostentatious kind-s of walking and talking, dressing and movíng, selling and
buying_, collected and amassed ín a squaie or plazã (Borgmanñ , 1992:" r34;
my italícs).

The hyperactive elevation of daily life fails torealizeany form of public or community life,

as well as the vernacular - the common everyday experiences of the community.

An example of heritage conservation that respects community is the rehabilitation of

Carnegie Centre in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside. Kent Gerecke describes the

building;

The Carnegie Centre is truly the living room of the neighbourhood.
Origrnally donated to the city by U.S. steel mãgnate Andrew Cãrnegie as a
library, it had been boarded up for many years befors þþRr{t+ was fbrmed.
It is a magnificent three storey building with a turreted and pillared corner
entrance located at Main and Hastings - the social and geogrâphic centre of
the community (Gerecke, 199lb: l3).

The carnegie centre offers a library, chess area, art gallery, classrooms and
meeting rooms, and a theatre, used for the DERA mõnthly meetings. There
is also a small gym,and weight room, a pool hall, and a seniors loúnge with
a television (Gerecke, 1991b: l3).

The diverse uses of the Centre catered and provided to as many members as it can - creating it

into a true community centre. This process of community participation, involvement, and

determination created an important and meaningful place. This strategy entails the

organization and building of community through the voices and visions of its members.

Change is directed by community members and heritage is preserved through community will

rather than imposed.

14 DpRe refers to the Downtown Eastside Residents Association
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Diversity in uses and activities are catered and integrated into the social and physical

environment of the community of Downtown Eastside rather than revitalized according to

the dictates of the market and organized for the purpose of consumption. With this

Gerecke asserts;

The revitalization of our cities depends on the resurrection of
community. With this resurrection, a multitude of actions and projects on
an ongoing basis will make the revitalization .... to comprehenri thä whole
revitalization project of DERA is almost impossible. 'It involves mariy
projects, thousands ofpeople who have contributed, been involved and haä
theirlives changed. Revitalization is the product of collective action .... As
well, housing has been built, parks and còmmunity services provided, and a
voice been earned. The meãsure is in life - thui community is both the
beginning and the everything in urban reviølization (Gerecke, i99lb: 19¡.

Linking community to revitalization efforts requires a new notion of heritage

conservation and urban heritage as described by Jacques Dalibard of Heritage Canada;

We need a new. heri_tagg value system, one that views heritage, like life, as
all-encompassing, holistic, ever-changing. This new viJw of heritage
immediately changes the way w9 apprgãghóonservation: instead of being a
precious thing fhat we place.in ã-pickle jar, heritage becomes a living
environment to be managed (cited in Gerecke, 1991: I3).

Gerecke's personal view on urban heritage echoes Dalibard,

For m-e heritage is the dynamic of putting cultural values back into
pub.lic life. Heritage i¡ an active idea, á verb, to be put to work in the
saYilg of-our cities. _Heritage so conceived may even be part of a new
politics which aligns human intelligence and eneigy towards a workable
gt_gpiu, meeting human needs with crèativity and enjóyment (Gerecke, l99l:
1s).

In light of the impacts community can have on the shape and image of urban

heritage and the activity of heritage conservation, planning - since it is conveniently situated

as a profession which is concerned with the cultural, economic, social, and physical

organization of our cities - must extend the activity of heritage conservation to involve

community involvement and determination. In view of present forces that are shaping the

contemporary city and undermining the institution of community, planning can ensure such

consequences do not occur by mediating between market forces and community. Figure
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5.1 graphically reveals the position of planning practice between community and market

and their intended heritage conservation products.

Figure 5.1

Planning and its relationship with community, market forces, and their
intended outcomes in heritage conservation
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5.6 Conclusion

Urban centres are wealthy repositories of heritage. The conservation and

rehabilitation of urban heritage is a necessary activity to revitalize the downtowns and its

surrounding communities. This thesis has outlined the economic, social, cultural, and

physical benefiæ generated from the conservation of urban heritage. Heriøge conservation

is a significant activity that is shaping the urban environment - recognizing the importance

of qnvironmental identity and 'sense of place'for people and communities.

In the postmodern city, urban heritage is an integral element in creating a distinctive

urban image for cities. This is a crucial goal for heritage conservation activity. However, a

distinctive and definable urban image has been far more oriented towards the attraction of

tourists or attracting middle to upper income groups to older neighbourhoods by marketing

distinctive urban lifestyles.

While postmodern cultural sensibilities have invigorated and emphasized urban

heritage,linking postmodern design principles with contemporary urban social, economic,

and political factors has significantly assisted in the conservation of urban heritage. Urban

heritage serves as a critical support for tourism, commercial revitalization, urban

entreuprenialism, urban competitiveness in the global market, and increases in public tax

revenues.

In addition, the conservation of urban heritage suggests Roger Trancik, Kevin

Lynch, Leon Krier, and others, is an important element in creating distinctive and

identifiable places for a community. Such places gives a community an urban landscape

which they can identify with and associate meanings to. Such a process would invigorate

and rebuild 
"o¡¡¡¡rrnities 

crippled by modern development patterns.

However, the tendency with postmodern design is that such places - in the attempt

to create a'sense of place'- tend to exaggerate that distinctiveness or image. Instead, these

heritage areas ¿re manipulated and controlled for aesthetic and visual purposes to heighten

the image of historical ambience.
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For the local population, such developments in heritage areas may appear

'contrived' and 'inauthentic'. In fact, the local population may feel alienated by such

designs. Cohen and Boyer argue that may be due to factors of commoditization where the

local population have lost touch with the intrinsic value of their urban heritage. Murphy's

study of Victoria supports the notion that residents are typically unresponsive to it.

The lack of involvement or interest in urban heritage by the local population

indicates that present heritage conservation activity is overlooking an important benefit of

urban heritage as a source of community pride and soul. Herítage conservaÍíon must

extend the role of urban herítage to act es a means to rebuíld local culture and appreciation

and mediate and shape local community culture as well. It also must recognize that the

community level is the arena where effective action can be made. Citizens can begin to

control the shape of their communities, their cities, and their environments most effectively

in the community arena. It is where;

... urban heritage is best defined and protected by communiry. The social
contract of vital community, especially with cooperative principles and

_common prgPerfy ownership, is the best safeguard of history and heritage.
Vital, conscious community also allows for healthy renewal uniting past,
present and future (Gerecke, 1991: 1Ð.

Involving the local population in defîning their heritage while integrating tourism and

commercial revitalization with marketing and promotion can effectively capitalize the

potential benefits of urban heritage.

l.ogue argues that the largest problem in heritage conservation is the lack of 'public

will'involved in the process. Public institutions, however, are unwilling to fully commit

themselves to urban heriøge. Instead, it is willing to assist and support private investment

as long as it continues to provide various economic benefits. All our institutions have been

organizedfor the benefit of capital accumulation and crisis management. In other words,

ourinstitutions have been based on the growth model as a fashion of living and surviving.

But in an era of fiscal and infrastructural crises brought on by structural economic changes,

heritage conservation has been vital as a urban economic stimulator throughout the 1f80s.
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However, in the 1990s, decreasing disposable income and decreasing tourist

activity in urban heritage interest have threatened urban heritage's legitimacy as a vital

urban environmental element. This thesis concludes that by linking heriøge conservation

as a comrnunity development activity, involving and supporting community-building, it

would ensure that urban heritage plays an integral role in the urban environment and remain

a vital urban strategy.

***
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Teble 2.s

Average Vlslts per lnsUtuUon by provlnce orTerrltory and Type of Vtsltor, tS'gf -gã 
"'--

Tableau 2.5

Nomb¡e moy€n dE vlsttes par établlssement selon laprovlnce ou la terrltolre et te genre ããìisltrrr, - --
1 991 -1 992

Ave.ags Visits - Nombre mol,en ds visitss

Average Total
Vlsits?l

Frór¡uentatlon
lolale moyenne2l

Tolal Numbar ot
lnstilutions2l

Nombr€ lotsl
d'éla{lissement32 t

Provincg or Terrllory

Province ou lsrrltoirs

G€n€?al Publict9 Researche¡s30

Grand publlç19 Chercheurs2o

Newfoundland - Te¡re-Newe

Prlnc*,Edward lsland - ite-du.prlnce.Êdouard26

. 
Nov¡ Scotla - Nouvelle.Êcosse

' 
New Brunswlck - Noweau.Brunswlck

. Ouebec - Quåbec

. Onta?lo

Mrnltob!

Sasketchewan

' Alb€rt¡
:'
i arlrtstr Columbla - Colombi*Brilannique

Yukon

I

l,lorths¡sl Terilorle3 - Tsrrllokos du Nord€uo3l

Cen¡dal

r5.r81

8.dO¿l

19.875

11,245

53,530

38.€0¡l

10.448

8,112

28.807

30,539

14.935

0.108

29,¡126

nO. - nb?r

002

. f .0ro

. 1.758

1,002

. r.211

8¿ll

¿38

¡40

040

377

x

?86

1.1.810

8.808

19.420

10.828

atl.74l

38.022

15.748

8.298

27.681

28,571

r3,e70

8.108

27,199

E7

t6

t{9

8l

3r7

480

r5t

218

t87

28r

to

I

1,973

¡

I

source: Statistics Canada. Heritøge
1992. Page32.

!

Statistics Canda, Ottawa:Instítutions I99I-92.
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SELECTED INDICATORS
Herltage lnstltutlons

lndicator 1987-88 1990-91 1991-92
% Change
1987-88 to

1991-92

% Change
1990-91 to

1991-92

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS

TOTAL ATTENDANCE (mittions)

AVERAGE ATTENDANCE 1 (#)
Museums
Historic Sites
Nature Parks
Archlves
Exhlbltlon centres
Planetariums & Observatories
Aquariums & Zoos
Botanical Gardens

EARNED REVENUE ($ millions)
As a/o oÍ Operating Revenus
As $ amount per attendee

TOTAL GOVERNMENT FUNDING (S miltions)
As o/o of Operating Revenue
As $ amount per attendee

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (S miltions)
PROV¡NCIAL cOVERNMENT ($ mitlions)
OTHER GOVERNMENT ($ millions)

CORPORATE SUPPORT ($ mltlions)
As % of Operaüng Revenue

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE(S mittions)

AVERAGE OPERAT¡NG REVENUE($ thousands)
by size group

$1,000.009 and greater
s500,000 - s999,999
less than S500,000

PERSONNEL(#)
Fulþtlme
Part-tlme
Volunteers

2,218

101.2

.19,686

19,60f
45,804

306,4it0
1,792

?2,262
2s,880

323,063
244,551

f 61.0
20.7
1.54

574.4
73.8
5.51.

261.0
225.7
87.6

19.7
2.5

77A.1

228s

111.5

51,642
20,609
46,412

329,540
2,692

26,8{¡5
24.493

303,323
208.706

?20.4
21.3
1.98

751.8
72.6
6.74

3392
288.8
123.8

u2
3.3

1,034.9

495.4

4,810.8
659.6

86.0

12,411
19,470
46,055

2262

109.7

5',t,228
19,502
47,008

325,252
2,453

24,839
29,202

289,141
202,086

?26.7
20.4
2.07

802.0
72.2
7.31

3,16.1

312.9
1 ¡lil.0

52.7
4.7

1 ,1 10.1

530.4

5,1s7.3
663.3

88.1

:

12,4€g
19,477
49,0/m

-1.0

i1'6

-0.8
-5.4
1.3

.0.4
€.9
-7.6
19.2
4.7
-32

2.O

384.8

4,064.7
714.3

74.3

11,370
18,469
36,329

5.3

3.t
{.5
2.6
7.1

36.S
11.6
12.8

-10.5
-17.4

¿10.8

34.4

39.6

32.7

32.6
38.6
63.2

i ¡ 168.t

', 4z.T

37.4

26.9
-7.1

18.6

I

2.9

4.5

8.7

8.5

7.3

7.1

72
0.6
2.5

0.4

6.5

9.6
5.5

3s.0

2.O

8.3
15.5

54.0

source: Focus on Cultu¡e. Statistics Canada, ottawa. Summer lgg4,vol.6, no.2:
page 10
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source: Winnípeg Szz. Thursday, October2O, lggl: page 4.
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Greenway comes down
By James cramnton rois Bernie ìrry'orfe and Greenway was nor aTr¡e wars oi as- vagu,,s Ëiia;;'-;J; -,¡ã,äîrï"rîi".-¡-¡,"."year-ord creenway 

11 
imRassionert prea to . afe seven suct¡ scr¡o.rsschool can come turn- save 'the ,ti,rl"-tur", from the era stiil in useblingdown. glflnC C."**"y had . by the division n¡¡dCity council voted hiðtori'cualuãl"-" Greenway by fur wasl0-5 to side wilh rhe Herítige the worsr off, she sai<j.Y-lq"gSchoolDivi- ..Her¡rag;j"Jer

sion No. I requesr ro r^,r-î'ü.iÍi::-:,':'_I; ùgeqt
g.",""ir.-r'úJi,Ë,i"Ë#Wiil;i'i[S;;J:':"":lä"r-î,,f"iffil"i;il,:l
landmark after a new .l"putyi-sy:o, or"w¡n- rhe community ro tcarschool is buitr on rhe ni¡ieg. .sðínäã" on." clown rhe schóol. par_

åii¡rffli"lål;îi,:ïïr ;;iã; .üiïiã rgu enrs, ,póËå,p"..on
ãi"ii;gl,*i;ä;ìJ# üii:T{ff hll fl'.ï; *iüiå,";:tfJ.jü;ing K-6 school' rrr"*-L'lJi"ï'îäul¿ sentinrenrntirv on rlrc

^ ,(clory v"gt *n-i"¡,ä"il issue. The 60íchird¡e¡¡But it was not an - 
_Boa¡ä-ch"iijåtron deserved a modern ardeasy victory for rhe Ma-ryAnn t"r¡r,y"r,"t ffi;;;i,;;iî1," o.-school division. Tt¡e said il,e ¡eu"l-óiäãr".¡- gurã. 

--"'-" .

ci1y.'s^planning com-- orarion 
"têrì"ìtï"y coun. Amaro sirvamr*ee agreed with made it not wonh sav- (Daniei 

- 
ti"inry."¡,

üiiËi},¡¡ilÏ: ;îi"; 
;" "'""r'*i'iri 

ilîti,-'ffi'htr äËspared the wrecker's Th" province .re_ of lhe commìnity,sbatt.and ptaced on the cenrty og-r""jiä-ñuily_ ;ìrËr: 
vv¡¡¡¡"'[

gity'r protected rist. rund coñsr¡uct¡ón or a A former sludent at
lr.:1.,:l:-""live.poticy new schoor. li tt," c.*ì*i'y' înrselr,cornmirtee overturned schoor had to be reno- siruo snía iii" 

"irythat decision. setting vated, rhe p.ónlnc" 
"na shoutd not use the chil-u.p rhe showdown oñ rt¡e scnoãi-JiJir¡on dr;ñ.oîJiiin o ¿¡*-

'ie 
roor ;i ;ri;'i,;ii *åråi"T'.:;;,i;',i,: ;l,i: i,,tfäi;l,i,i:i

,Iast Weclnesctåy.. lt .,-., ¡,..;costs 
"""n1¿ 

.-: .-t. , . cnhnnt .o-^.,-i¡^-^ ^_^iiîÈ;ñ;ïi,;:*u¡i

source: Crampton, James.
25,1994: page4.

The Tímes. Tuesday, October
nGreenway comes down'
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